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THE INAUGURATION t'n Hartford, Thursday, October fourth,
I9oo, of t!te CAMP-FIELD MONUMENT; Being the Statue of
BRIGADIER GENERAL GRIFFIN ALEXANDER STEDMAN,

M.

A.

Bam in Hartford, January sixth, 1838.
Graduated at Trinity College, 1859, M . A. x863.
Wounded in the attack upon Petersburg, August fifth, 1864.
Died at Petersburg, August sixth, 1864, aged 26.
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Never scholaY became solditY that was not a good

.

Cervantes, Persiles y Sigismunda, Lib. III. c. ro.

Thursday, the fourth of October, xgoo, was a day memorable in the
history of Hartford and of the State. On that day nearly a thousand
veterans of the Civil War of the Fifth, Tenth, Eleventh, Fourteenth,
Sixteenth, Twenty-second and Twenty-fifth Regiments of Connecticut
Volunteers, attended by the military organizations and the dignitaries of
the city and the state, met to renew heroic memories in the dedication
of a monument to mark forever the field where they had mustered to
save the Union. It was the fifth general gathering of the veterans of
the State since the war, the first being Battle Flag Day, the second at
the dedication of the Buckingham statue, the third at the dedication
of the Soldiers' Memorial Arch, the fourth on the occasion of the
presentation by the Grand Army Posts to Trinity College of the flag
which waves upon her Campus in token of the Pro Patria of her motto.
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The first conception and plans for the memorial are due to the
Twenty-fifth Regiment, of which General and Judge Thomas McManus
is the life president, and presumably especially to General McManus
himself. Such distinguished representatives of the Twenty-second
Regiment as ex-Mayor John · G. Root, General Julius S. Gilman and
Colonel Charles A. Jewell cordially cooperated. These regiments
were authorized by the Legislature to expend for the monument the
$2 ,ooo granted them by the State for the erection of memorials upon
battlefields. Veterans from the Fifth, Tenth, Fourteenth and Sixteenth
Regiments contributed almost $2, 000. The Eleventh Regiment, of
which General Stedman was the Colonel at the time of his death, made
generous gifts. Many friends of the hero in civil life gladly aided.
The whole city of Hartford adopted the project as its own, his
Honor, Mayor Harbison, the Common Council, the Park, Street and
Water Boards, and of them notably Mr. Theodore Wirth, the Superintendent of the Parks. In the parade the First Regiment, Connecticut
National Guard, the Governor's Horse Guard and the Governor's Foot
Guard, the Putnam Phalanx, the Griffin A. Stedman Post, Sons of
Veterans, and other voluntary organizations escorted the veterans.
As the imposing procession returned, it passed in review before the
venerable hero, General William B. Franklin, who, seated upon a platform before his residence, received the affectionate homage of his comrades of the Grand Army, one hundred and fifty veterans of the
Spanish-American War, and their younger associates who proudly
attended them.
Every building bore its streaming and festooned flags. The
whole population seemed gathered to witness the procession and the
dedication.
The presence of the Senators of the United States and of the
Judge of the U. S. Court seemed a symbol of the dignified part played
·
by Connecticut in the history of the nation.
His Excellency, the Governor, by his eloquence voiced the interest of the whole State in the event.
It was a grand and noble celebration never to be forgotten by
those who witnessed it, fitting homage to heroes.
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Trinity College had, however, a ground of deep and tender interest in the occasion peculiar to herself. She can never forget her debt
to General Julius S. Gilman, who proposed that the statue of General
Stedman, one of her own sons, should surmount the memorial, her
obligation to the Association for realizing the proposition in a figure
that will utter lessons of patriotism and character to the students of the
College as long as she shall herself endure.
The high task of pronouncing the eulogy upon General Stedman
was fitly committed to Colonel William S. Cogswell, a graduate of the
college in r86r, a member of its Corporation, and more than that a
comrade in arms and a friend of the hero.
It seems right that this BULLETIN, which chronicles the history of
the College, should record as a memorial to one of her noblest sons
and as a mark of gratitude to those who have done him and her such
honor, the words of eloquence spoken on the Camp-Field on the fourth
day of October, 1900.

The History of the Monument.

General Julius S. Gilman, Chairman of the Committee, presided at
the dedication exercises. After .prayer by the Rev. George Williamson
Smith, D. D., president of Trinity College, a chaplain in the Navy in
the Civil War, General Thomas McManus, president of the Camp-Field
Monument Association, gave the history of the Camp-Field as follows:
Your Excellency, Veterans and Citizens:
Time will permit but a brief history o~ this field, and a simple mention of the volunteer organizations that were here rendezvoused and
mustered into the service of the United States, during the War of tht!
Rebellion.
This Camp-Field, extending sixty rods to the east and one hundred or
more to the south was, in r86r, a long distance from the actually built-up
city. The State militia of Hartford and neighboring towns had occasionally encamped here for a few days at a time. ·when the War of the
Rebellion began, the volunteers for the First and Second Connecticut
Regiments assembled at New Haven, and those for the Third and Fourth
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assembled at Hartford. In May, 1861, volunteers for a regiment, known
as" First Regiment, Colt's Revolving Rifles," commenced an organization which was quartered on Colt's Meadows, but it was disbanded on
June 20, 1861, and immediately reorganized as the Fifth Regiment, Connecticut Volunteers, and was at once transferred to these grounds. then
called Camp Putnam, where on July 22, 1861, it was mustered into the
United States service uncler command of Colonel Orris S. Ferry (afterwards United States Senator from this State), and departed for the seat
of war just one week afterwards, serving for four years and three months
in five rebellious states. You must not expect here any history of these
regiments after they left the field. It would take too long; besides,
these histories have already been carefully written, and most of you have
read them. You are especially interested to-day in the history of this
field.
The Eighth Regiment began to organize here in August, 186r. The
field was then named Camp Buckingham. Early in the following October the regiment was mustered into the United States service, and left
for the seat of war October 17th, under command of Colonel Edward
Harland, who was promoted to be brigadier-general November 29, 1862.
The Eighth served four years and two months, campaigning in Maryland, Virginia and North Carolina . The Tenth Regiment organized here
at the same time with the Eighth, leaving for the front October 31, 186r,
under command of Colonel Charles L. Russell, who on the 8th of February following was killed at the battle of Roanoke Island. This regiment served in four different States, and was finally mustered out
August 25, 1865.
The Fourteenth Regiment commenced organizing here in July, 1862,
the field then being named Camp Foote. It was mustered into the
United States service August 23, 1862. Two days afterwards it left for
the front under command of Colonel Dwight Morris, and was finally
mustered out of service June 3, 1865. The Sixteenth Regiment organ
ized on this field at the same time with the Fourteenth, and was mustered into the United States service August 24, 1862. It left Hartford for
\V'ashington August 29, and in less than three weeks thereafter, on Sep.
tember 17, 1862, in company with the Eighth, Eleventh and Fourteenth
Connecticut Regiments, participated in the terrific battle of Antietam,
Md. This was the last of the three-years' regiments to organize here.
Before its departure from the State, President Lincoln had issued his
call, dated August 4, 1862, for 300,000 militia to serve for nine months,
and in response volunteer companies began pouring in before the end of
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August. From these the Twenty-second Regiment was organized, September 3, I862, with George S. Burnham as colonel-a veteran officer
who had already seen service in the Civil War as lieutenant-colonel, and
afterwards colonel of the First Regiment, Connecticut Volunteers. This
field was then named Camp Halleck, in honor of Major General Henry
Wager Halleck, General-in-chief of the United States Army. This regiment was mustered into the United States service on September 20,
I862, and left this camp for the front on October 2, and served in Virginia until its final muster out July 7, I863. While this regiment was organizing, it occupied the southern part of this field with its tents, and
for its drill and parade ground, while the northeastern part of the field
was given to the newly-arriving companies and squads, which afterwards
were organized into the Twenty-fifth Regiment. Before the creation of
the Twenty-fifth these separate companies were quartered in immense
wooden barracks, but on the departure of the Twenty-second the
Twenty-fifth took possession of its vacant grounds and tents.
Colonel George P. Bissell was elected to command the Twenty-fifth,
and he named this field Camp Drake, in honor of Colonel Albert W.
Drake, who had enlisted in Company A, First Regiment, Connecticut
Volunteers, of which company Joseph R. Hawley was captain and Drake
first lieutenant. After the muster out of his regiment he was appointed
lieutenant-colonel of the Tenth, and succeeded to the colonelcy when
Colonel Charles L. Russell was killed at Roanoke Island, February 8,
1862. Colonel Drake died at his home in South Windsor on the sth day
of the following June, literally worn out by his· incessant arduous
services.
The Twenty-fifth was finally mustered into the United States service
November II, and on November I4 left this field for Centerville, L. I.,
where it encamped till November 29, when it embarked at Brooklyn,
forming part of General Banks' mysterious expedition, which in the
ensuing summer, 1863, opened the Mississippi River after a practical
closure of two years. This regiment's service was wholly in Louisiana,
and it was mustered out August 26, 1863, and was the last regiment of
volunteers to organize on this field. The records of this State show that
there were in these seven regiments before their muster 6,826 men. This
spot was their elementary school for learning the art of war. The old
barracks were then torn clown, the tents were folded and transported to
Louisiana with the Twenty-fifth, where they have long ago rotted and
mixed with the elements. Cities have expanded their boundaries, pursuing the horizon, the identity of this field was growing uncertain, the
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old boundary highways changed their names and now new ones intersecting here, had been opened. The adjoining fields acknowledge new
owners and dwellings stand and white haired children play where the
grim sentinel once paced his silent beat. Probably not one survivor in
fifty of the nearly 7,000 soldiers who mustered here thirty-eight years
ago would, unaided, have recognized this field. If its identity should
be lost during the first generation, who could re-establish it in the
second? Some of the veterans said, " It shall not be lost, we shall
guard against that." Connecticut's Legislature of 1893 voted an appropriation of $r,ooo to each Connecticut Regimental or Battery Association
that should build an appropriate memorial on any of the battlefields of
the Civil War, in which such regiment or battery had been engaged.
These veterans in 1895 asked that the appropriations might be paid to
such organizations as should prefer to erect their memorial monuments
in Connecticut. The Legislature promptly acceded to the request. It
naturally occurred to many veterans that had rendezvoused here that
they ought to combine their means in erecting a joint monument, commemorating all, and the Legislature of r897 cheerfully assented to this
suggestion. At the reunions of the Twenty-second and Twenty-fifth
Regiments in r898, the veterans took appropriate action to build a joint
monument on this field, and each regiment appointed a committee to see
the work speedily carried out, and that the monument should commemorate all the regiments that had rendezvoused here, including those
that had already expended their State appropriations on their battlefields
of the South.
These committees of the Twenty-second and Twenty-fifth Regiments
associated with themselves as speedily as possible representatives from
the other regiments that had encamped here, and together they adopted
the name of "Camp-Field Monument Association," and after obtaining
from the secretaries of the veteran associations rosters of their surviving
members, sent to all the survivors of the seven regiments especially
identified here a circular address soliciting their aid and cooperation.
The veterans responded liberally, according to their ability; many of
them gave most generously. The personal friends and relatives and
college mates of these graduates from this field gave liberal offerings in
loving memory of parent, husband, son, or brother, who once served
here, and with these aids and with the already-mentioned appropriations
from the State, we have succeeded.
Mr. John C. Barker, the owner of this part of the historic Camp-Field,
on learning our intention to erect a monument, voluntarily tendered to
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us, through General Gilman, as a free gift, this lot that you see here enclosed . Tbe trustees, however, of their own motion and for the proper
protection of Mr. Barker inserted in the deed the conditions that we
should erect on the lot a monument of the .value of f,6,ooo at least, within
six years from July 4, I8g8.
Our association determined that if within our means, this monument
should be surmounted by a portrait statue of some typical Connecticut
Volunteer, one whose military history was linked with this field. We
readily and unanimously decided upon that of General Griffin A. Stedman, a Hartford boy of Revolutionary .soldier ancestry, who completed
his education here at Trinity College, and began his military life as
second, afterwards first, lieutenant in Colt's Revolving Rifle Regiment,
and on its reorganization as the Fifth Connecticut was made captain of
Company I, and on the organization of the Eleventh Connecticut was
appointed its major, then its lieutenant-colonel, then its colonel and
brigade commander-and after three years and one week of severe service in the field, with many a grievous wound, he fell mortally wounded
before Petersburg, Va., August 5, I864, on the very day that President
Lincoln signed his commission as brigadier-general.
Of the plans for the proposed monument that were submitted for
our inspection, and were within our means, this one, from our fellow
townsman, Mr. Stephen Maslen, was most satisfactory to the association
and was approved by the quartermaster-general. The accompanying
statue of General Stedman is by the celebrated artist, Mr. Frederick
Moynihan of New York, and was cast in the works of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company at Providence, R . I. The pedestal is twelve
feet high and nine feet square at the base. The statue is of standard
bronze and eight feet six inches high above the granite work.
The city of Hartford, through its mayor, common council and public
departments, especially the engineer, park and street commissioners,
has most willingly rendered us every assistance in putting these grounds
in their present beautiful condition. This monument is not yet perfected;
there are many additions yet to be made to the immediate surroundings,
all of which will be in place during the coming year. Our Association,
however, felt that we could delay nothing on our part in presenting it to
the public. This enormous gathering of veterans testifies to the anxious
interest they feel in seeing this historic record established as durably
and accurately as granite pile and brazen tablet can effect. The now
gray-haired recruit of Camp Halleck, leaning on the arm of his blackbearded grandson, sees among the changes so swiftly transforming these
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surroundings the relentless advance of his pall-bearers, the fresh earth
heaped beside his own open grave, on the neighboring western ridge that
overlooks his sentry beat of I862.
With the exception of General Edward Harland, first colonel of the
Eighth Connecticut, every one 'of the commanders who led these regiments from this field has gone to the better world.
It is more than probable that this is the last time that Hartford will
see so large a gathering of the veterans of the Civil War. It is absolutely
certain that this Camp-Field never can again see so many of the children
who once knew her broad acres as their first home, after they bade their
first good-bye to the paternal roof. Gaze on the faces of these veterans
while you can, for the privilege will be yours but a little while longer.
They paid their debt of patriotism in the field many a year ago. They
have anticipated the obligations of posterity, in giving you this surpassingly beautiful and historic memorial. Is our offering worthy? This
day's demonstration has given us the answer.

The Unveiling.

To the strains of "The Star-Spangled Banner," the statue of
General Griffin A. Stedman, which surmounts the monument, was unveiled by Miss Mabel Johnson, a niece of the brave soldier who gave
his life for his country. The veterans cheered as the covering was
removed from the heroic figure in bronze.

Governor Lounsbury's Address.

Governor George E. Lounsbury was presented and spoke as
follows:
Mr. President, Soldiers and Citizens:
You dedicate this monument here to-day, not on some battlefield of
the Revolution or the Rebellion, where as the world counts victory and
its results, a nation was born or a republic was saved. But you have
come to consecrate a spot of this old camping-ground, where a generation
ago seven thousand of the noblest and the best of this commonwealth
came to crown the citizenship of the State with the soldiership of the
republic.
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It is fitting that you should thus cons~crate this spot. One of the
greatest of the tlleologians of all time once said that no act of Christian
charity and no emotion of the soul could compare in power and in sublimity with that pure and simple act of the will in which man consecrates
himself to God. And what is true in religious life, some of you, from
your own experience, know to be true in the sphere of patriotic duty.
You stormed the heights of Fredericksburg, you held the hills of Gettysburg, you faced without shrinking a pitiless storm in the darkness of
the Wilderness, and yet you will say to-day that in sublime courage and
in pure devotion, no act of your soldier life could compare with that
exercise of your will when in the quiet of your homes and before you
marched to the field you decided to defend and, if need be, to die for
your country. On every spot where each of these seven thousand made
his high and holy decision a monument has been raised, but it is not
seen by mortal eyes. And so on this one spot, where seven thousand
paths of duty met, we raise one monument to all.
It is fitting, too, that this monument should represent that one
individual soldier, who, in himself, was a grand type of the bravest and
the best. For General Stedman was an ideal soldier and his character
and his life were summed up in the words, "without fear and without
reproach." Lef this monument stand forever, sacred to his memory,
but none the less sacred to the memory of the seven thousand others who
marched from this camping field; of the seven times seven thousand
more of Connecticut soldiers who marched from other camping fields; of
the two millions, who from all the States and all the camping grounds,
marched with that flag in battle until battle became a triumph so magnanimous and so beneficent tllat to-day even the vanquished rejoice in
the ;ictory.
You will do well to honor the memory of all these, for in their
memory there is honor for you. But you must not forget that memory
alone will not protect the future. Greece gloried in Thermopylae when
foreign hands were already throttling her liberties. Rome was recounting
the memories of a splendid past when hordes of barbarians were already
thundering at her gates. Tile world never saw a grander patriotism than
that which thirty-five years ago overthrew a great rebellion and the great
wrong which caused it, but monument and memory will be of no avail,
unless in time of peace you wisely study to prevent all kindred wrongs,
and to cultivate those virtues from which that patriotism sprang. This
myriad of upturned faces, these countless emblems of country and of
liber ty are a graud object lesson to this generation, but it will be forgot-
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ten with the pomp and pageantry of to-day, unless you carry it to
your homes and weave it into the hallowed association of our every-day
life.
You remember that magnificent wave of patriotism which swept over
the loyal North in the echo of the first shot that was fired on Sumter. I
saw its mighty swell, I heard its subdued roar for the first time, as on a
Sunday evening of April, '6r, I sat in a large and crowded city church.
I listened to the wonderful address of a man who was by no means
wonderful, only he was filled with the inspiration of his theme, and he
rose to the lofty eloquence of the time and the occasion. He pointed out
the path of patriotism as he told how the Church had led in the way of
civilization and how centuries before any Anglo-Saxon race founded a
republic, the Church had proclaimed those grand truths which lie at the
foundation of every enduring republic, the infinite Fatherhood of God
and the universal brotherhood of man. Since then I have never
wondered that in all this nation there has never been a statesman, be he
free-thinker or devout believer, who 'has not invoked the sympathy of
the Church and counted Her as pre-eminently one of the saving institutions of the republic. And I can never think of the patriotism of the
Civil War without recalling the scene of that April night.
And so, in no spirit of cant or superstition but in the impulse of that
hallowed memory, I ask you to take the object lesson of to-day to your
homes and to study it in the light of the creed of your Church. If you
follow Her teachings and bend at Her altar, and sit at Her table side by
side with the king and the peasant, you will never owe allegiance to the
one nor suffer wrong to the other.
I ask you, too, to take this lesson home and to study it in the light
of the precepts of your party. Thank God that in this republic to-day
both the great parties alike stand for patriotism and law. Your party
declares that this republic should be a land of equal rights for all. It is
sound Republican and sound Democratic doctrine. Are you true to the
principles of your party and are you holding your party true to its principles by declaring with your vote that a special privilege for one means
a gross wrong for another? Are you demanding in party and out of party
that legislatures shall enact law and courts give justice with equal
balance?
You will do well to carry to your homes another thought which I
shall hardly more than suggest. These two institutions of Church and of
State meet in a third institution which is informal, which has no written
laws, which is largely the means through which the blessings of both
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the others are dispensed, and which we call society. In it man has a
right to his individual tastes, and in it, in large degree, in folly or in
wisdom, he must be a law to himself, but you, members of a Church, and
you, citizens of a republic, have no right in society to nullify the teachings and the charity of the Church or the precepts and the justice of the
State.
Are you teaching in your schools the unchallenged fact of history,
that for a nation's wrong, for even the sins of society, there is always
demanded a nation's atonement? We must not imagine that in our case
God has suspended great laws of human nature as applied to government,
because He has seemed to deal with us as He has dealt with no other land
or people . Empire and republic have gone down in ruin because they
were not able to stand up against the temptation which came with their
prosperity. Time brings wealth, wealth brings luxury, luxury brings
ease and folly, and then come decay and death. But it is not because in
the birth of the republic are sown the seeds of its own dissolution, for a
republic is the highest type of government, and in right conditions will
stand as eternal as the everlasting hills.
We have no reason to fear a foreign foe. If this nation ever falls, it
will be from some internal wrong. Slavery tended to luxury, to personal
ease and aggrandizement, and so it fastened itself upon the South as a
domestic institution until in its attempt to dominate the nation it went
down beneath the restless patriotism of the masses. Slavery is dead forever, but there is danger to the nation from a kindred cause. There are
times when the unrest and discontent of large bodies of people bode
no good to the republic. Our great hope is in the fact that honest labor
is never a foe to honest wealth, and honest wealth is fulfilling its
divinely appointed mission when, not in luxurious waste, but in thrifty
enterprise, it gives work to honest men, aud with it its just reward.
But we are not pessimists because we see some dangers. The strong
man at the helm can so guide the ship of State as to shun every visible
rock. We have faith in the perpetuity of the republic because we have
faith that the people will demand and follow only those leaders who, in
wise statesmanship, are able to set right all wrongs before they can
destroy. And we have faith that the plain people through countless
generations will keep the high ideals of the past and in their honest
hearts and through their simple lives maintain a patriotism which shall
carry our republic through every emergency when statesmanship fails.
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Eulogy of General Stedman.

The eulogy of General Stedman was pronounced by Colonel
William S. Cogswell of New York, as follows :
This is an age where great changes follow one another rapidly.
History is written in electric flashes. We lh·e in the shadows of coming
events. Like the Athenians of old we are ever looking for the new, and
are prone to forget the past with its lessons of patriotism and devotion.
It is well for us, then, that on occasions like the present we give
pause for a time, gather about us our children and our children's children, rehearse in their ears the story of the great struggle, and dedicate
monuments to perpetuate the memory of those lives laid down, that we
and ours might securely enjoy the blessings of right, liberty and justice
under law.
The committee in charge has crowned the pedestal on which are
inscribed the names of the regiments that were here mustered into service
with a statue in bronze of one who was, in fullest measure, a type of the
citizen soldier of the republic, of one who represented in marked degree
the patriotism, courage, determination, intelligence and self-sacrifice that
animated the great army by which the nation was preserved. That army
was indeed a great one, great, not only by reason of its numbers, not
only by reason of the stupendous issues it was called upon to settle, but
great in the quality and character of those composing it. President
Lincoln describing it in r863, said, " So large an army as the government
now has on foot was never before known, without a soldier in it who has
not taken his place there of his own free choice. But more than this,
there are many single regiments whose members, one and another, possess full practical knowledge of all the arts and sciences, professions and
whatever else, whether useful or elegant, is known in the whole world,
and there is scarce one from which there could not be selected a President, a Cabinet, a Congress, and perhaps a Court, abundantly competent
to administer the government itself."
In an army so constituted, Griffin A. Stedman was destined to become a conspicuous figure. Without ever a thought of a military career,
engaged in preparation for a professional calling, polished in manner
and surrounded by all the attractions which make life inviting, he, when
the flag was threatened, like thousands of his countrymen rallied to its
support.
They went where duty seemed to call,
They scarcely asked the reason why;
They only knew they could but die,
And death was not the worst of all.

THE STATUE OF GENERAL STEDMAN
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He was born in this city, January 6, 1838, where he passed his youth
and early manhood. He received his education in the schools of which
Hartford is so justly proud, graduating from Trinity College in June,
1859· He began reading law here, but subsequently went to Philadelphia,
entering the office of S . C. P erkins, a leading lawyer of that city. When
the attack on Sumter was made, he at once joined the Washington Greys,
but on learning that Colonel Colt was here raising a battalion for the
Fourteenth United States Infantry, exchanged to that command in May,
r86r, just as it was taking up its quarters on this spot.
Realizing amid all the excitement and enthusiasm of the time how
poorly we were prepared for the struggle, that war was a science, that
numbers and bravery could not win battles unless directed by intelligence and skill, he devoted himself with untiring energy to acquire a
knowledge of his new calling. He early showed such aptitude and
ability as to attract the attention of Major Baker of the regular army, in
charge of the instruction of the battalion, who recommended him for a
commission.
The enterprise of Colonel Colt was not successful, the battalion was
disbanded, and the Fifth Regiment of Connecticut Volunteers was called
!or by the Governor, who, in recognition of Stedman's qualifications
commissioned him as captain of Company I. He left Hartford July 29,
r86r, with the regiment, which was assigned to duty under General
Banks in the Department of the Shenandoah. The regiment was at once
called upon to make a series of long and rapid marches up and down the
banks of the Potomac to cover threatened points, ear ning for itself the
designation of "foot cavalry," and becoming thoroughly acquainted with
guard and outpost duty in the face of the enemy. Stedman availed himself with alacrity of these opportunities for improvement,. and so
impressed Colonel Ferry with his ability that he was selected to command a detachment sent across the Potomac to cover the retreat of our
forces after the disaster at Ball's Bluff. He received great credit for the
effective manner in which he performed this service. It is a difficult and
delicate mission and seldom accomplished without sacrificing a portion
of the picket line on withdrawal. Stedman withdrew the picket himself
and brought back every man.
In November, 1!l6r, he was promoted to be major of the Ele>enth,
and served with the regiment under Burnside in the expedition to North
Carolina, taking part in the capture of Newbern and the different affairs
of the campaign. In r862 he was promoted to lieutenant-colonel and
returned with the regimen~ to the Army of the Potomac in time for the
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Antietam campaign. The regiment formed the advance guard in entering Frederick City and was engaged at South Mountain.
In the battle of Antietam, Stedman had command of the right wing
of the regiment in the attack on the Stone Bridge, and after the death of
the gallant Kingsbury led in the charge by which it was captured. Here
he was severely wounded, but refused to leave the field until the regiment was relieved .
On September 25th, Stedman was made colonel and was in command
at the battle of Fredericksburg. Shortly afterwards he was ordered to
Newport News, then in March, r863, to Suffolk, where he took an active
part in the defense during its investment by Longstreet. In June he
participated in the demonstration on Richmond and during the rest of
the summer and fall was, in garrison at Gloucester Point and Yorktown.
In January, r864, the regiment re-enlisted, and on its return to the front
was assigned to the Eighteenth Corps and was engaged in the affair at
Swift's Creek, May 9th, and in the battle of Drury's Bluff on the r6th,
where it lost nearly two hundred men. In the latter part of May,
Colonel Stedman succeeded to the command of the brigade and went
with General Smith's corps to the Anily of the Potomac in time to join
in the deadly assault upon the enemy's lines at Cold Harbor. On June
rsth, he was present at the capture of a portion of the defenses of Petersburg and subsequently was engaged in the investment of that place. On
August sth, just at the end of an attack which had been repulsed, and
while talking with General Ames, he receive<i his death wound. Repeatedly recommended for promotion by his division and corps commanders
for personal gallantry and effective service while leading his brigade, his
commission as general reached him as his life was ebbing away.
Such, in brief outline, was the career of one of Connecticut's best
and bravest sons. His country called, he gave her all he had-his life.
The details that would round out the story of his service are woven in
the records of the Fifth and Eleventh Connecticut Regiments, and of his
later commands. These records tell of many a well-fought field, of
patient endurance, of weary march, of defeat and victory; and are illumined with the spirit of patriotic devotion and self-sacrifice.
General Stedman was possessed in a high degree of the qualities
which mark the successful commander-cool and collected, he was
always master of himself and of the situation, and inspired a confidence
in those under him that was unbounded; ever ready for any service,
never complaining, always setting an example of cheerful obedience to
orders, and always exacting strict compliance with his own. He was in
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no degree a martinet. By force of his personality he exerted au influence that was irresistible . He governed not so much by fear of punishment as by creating an ideal of duty which made every man feel the
honor of the regiment was in his keeping, and that failure on his part
would bring discredit on the command.
Those who knew General Stedman best, loved him best. This statue
is faithful, but cannot convey to you the indescribable something in his
bearing and manner by which you realized that you had met a man. It
fails to disclose the kindly smile that made you feel a welcome words
cannot express. He was strong of heart and true of purpose, and withal
tender as a woman; self-reliant, but always considerate of others.
"·whom the gods love, die young." Lives are not like leaseholds,
measured by a term of years; achievement laughs to scorn the reaper
Death.
If Stedman's years were few they sufficed to bring him honor and
renown. He left a memory without a stain. He died for "others."
Happy their end
Who vanish down life's eve ning streatn,
Placid as swans that drift in dream
Round the next river-bend!
Happy loug life, with honor at the close ,
Friends' painless tears, the softened thought of foes !
And yet, like him, to spend
All at a gush, keeping our first faith sure
From mid-life's doubt and eld's contentment poor;
What more could fortune send?

Presentation to the City.

The address presenting the monument and site to the city was
made by ex-Mayor John G. Root, Treasurer of the Camp-Field
~1onument Association.
Mr. President and His Honor, the Mayor:
Of the seven regiments encamped on this field, many of whom received their first lessons in military tactics and discipline, previous to
their departure to the seat of war, about r,soo bade their last farewell to
kindred and friends. Three hundred and ninety-four were killed in
action, 230 died of wounds and 834 died of disease.
It marks this spot with hallowed memories for the surviving comrades, and it is a pleasure, after the lapse of time, for those remaining
to be present at the unveiling of this monument.
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The trustees have 1·equested me to present to you, the chief magistrate of this city, this plot of ground. The delivery of this deed to you,
Mr. Mayor, conveys to the city of Hartford this ground, containing about
one-third of an acre. May we not ask you, as the representative of the
city, to accept this land with its monument and the care of the same, in
memory of the loyal and patriotic soldiers who rendezvoused here
previous to their departure to the front in the Civil War?

Mayor Harbison's Response.
Receivi~g

the site and monument in behalf of the city, Mayor

Harbison said :
Captain Root, officers and members of Camp-Field Monument Association: The duty assigned me to-day is a very pleasant one. You have
tendered to the city of Hartford these grounds and this beautiful monument, free of all encumbrance, paid-for by the old soldiers and their
friends. It is proper and right that this spot should be marked, where
the citizens of this city and state enlisted in the military service of their
country at the call of President Lincoln to defend its honor and good
name. With bright hopes and abiding faith in the justice of their cause
they marched forth to victory or to death. No more fitting figure could
have been selected as typical of the volunteer soldier than General
Griffin A. Stedman, born and educated in this city, graduating from
Trinity College with honor. In the flush of manhood with love of
country in his breast, he enlisted in the old Fifth Regiment and offered
up his life as thousands of other brave men did to demonstrate to the
world that we were not merely a confederation of States, but a nation
bound together as one and inseparable. As a result of their valor and
sacrifice Old Glory to-day is acknowledged and respected by every nation
on the face of the earth.
Hartford has within her borders many things of which she is justly
proud, the Capitol, the Memorial Arch and this new landmark to which
future generations will refer with pride and pleasure.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, as mayor of the city
of Hartford, I accept in behalf of the people this work of art and assure
you it will be watched over and cared for with the deepest gratitude and
affection.
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In closing I desire to return my sincere thanks to the veterans, the
Governor and each and every military organization for their presence, to
the press and the different committees and citizens and ladies who have
assisted us in making this day an honorable one.

The exercises were closed by the singing of "America," by the
entire assemblage, led by Colonel Charles A. Jewell, and with the
benediction by the Rev. Joseph H. Twichell, himself a Veteran of the
Grand Army beloved and honored for his ministry on the field of battle
as in times of peace.

THE SEVENTY-FOURTH COMMENCEMENT OF TRINITY
COLLEGE, JUNE 24th-27th,

1900.

TRINITY.
No one who has read the accounts of the Trinity Commencement has
failed to catch something of the enthusiasm that so evidently pervaded
the occasion. It is a constant element in Trinity life. Her graduates
have a pecuriar fondness for their college, and they have reason for this.
We shall not open the discussion as to the relative merits of the
smaller and the larger colleges. There are arguments for each. But among
the smaller colleges Trinity stands deservedly high. No other educational institution has a president more devoted to its best interests, more
zealous for its success in its true field of work, and more gifted in the art
cf winning the men with whom he comes in contact than is President
Smith. Each in his own department, the faculty of Trinity are men of
marked ability, recognized as standing in the front rank among educators. The young man who enters Trinity comes into direct contact with
these men and for the very reason that his class is not so large, has the
special privilege of their direct and personal instruction. He appreciates
this all the rest of his life.
Trinity is not all the time in the newspapers, but she is all the time
in the hearts of her graduates, and all the time, through them, in the
activities of life, doing a full share of whatever is to be done.
-The Hartford Courant of June 29th.

To the casual observer all Commencements are very much alike.
The Seventy-fourth Commencement was however, in several respects
especially noteworthy.
La~gely through the efforts of the Hon. Joseph Buffington, LL.
D. of the class of r875, Judge of the U.S. District Court for Western
Pennsylvania, whose devotion to the College was recognized by his
election in June as a representative of the Alumni in the Board of
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Trustees, there was a larger attendance of the older graduates than at
any Commencement since the old College began in 1878 its new life
upon its present site. The transfer was for many of them a violent
rending of old associations. They felt that the places which had
known them so well, knew them no longer. Returning in June to a
glad welcome, they came to understand that it was the same Old
Trinity of their younger days, though more beautiful in situation, with
a broader outlook not only upon the beautiful Connecticut hills, but
also upon the world of science and literature, equipped for the most
earnest work as the old college had only dreamed of being, and
prepared for a career of progress and achievement destined to reflect
its lustre back upon all whose loyalty and toil under advers.e conditions
had laid solidly the foundations of the present and the future. It was
a joy to see so many of the old and some of the oldest graduates in
person continuing and renewing their allegiance. Out of the large
number it may not be invidious to mention especially such names as
those of Dr. Gurdon W. Russell, of the class of 1834, the oldest living
alumnus, (Long may he have that dignity!), Dr. Nathaniel 0. Cornwall, of the class of 1839, and the Rev. Dr. Thomas Gallaudet of the
class of r842.
The eloquent and impressive Baccalaureate Sermon by the Rev. E.
Winchester Donald, D. D., of Trinity Church, Boston, symbolized the
devotion of the College to the highest Christian ideals.
The legislation of the Trustees and the recommendations of
Board of Fellows were in some respects especially significant.
The Hon. Joseph Buffington, LL.D., of the class of r875, was
elected an Alumni Trustee.
William Converse Skinner, of the class of 1876, elected to the
Board at a somewhat earlier meeting, took part in its deliberations for
the first time.
The Corporation elected to the Board of Senior Fellows, Frank
Hamilton Fowler, M. D., '6r, and the Rev. Lucius Waterman, D. D.,
'71, and on the nomination of the alumni elected to the Board of
Junior Fellows, the Rev. John Taylor Huntington, 'so, and the Rev.
John James McCook, '63.
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The election of a Professor of Natural History coordinate in rank
and functions with the professors of other departments and the completion of the Hall of Natural History with its spacious laboratories and
museum, marked an era in the intellectual progress of the college, such
as should be marked by each succeeding Commencement. Since the
Commencement proper has been assigned to Wednesday instead of
Thursday, the annual meeting of the Board of Fellows takes place on
the evening of the preceding Friday and the Senior Dramatics and
Concert on the evening of the preceding Saturday. Still as of old the
first place in the narrative of Commencement Week belongs to
The Baccalaureate Sermon.

This was preached on the evening of Sunday, June 24th, in
Christ Church, Hartford, by the Rev. Dr. E. Winchester Donald,
rector of Trinity Church, Boston.
The fact that it was preached in the beautiful and historic Christ
Church, mother of bishops, suggests anew the hope that the baccalaureate sermon of Tri~ity College may ere long be preached in the noble
College Church, planned by Burges, as a part of the north side of our
central quadrangle, a church on our own grounds that in its very beauty
and perfection shall be a monument of the Faith and an inciter to
religion.
A procession was formed in the vestry. First came the surpliced
choir, followed by the graduating class of twenty-two members; Professors McCook, Ferguson, Pynchon and Luther, of the faculty; the
Rev. L. W. Saltonstall, rector, and the Rev. J. P. Faucon, curate of
Christ Church; President Smith, the Rev. Dr. Thomas Gallaudet, of
New York, and the preacher, the Rev. Dr. Donald. The ushers at the
church were members of the junior class. The processional hymn was
"Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty." The service of Evening
Prayer was conducted by Professor Henry · Ferguson, assisted by Professor Luther, Dr. Thomas Gallaudet and Professor J. J. McCook.
President Smith read the announcements of Trinity Commencement
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Week and pronounced the benediction. The hymns sung were "0
God, our help in ages past," and "Guide me, 0 Thou great Jehovah,"
with "Jerusalem the Golden " for the recessional hymn.
The sermon by Dr. Donald was en the influence of light over
darkness. His text was St. John i. 5 : "And the light shineth in darkness and the darkness comprehended it not." Dr. Donald spoke in
substance as follows :
Darkness feels the influence of light. It cannot prevail, for darkness is not a match for light. Wickedness prevailed at the time of the
Incarnation-wickedness of an alarming character, deep, dark wickedness, and the land was full of it. St. John at such a time declared that
the darkness could not prevail over the light. It may prevail for a time,
but light will succeed; the living light. The text is the confident
declaration that darkness cannot overcome light, but that light will
prevail.
So that, young men, in going out into the world you should remember that darkness cannot overcome you. Do not yield to discouragement. If one generation has lavished upon it all that truth, religion
and education can give, the next one does not seem to be any better.
Jails and reformatories are enlarged, and the drunkard, debaucher, thief
and corruptionist continue to exist. The modern discouraged soul
derides the world. For one, I should be glad to say that such a condition does not exist, but it does, and what is to be done? It has always
been so, and men engaged in good work have been driven off or been
compelled to stop for repairs. Fruitless ethical effort has existed ever
since there was an ethical effort. Men have had to meet discouragement
always. Why, the most abused man in America was Washington, and
then Lincoln. Northampton threw Jonathan Edwards out of her streets
and waited until last week to erect a tablet to his memory. Ethical nonaction cannot be defended on the ground that this is a transition period.
All periods have been transition periods. Humaneness is progressing
and wonderful results have been attained in the care of the criminal and
the insane. No; humanity has advanced and darkness does not prevail.
The innumerable acts of kindness are matters of record. Atheism has
well nigh lost its position as a science.
In Lincoln was assembled all the righteous and loyal feeling of the
nation. Such men are the embodiment in their genius of the mystic
dynamic forces of their time. There is no knowing whence shall come
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the uniting of just righteousness and loyal feeling. So when discouragement comes in, and the energy of hope begins to show despair, remember that the light exists although the darkness may for the time
prevail. The darkness of evil cannot quench the light of goodness. The
darkness of wrong cannot put out the light of right.
It is wise to remember that society comes as near to being good as it
does, because valiant men are ever trying to raise it up. There is enough
dishonesty in America to ruin it, and enough crime in this democracy to
sink it. But we know that in spite of its follies and sins it progresses
onward and upward. We know that still the work of righteouness is all
the time going on. Licentiousness is checked by every pure man, theft
by every honest man, jobbery and corruption by every man who makes
the effort for improvement.
What would happen if somebody's efforts for good were to relax?
Why, some vice would show up more boldly. Should you grow ethically
lazy, goodness would lose one to labor in the cause, but then it would revive and others would take up the work. How baseless is the belief that
any effort in behalf of righteousness is ever thrown away! Just to keep
the world as it is, is victory. "He that is not for Me is against Me."
Although the darkness may not destroy the light, it may distort and discolor it. But it is not the light which is affected; only the substance
which interferes with it. Purity set-n through the opalescent glass of
evil and foolish talk is not the purity which we love. Let us beware lest
we distort the light which never fails. The light will never go out, but
it may be distorted and stained. The reason so many men seek darkness
is because the light looks dim to them. It may appear so through the
substance which dims, distorts, or discolors it.
Addressing the graduating class, the members of which arose, Dr.
Donald said that he could easily understand that they might have expected a sermon on imperialism, expansion, or the development of trusts,
the advancement of socialism, etc., but he preferred to address them on
the influence of light over darkness. You are not going out into the
world for the first time, because you have been in it ever since you were
born. The world is composed of men and women with whom you will
mix socially and in business, and you are soon to contribute your share
to civic affairs. Your influence is to be of importance in the world, the
world which waits for the manifestation of the Son of God. The world
needs brains, but she must have integrity. We are on the lookout for
those who under ethical conditions will give a good account of themselves. You go to bless the world or you go to curse it. Society will be
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glad or sorry that you have had for three or four years all the advantages you have had. An academical education gives a man a large influence. We ask you to make the world a place easier to be good in and
harder to be bad in. Resolve to walk as the children of light and not to
be bowed down with the perils of darkness, for you are children of much
hope and much self-denial and many prayers.

Fric:lay,June 22nc:l, Meeting of the: Board of Fellows.

Title V, Sec. z of the Statutes of Trinity College is as follows:
"The Fellows are the official Examiners· of the College, and may make
to the Corporation an annual report on the state of the college buildings, on the appointments and equipments of the several departments,
and on the condition of the Library and Cabinets; and they shall
report concerning the course of study, and on the examinations of ,the
.students."
An essential feature of " the appointments and equipment" of a
department CQnsists in the salary paid to its professor or professors. It
is understood that at the meeting of June zznd the Board of Fellows
~eported to the Corporation a careful scheme prepared by Professor
McCook, looking to a readjustment of the salaries of the professors in
accordance with a principle of reasonable progressive increase for
length of service and pension. The recommendation was the expression of a hope and the suggestion of a plan. It is doubtless impossible at present to institute a reform in this important matter. Gifts to
the college are ordinarily for the erection of buildings or the establishment of scholarships, rarely to the general fund. Accordingly, the
salaries paid to the professors of Trinity College are, relatively to the
cost of living in their city and the increased demands made upon the
professor of to-day, who is expected to be not a routine teacher but a
man of marked mental power and a trained specialist and scholar in
his department, the smallest paid in New England. The matter is a
delicate one for public discussion. It is right, however, that the
Alumni should understand what · has been publicly stated, that in each
year the professors of Trinity College are the most self-sacrificing
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donors to the institution. A few years ago at an Alumni Dinner, in responding to the toast, "The Relations of Trinity College to the City
of Hartford," Judge Shipman emphasized as especially noteworthy the
fact that upon its dike of trap the faculty of Trinity College furnished
the city and the country with a touching example of pecuniary self
sacrifice in a money-making age. Men of the right stamp come to love
their work for its own sake. It makes the duty more imperative for
those who employ them not to make them the victims of their own
virtues. It is undignified for a great corporation to be in any degree
the charitable beneficiary of its employees. It is practically wise to
pay professors reasonable salaries. In freedom from pecuniary anxiety
they can better make that constant intellectual progress demanded by
their own ideals and those of the times, they can teach better, they can
afford to have homes and enter into the life of their communities.
Some of the professors of Trinity College are so situated as to be able
to render to the college a partially gratuitous service or even to give
the college more than they receive, others are so fortunate as to be
experts in subjects in which their professional counsel finds more remunerative employment outside of the college than in it, others are compelled to eke out their salaries by wearying outside labor, others await
their reward in a better life. When such gifts shall have come to the
Corporation as shall enable it to carry out the recommendations of the
Board of Fellows, THE BULLETIN will gratefully publish the details.
Meantime, it is noteworthy that the subject has been discussed as an
interesting matter of academic theory.

Saturday,June 23rd, Senior Dramatics and Concert.

The Dramatic Entertainment and Concert given under the auspices
<>f the Class of 1900, in Alumni Hall, proved very enjoyable and successful.
The Mandolil) Club, with D. L. Schwartz, 1900, as leader, played
"The Man Behind the Gun" and " Impecunious Davis," and the
Banjo Club led by C. H. Wheeler, 1901, rendered "Breezes from
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Blackville" and the "N ormandie March." An instrumental quartet
composed of Schwartz, 1900, Clement, 1900, Simonds, 1900, and Larcher, 1903, played the "Flower Song." After the Dramatics, M. J.
Brines, the leader of the Glee Club, sang two selections, "Fiona " and
"Selections from Songs of Elfland."
Over twenty characters were represented in the farce, "The
Case of Smythe vs. Smith." The play kept the audience in laughter
until the curtain fell. A breach of promise case was represented, in
which Widow Rebecca Smythe brings suit against Widower Plentiful
Smith for winning her affections and then tossing them to the winds.
The twelve jurymen were a remarkable body. M. J. Brines took the
part of the lady foreman," A strong-minded Woman," and was continually interrupting the course of the proceedings with a plea for
woman's rights. As the case ends, the lady foreman drives the lawyers
and jurymen out of the court room and unites the defendant and plaintiff as lovers. Brines, Mcilvaine, Simonds, Haight, Tomlinson and
Hill were the stars. Hill, who impersonated Widow Smythe, represented a pretty young widow in a manner almost to deceive the
audience.
The cast of characters was as follows :
Judge Wisehead, a very profound legal light,
Lawyer Pro-for-it, the best lawyer in the county,
Lawyer Con-Aginit, the best lawyer in the county,
Widower Plentiful Smith, the defendant,
Widow Rebecca Smy the, the plaintiff,
Court Officer,
A Book Agent,
Hiram Hoecake, a farmer,
The Deaf Man, juror,
The Cripple, juror,
Dutch Sauer Kraut Maker, juror,
Stuttering Man, juror,
The Tramp, juror,
Man with a Hare Lip, juror,
Strong-Minded Woman, juror,
Muldoon, an Irishman, juror,

F . W. Prince
J. G. Mcilvaine
E. L. Simonds
S. W. Coons
W. C. Hill
S. L. Tomlinson
T. P. Browne, Jr.
M.G. Haight
A. Arnott
H. D. Wilson, Jr.
E . M. Tracy
C. T. Smart
H. L. Burt
F. Morehouse
M. J. Brines
A. H. W. Anderson
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Reverend Thusly, a colored preacher, juror,
Ajax Mosely, a colored chicken thief, juror,
Farmer Taterpatch, juror,
Editor of "The Weekly Creeper,"
Spectators, Gossipers, etc.

J. K. Clement
W. S. Trumbull
F. A. Higginbotham
J. S. Hills

A dance of twelve numbers followed the play and the concert.

Monday, June 25th, Class Day.

The Class Day exercises were held as usual at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon on the Campus before the stately portal of Northam Towers.
The president was Frederick Welles Prince. The historian, orator,
poet, statistician and presenter were, respectively, Messrs. Burt,
Clement, Bryant, Mcilvaine and Brines.
After " the Presentation", Professor Luther gave, with congratulatory
words, to Mr. Thomas Prosser Brown, Jr., the gold foot-ball awarded to
men who have played in thirteen regular college games.
The exercises closed with the singing of the good old Trinity
song, "'Neath the Elms," composed by J. H. K. Burgwin, '77· The
committee in charge was composed of F. W. Prince, chairman, J. K.
Clement, W. C. Hill, E. P. Taylor, Jr., T. G. Case and M.G. Haight.
The Class Day reception was held in Alumni Hall in the evening.
The hall was handsomely decorated with a profusion of green and pink
and the orchestra was screened from view by a multitude of potted
plants. Thirty-six numbers, waltzes and two-steps, were danced, the
intermission coming after the eighteenth. During the intermission
refreshments were served in the gymnasium. The patronesses were :
Mrs. F. H. Adriance, Mrs. J. W. Bradin, Mrs. T. B. Chapman, Mrs. R.
H. Chapman, Mrs. C. M. Clement, Mrs. J. E. Coons, Mrs. G. H. Day,
Mrs. Henry Ferguson, Mrs. J. C. Fox, Mrs. 0. A. Glazebrook, Mrs. J.
H. Hall, Mrs. F. K. Hill, Mrs. F. S. Luther, Mrs A. R. Mcilvaine,
Mrs. C. W. Mixter, Mrs. F. W. Prince, Mrs. W. H. C. Pynchon, Mrs.
W. L. Robb, Mrs. J. H. Rose, Mrs. W. C. Skinner, Mrs. G. W. Smith,
Mrs. E. P. Taylor, Mrs. E. S. VanZile, Mrs. D. B. Worthington.
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Tuesday, June 26th, Alumni Day.

Tuesday, the 26th, was Alumni Day. Never in the history of the
College was so large a number of the Alumni known to attend the
exercises of Commencement Week. Among them was the oldest living alumnus, Dr. Gurdon W. Russell, of Hartford, of the class of 1834.
In the morning took place the formal meeting of the Alumni Association, in the afternoon informal meetings, and in the late afternoon and
evening the President's Reception. The two specially noteworthy
events of the day were the visit of the Alumni in a body to the newlycompleted Hall of Natural History, and the election by the Corporation of a professor of natural history.
ALUMNI RECEPTION COMMITTEE.

The Alumni Day Reception Committee consisted of Gurdon
Wadsworth Russell, M.A., M. D.; Nathaniel Oliver Cornwall, M.A.,
M.D.; the Ron. Colin Macrae Ingersoll, M.A., and the Rev. George
Huntington Nicholls, M.A., D. D., as Honorary: The Rev. John Bours
Richmond, M.A.; the Rev. Samuel Farmar Jarvis, M. A.; the Rev.
John Taylor Huntington, M. A. ; the Hon. Luke Adolphus Lockwood,
M. A.; William Gilbert Davies, M. A.; the Rev. Henry Harrison
Oberly, M.A., D. D.; the Rev. Flavel Sweeten Luther, M.A., Ph. D.;
the Hon. Joseph Buffington, LL. D. ; Hoffman Miller, B. A., LL. B.;
Sidney Trowbridge Miller, M.A.; the Rev. George Winthrop Sargent,
M. A., S. T. B., and John Strawbridge, S. B.; and for the faculty, the
Rev. Thomas Ruggles Pynchon, M.A., D. D., LL.D.
On the campus in front of Northam Towers was pitched the
Alumni Tent, a favorite place for renewing old acquaintances.
Morning Prayer was read in the Chapel at 9.30 a. m. President
George Williamson Smith was assisted by the Rev. Thomas Gallaudet,
D. D., '42, the Rev. C. H. W. Stocking, D. D., '6o, and the Rev. J.
J. McCook, M. A., '63.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

The Annual Meeting of the Trinity Alumni Association was called
to order at 10.30 a. m. by Vice-President George L. Cooke, in the
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absence of William C. Skinner, who was elected to the Board of Trustees last May and consequently was obliged to attend the meeting of
that body held in the mathematics room at the same hour. Frederick
E. Haight of New York was in the secretary's chair. The meeting was
large and enthusiastic.
Prayer was offered by the Rev. Thomas Gallaudet, D. D. Secretary Haight then read the minutes of the previous meeting. In addition
to the minutes of the regular meeting were read the resolutions drawn
up by the Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart relative .to the decease of Bishop Williams and Dr. Eliot, former Presidents of the College.
The following was reported by Dr. Hart:
The Alumni of Trinity College, meeting on the day before Commencement, 1899, for the first time after the death of two of the most
eminent of the former Presidents of the College, appointed a committee
consisting of the Rev. Samuel Hart, D. D., the Right Rev. William F.
Nichols, D. D., and the Rev. Francis Goodwin, M.A., to prepare a minute commemorative of Bishop Williams and Dr. Eliot, and ordered that
it be entered upon their records.
The two Presidents whose names are contained in the necrological
record of the last academic year were men of thorough and graceful
scholarship, with discernment to learn and power to teach the lessons
which history and literature have for men of a later day.
Dr. Williams directed the counsels of the College at a time when it
was adapting itself to new needs and furnishing itself for new work; and
not only in the years of his presidency, but also while as lecturer he met
successive classes, he guided the minds of a large number of undergraduates, who learned to look upon him as a personal friend. The most distinguished of our alumni, yielding to none in unfailing affection for his
Alma Mater, he has left in the College an influence that will never be
effaced.
Dr. Eliot brought to the College and set before the students an ideal
of wise learning, of true character. In a time of difficulty he labored for
the welfare of the institution, and ever sought the maintenance of lofty
principles. Though few of those who entered college after the close of
his presidency knew him except by name, he will be gratefully remembered as teacher and scholar by those whom he led in the paths of learning.
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The Alumni extend their respectful sympathy to the families of
those for whom they thus record their gratitude, in the assurance that
the results of the good work which they did for the College and its
members will continue as long as it shall, in fidelity to its principles,
labor "Pro Ecclesia et Patria."
On behalf of the committee,
SAMUEl, HAR'l'.
TREASURER'S REPORT.

Treasurer Frank E. Johnson read his report for the past year, and
the chair appointed Howard C. Vibbert and George Elwell an auditing
committee for the same. The total receipts were $2,916.57, the total
expenditures $833·70, and the balance $2,082.87. Dr. Hart then read
the report of the
ALUMNI LIBRARY FUND COMMI'ITEE

of which the Rev. Dr. Thomas R. Pynchon is trustee. The income
from this fund for the year was $233·50.
THE NECROLOGY.

The Necrology of Trinity Alumni during the past year was read
by Dr. Hart as follows :
The Rev. Benjamin Watson, of the class of 1838, D. D., died at
Bayhead, N.J., August 9, 1899, aged 82.
The Rev. Thomas Levering Franklin, of the class of 1841, D. D.,
died at Philadelphia, Pa., October 26, 1899, aged 8o.
George Rogers Hall, of the class of 1842, M. D., died at Milton,
Mass., December 24, 1899, aged 78.
Charles Gabriel Sistare, of the class of 1847, died at New York,
N.Y., July 9, 1899, aged 72.
The Rev. Giles Alexander Easton, of the class of 1854, died at
Berkeley, Cal., December 13, 1899, aged 71.
The Hon. Ashbel Smith Kittredge, of the class of 1857, died at
Pacific Grove, Cal., August 25, 1899, aged 62.
John Peck Case Shaw, of the class of 1871, died at Wickford, R.
I., December 15, 1899, aged 49·
Jarvis Barry Buxton, of the class of 1872, died at Waco, Tex.,
August n, 1899, aged 49·
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The Rev. John Humphrey Barbour, of the class of 1873, D. D.,
1899, tutor 1878-79, assistant librarian and librarian 1873-1889, profes_
sor in the Berkeley Divinity School, died at Middletown, Conn., April
29, 1900, aged 46.
Horace Brown Scott, of the class of 1879, M.D., died at Wallingford, Conn., May 29, 1900, aged 43·
Henry Stewart Martindale, of the class of 1879, died at New
York, N.Y., April 28, 1900, aged 43·
Coleman Gandy Williams, of the class of 188o, died at Massapequa, N.Y., May 28, 1900, aged 42.
William Welsh Vibbert, of the class of 1894, M. D., died at New
York, N.Y., March 26, 1900, aged 27.
Frederick MacDonald Goddard, of the class of 1896, died at
Pittsburg, Pa., January 10, 1900, aged 25.
George Sheldon McCook, of the class of 1897, died at Paris,
France, January 7, 1900, aged 25.
Honorarii.
The Rev. George Warner Nichols, Yale, M. A., ad eundem, 1852,
D. D., died at Norwalk, Conn., February 16, 1900, aged 83.
The Rev. Jared Bradley Flagg, M.A., 1857, D. D., died at New
York, N.Y., September 25, 1899, aged 79·
The Rev. John Woodbridge Birchmore, Yale, M.A., ad eundem,
1872, died at North Cambridge, Mass., March 21, 1900, aged 78.
Thomas Egleston, Yale, LL. D., 1874, professor in Columbia
College, died at New York, N.Y., January 15, 1900, aged 67.
The Rev. Hall Harrison, St. James's, D. D., 1889, died at Ellicott
City, Md., February 4; 1900, aged 6z.
The Rt. Rev. Henry Adams Neely, D. D., bishop of Maine, visitor
since 1867, died at Portland, Me., October 31, 1899, aged 70.
George Beach, trustee since 1870, died at Hartford, Conn., July
16, 1899, aged 87.
SAMUEL HART LIBRARY FUND.

Secretary Haight reported from the committee on the Samuel Hart
Library Fund, consisting of Colonel William C. Skinner, George L.
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Cooke and Frederick E. Haight, that the sum of $1,214.25 had been
raised, and that it was hoped to make the amou::1t $ z,soo by the end of
another year. The Library Fund is a mark of appreciation of the services of Professor Hart during his long connection with the college.
The income is to be expended for books, under the supervision of
Professor Hart.
NOMINATING COMMIT'TEE.

Percy S. Bryant, F. S. Luther and Morton Stone were appointed
by the chair a committee to nominate officers for the ensuing year, and
to select the names of two graduates to be recommended for Junior
Fellows. This committee reported the following nominations : President, George L. Cooke; vice-president, Frederick E. Haight; secretary, David Van Schaack; treasurer, F. E. Johnson; Junior Fellows,
the Rev. John Taylor Huntington and the Rev. John James McCook.
All were unanimously elected.
DEGREE TO SAMUEL FERGUSON.

Secretary Haight offered the following :
Resolved, That the Alumni Association recommends that the Corpo·
ration confer the degree of Master of Arts ad eundem upon Samuel Ferguson, B.S., of the class of 1896, M. A. Columbia University, 1899·

The proposition was approved by Professor Luther, who spoke in
high terms concerning the scholarship of Mr. Ferguson. The resolution was adopted without dissent.
MEETING WITH TRUSTEES.

'

The meeting was then opened for new business. The Hon.
Joseph Buffington, '7 5, introduced a resolution that "an invitation be
extended to the Board of Trustees to meet with this body to-day in an
informal conference on the welfare of the college, at such hour as they
may find convenient." Judge Buffington's idea in introducing this
resolution was to bring the individual members of the bodies in question into closer acquaintance.
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ATHLETICS DISCUSSED.

Dr. Luther, Chairman of the Committee on Athletic Improvements, spoke at length in regard to the proposed improvements on the
Athletic Field, for which $ro,ooo are needed. The Corporation had
voted to give $2,500 as soon as the Alumni Association should raise
7,soo. There are 8oo living graduates of Trinity College. "That
means," said Dr. Luther, "about $g apiece, if every man subscribes."
The professor said that he had sent letters to alumni in all the leading
cities and a good deal had been done towards starting the necessary
fund. Fifteen years ago the present Athletic Field was first put in
order. "It was then," Dr. Luther said, "as good as any College Field;
it is not so now. The money ought to be raised and expended." The
speaker then called for reports from the various young alumni having
the matter in hand in their respective cities.
Murray Coggeshall, 'g6, said that he had been able to raise about
$r,ooo from the alumni of New York and vicinity.
Sidney T. Miller, '85, of Detroit, said that there were only fifteen
or twenty alumni in his vicinity, and that about $150 had been
collected.
J. W. Shannon, '87, an old athlete, jumper and pole vaulter,
reported from Philadelphia very favorably, but did not make public
any figures. There were thirty graduates in his vicinity.
Joseph Buffington, Robert H. Coleman and F. E. "Haight were
then appointed by the chair as a committee to wait on the Corporation
and tender that body the invitation embodied in the resolution shortly
before passed.
Professor Luther, in view of his contemplated vacation and trip
abroad, resigned from the committee on athletic improvements.
Professor J. J. McCook was elected to the vacancy, and Professor
Luther was subsequently made a fourth member of the committee.
THANKS TO DONORS.

Professor Samuel Hart and the Rev. John J. McCook were
appointed a committee to draft resolutions, thanking all donors to the
College.
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ELECTED TRUSTEE.

Colonel William C. Skinner was received from the Board of Trustees and reported the election of Joseph Buffington of Pittsburg as a
Trnstee of the College.
PRESIDENT SMITH'S SPEECH.

President Smith was then introduced amid applause. Dr. Smith
said that he had not had the pleasure of attending the alumni meeting
for seventeen years, at which time he first came to the college as its
President. He was a son of Trinity by adoption, not by birth. Dr.
Smith then read an interesting paper which treated of the affairs closest to the welfare of the college in a comprehensive way. His main
theme was the important question, whether or not it was for the best
interests of the college to expand. He spoke of the change of location in '78 from Trinity street to Summit street, and the resulting
changes in the conditions of the college.
The resources and the conditions of the college forbid rivalry with
large colleges. The work and the reputation of Trinity College have
been acquired more by the quality of the men graduated than by the
number. Dr. Smith also called attention to the moral status of Trinity
men and to the reports circulated of late that it had in a measure deteriorated. Such, he said, emphatically, was not the case. There are a
number of men at Trinity preparing for Holy Orders, but not so many
as formerly. Trinity men everywhere stand for culture and gentlemanliness. Dr. Smith received the closest attention, and his words were
heard with great interest.
In adjourning the meeting, President Cooke congratulated the
Alumni on their large numbers. Since his graduation, thirty years ago,
he had attended every Alumni Meeting, but in those three decades this
was the largest. The adjournment was at 12.15 a.m.
Among those present were the following: Dr. Hart, '66; Dr.
Luther, '70; Professor McCook, '63; F . E. Johnson, '84; Rev. W. P.
Niles, '93; Verder, '99; Walker, '97; Cleasby, '99; Woodward, '98;
Waterman, '98; Hayward, '97; Curtis Smith, '99; Sparks, '97; P. J.
McCook, '95 ; Coggeshall, '96; Austin, '98; J. W. Edgerton, '94;
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Leffingwell,'9s; F. E. Haight, '87; R ev. Dr. Thomas Gallaudet, '42; the
Rev. J. T. Huntington, 'so; Dr. Gurdon W. Russell, '34; Lewis T.
Downes, '48; Howard C. Vibbert, '68; the Rev. George M. Stanley, '68 ;
the Rev. Dr. Edward Goodridge, '6o; the Rev. Dr. C. H. W. Stocking,
'6o; David Van Schaack, '91; R. H . Macauley, '95; Thomas McLean,
'7S; Joseph Buffington, '7S; Orr Buffington, '79; George E. Elwell, ' 70 ;
Sidney T. Miller, '8S; Frank Wilcox, '8o; the Rev. W. A. Beardsley,
'87; R. M. Brady, '90; Hon. W. R. Blair, '7S; the Rev. Dr. Craik,
'74; Robert H. Coleman, '77; Professor Harry E. Whitney, '74 ; the
Rev. E. W. Worthington, '7S; the Rev. E . B. Taylor, '73; Ambrose S.
Murray, '71; the Rev. F. W. Harriman, '72; A. H. Anderson, '87, U.
S. A.; Percy S. Bryant, '70; H. H. Brigham, '76; W. M. Stark, '7S;
Dr. E. V. Stoddard, '6o; D. Maitland Armstrong, 's8; the Rev. P.
L. Shepard, 's2; Dr. Lewis S. Paddock, 'so ; Rev. Dr. A. P. Grint,
'81; George B. Prentice, Mus. Doc., '70; Robert W. Linen, '62 .
PHI BETA KAPPA.

The annual meeting of the Beta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa was
held in the History Room at 12 m. The following juniors, the first
quarter of the class in academic standing, were eiected and subsequently initiated: Aubrey Henry Derby of Newark, Frank Halsey
Foss of Norwich, Frank Stephen Morehouse of Kent, Conn., Francis
Raymond Sturtevant of Hartford, James Albert Wales of New York,
and Charles Hathern Wheeler of Clinton, N.Y.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year : President,
the Rev. Dr. T. R. Pynchon; vice-president, the Rev. J. T. Huntington ; secretary, the Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart; treasurer, George Lewis
Cooke, M.A.
A revision of the chapter's constitution was accepted. Plans for
a literary program at the Commencement of 1901 were discussed. This
year is the one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of
the Fraternity.
THE NATURAL HISTORY HALL.

The new Hall of Natural History was visited by the Alumni at
12.30. Tht: inspection was informal, the graduates going through the
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building and noting its adaptability for its work. Ground for the
building was broken on Alumni Day in I899, the graduates visiting the
site in a body for that object. The structure has cost $6o,ooo. It
will be devoted wholly to Nat ural History. It is situated a short distance to the east of the Jarvis Science Hall. That building is devoted
to chemistry, electricity and physics, and is amply equipped. The new
building is to be used in promoting the studies of botany, geology and
biology. Much admiration was expressed.
After the visit to the new hall luncheon was served in the Dining
Hall for the trustees, alumni and friends of the college.
ALUMNI BALL GAME.

The College-Alumni Baseball Game on the Athletic Field in the
afternoon proved an exciting affair. There were twelve innings. Veitch
knocked Mann in at a critical point and the game was won for the college team.
Edward Mann, a "sub-freshman," played shortstop for the 'varsity
team, and showed himself an able player. He was to enter college in
the autumn and it was for this reason that he was allowed to play. The
alumni team comprised six former 'varsity captains. The College team
played as follows : Glazebrook, c. ; Goodridge, p. ; Peck, I b.; Bellamy, 2 b.; Fiske, 3 b. ; Mann, 1904, s.s.; Syphax, r. f.; Brown, 1. f. ;
Veitch, c. f. The Alumni team was as follows: Kent Hubbard, '92,
c.; Coggeshall, '96, p.; Shannon, '87, I b.; Brady, '90, 2 b. ; Penrose, '95, 3 b.; Broughton, '95, s.s.; A. M. Langford, '97, r. f.; Davis,
'99, 1. f. ; Flynn, '97 , c. f. The score by innings :
Alumni,
2
3 o o o o o o o o-6
College,
0
0
I
0
2
0
2
0
0
1 -7
CLASS OF

'75

BANQUET.

One of the most pleasant of the Alumni gatherings at the college
for some years was that of the class of '75, who enjoyed a banquet at
the Allyn House in the afternoon . After twenty-five years' separation,
nine of the original twenty-two who graduated, four of whom are dead.
met again and renewed the friendships of "days of long ago ." Two
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of the class have attained national distinction. The Hon. Joseph
Buffington, Judge of the United States Court at Pittsburg, Pa., and the
Hon. W. E. Curtis, who was secretary of the treasury during President Cleveland's administration.
Those present were: W. E. Curtis, ex-secretary of the treasury
in President Cleveland's administration; the Rev. E. W. Worthington,
Grace Church, Cleveland, Ohio; H. G. McCouch, of the Philadelphia
bar; Grenville Kane, Tuxedo Park, N. Y.; W. M. Stark, New London; Thomas McLean, New York; the Ron. W. R. Blair, Pittsburg,
Pa.; A. F. Clark, Boston; Judge Joseph Buffington, Pittsburg, Pa.
For two hours these old graduates of a quarter of a century ago
sat and renewed the pleasant memories of college life. One of the
original Class Day programs was produced, on which were the class
songs sung at the exercises. Judge Buffington sang the song written
by himself, after which W. E. Curtis read the song written by the late
Rev. William Jackson Roberts for the occasion. After the banquet the
members were photographed.
CORPORATION MEETING.

The Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees was called to order
shortly after xo o'clock by President Smith. A meeting had been held
the night before at the Allyn House, when reports were received and
appropriations made. It was voted that "the President and Secretary
be a committee of the Trustees to convey to their colleague, Charles
J. Hoadly, LL. D., a member of the Board, their greetings and an expression of their deep sympathy with him in the sickness and affliction
which deprive them of his presence and counsel, and the assurance of
their appreciation of his long and valuable service and his generosity
to the College."
The morning was principally devoted to the awarding of degrees
to the graduating class, and to the bestowal of honorary degrees.
At I 2.30 p. m. the members adjourned to visit the new Hall of
Natural History. At 1.30 p. m. the Trustees joined the Alumni at
luncheon, after which they met with the Alumni under the campus tent
for a social gathering, in pursuance of the resolution introduced by
Judge Buffington at the Alumni Meeting in the morning.
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At 3 p. m. the Corporation withdrew to the Mathematical Room
and work was resumed. The annual report of the Librarian, William
Newnham Carlton, was read. It was a careful and exhaustive survey
of the work of the year ending May 31, 1900. Mr. Carlton's report
stated that 744 books had been drawn during the year. A list of the
books and pamphlets received was also given. The report referred to
the present crowded condition of the Library; the re-organization of
the Museum, which is to be used this year as a part of the Library; the
nature of the books needed ; the matter of book selection and of periodicals; class-room libraries; the card catalogue; assistants-here
Mr. Carlton requested that two student assistants be appointed-and
the matter of appropriation. In the course of its history, the Library
has received gifts of funds to the amount of $z8,IOo. To maintain
such a Library as Trinity needs an annual income of $1,200 is
required.
A NEW PROFESSORSHIP.

The Corporation voted to create a chair of Natural History, and
Charles Lincoln Edwards, Ph. D., professor of biology in the University of Cincinnati, was elected to the professorship, the salary for which
has been provided by J. Pierpont Morgan, Esq., of New York, one of
the trustees.
All matters of detail relative to the appointing of instructors,
librarians, etc., was left to the discretion of President Smith and the
executive committee, which is composed of the Rev. the President,
Charles E. Graves, Esq., Hon. William Hamersley, the Rev. Francis
Goodwin, James J. Goodwin, Esq., Colonel Jacob L. Greene, P. Henry
Woodward, Esq., and William C. Skinner, Esq.
The gifts reported in the meeting had already been published during the year.
In regard to the library improvements, the Corporation voted that,
next year, when the Museum, which is in the room adjoining the
Library, is moved into the new building, tho vacant room thus ieft be
utilized for shelves.
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With reference to his editorship of the College Bulletin, the Corporation "Voted that the cordial thanks of the Board are hereby tendered to Professor Martin for his diligent and unselfish efforts in behalf
of the interests of the College."
The meeting adjourned late in the afternoon.
THE FIFTIETH

ANNIVERSARY DINNER OF THE EPSILON

CHAPTER Of' THE

FRATERNITY OF DELTA PSI .

The Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner of the Epsilon chapter of the
Fraternity of Delta Psi, founded at Trinity College in x8so, by the late
Rev. Charles Frederick Hoffman, D. D., LL.D., J. Can. D., of New
York, of the class of 185I, was given at the Allyn House, on the evening of Tuesday, June 26th, seventy-five members representing twentyfive classes, sitting at the tables in the main dining room. There was
an orchestra, and during the evening the fraternity songs were sung,
including "Long Live Uncle Tony," "The Old Toast," "Delta Psi,"
"Fair Delta Psi" and "Uncle Tony, 0."
The Rev. Dr. W. H. Vibbert, class of '58, vicar of Trinity Chapel,
New York, was toastmaster, and the speakers of the evening were:
Charles Frederick Hoffman, son of the founder of the chapter; J.
Cleveland Cady, '6o, of New York; the Rev. Horace B. Hitchings,
'54; John E. Brandegee, '74, Utica, N.Y.; Thomas McLean, '75, New
York ; the Ron. W. E. Curtis, '75, New York; Robert H. Coleman,
'77; ex-Lieutenant C. A. L. Totten, U. S. A., '69; Joseph H. Goodspeed, '66, Boston, and Edward B. Watts, '73, Carlisle, Penn.
The meeting was the largest and was considered the most enjoyable of all the meetings of the Chapter. Those who sat at the tables
were:
The Rev. Dr. William H. Vibbert, class '58, of New York, presiding:
Rev. H. B. Hitchings, '54; J. Cleveland Cady, '6o; Joseph H. Goodspeed, '66; Howard C. Vibbert, '68; George E. Elwell, '70; C. A. L.
Totten, '69; A. S. Murray, Jr., '71; Rev. F. 0. Grannis, '73; Edward B.
Watts, '73; John E. Brandegee, '74; Clayton Platt, '74; W. M. Stark,
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'75; Grenville Kane, '75; H. G. McCouch, '75; Thomas McLean,
'75; William E. Curtis, '75; H. H. Brigham, '76; R. H. Coleman,
'77; T. B. Chapman, '8o; George M. Curtis, '8o; F. G. Russell, 'So;
FrankL. Wilcox, '8o; E. F. Henderson, '82; G. P. Ingersoll, '83; E.
S. Van Zile, '84; S. T. Miller, '85; Robert Thorne, '85; George E.
Beers, '86; S. Hendrie, '87; F. E. Haight, '87; J. P. Elton, '88; S. F.
Jarvis, Jr., '89; W. E. A. Bulkeley, '90; E. McP. McCook, '90; A. B.
Talcott, '90; G. T. Macauley, '90; J. H. Greene, '92; F. R. Hoisington, '9r; A. H. Libby, '92; Burton Parker, '93; John C. Bulkeley,
'93; Edward S. Allen, '94; R. P. Parker, '94; R. H. Macauley, '95;
M. M. Sibley, '96; G. J. Hendrie, '97; W. M. Austin, '98; A. L. Ellis,
'98; W. H. Eaton, '99; Cranston Brenton, '99; M. G. Haight, 'oo;
W. C. Hill, 'oo; J. K. Clement, 'oo; S. W. Coons, 'oo; M. W. Clement, 'or; C. H. Wheeler, 'or; J. M. Hudson, 'or; J. S. Hills, 'or; J.
H. Maginnis, 'o2; H. D. Brigham, '03, and C. E. Bruce, '03.
The committee in charge of the dinner was made up as follows :
A. S. Murray, Robert Thorne, F. E. Haight, W. E. A. Bulkeley and G.
T. Macauley.
PRESIDENT'S RECEPTION.

From 5 to 8 p. m. President and Mrs. Smith received at their residence on Vernon street. They were assisted by Mrs. Gurdon W.
Russell, Mrs. Henry Ferguson and Mrs. Flavel S. Luther.

Wednesday, June 27th, Commencement Day.

The exercises of the Seventy-Fourth Commencement were held in
Parsons's Theatre. The Senatus Academicus met at 10.30 in Christ
Church for Prayers, and the commencement procession formed at the
Hunt Memorial building on Prospect street at rr.r5. Godfrey Brinley, r9or, of Newington, officiated as college marsaal.
The addresses and speakers were as follows :
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SALUTATORY IN LATIN,

Harry Archer Hornor, La.
THE PANIC OF

1893.

THE PLACE OF

Music

Alexander Arnott, Ct.
IN THE CHURCH SERVICE,

Moses James Brines, R. I.
THE GOSPEL OF DEMOCRACY,

Frederick Welles Prince, Ct.
VALEDICTORY ADDRESSES,

Simon Lewis Tomlinson.
DEGREES CONFERRED.

The following degrees were conferred :
Bachelors of Arts, in Course-Alexander Arnott, Moses James
Brines, Percy Leon Bryant (with honors in chemistry), Theodore Grafton Case, Samuel William Coons, Monroe Gleason Haight, Harry
Archer Hornor (with honors in chemistry and in physics), John Gilbert
Mcilvaine, Frederick Welles Prince (with honors in physics), David
Louis Schwartz, Jr., Ernest Leon Simonds, Simon Lewis Tomlinson
(with honors in mathematics), Ellsworth Morton Tracy.
Bachelors of Science, in Course-Luther Harold Burt, John Kay
Clement, Robert James Fagan (with honors in physics), William Cameron Hill, Charles Thomas Smart (with honors in chemistry).
Masters of Arts, in Course-James Riedell Tucker, B. A., Yale;
Ernest DeKoven Leffingwell; Philip Carter Washburn, B. A., M. D.;
the Rev. Walton Stoutenburgh Danker; the Rev. William Albert
Sparks; Robert Sythoff Starr; the Rev. William Taylor Walker; the
Rev. Percival Matson Wood; Carl Gottlob Ziegler.
Master of Arts, ad eundem.-Samuel Ferguson, B. S., M. A.,
and E. E., Columbia.
Master of Arts, Honoris Causa.-Patrick Henry Woodward of
Hartford , Conn.
Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa.-The Rev. Henry Ferguson, M.
A., professor of history and political economy.
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Doctors of Divinity-The Rev. Robert Woodward Barnwell,
bishop-elect of Alabama; the Rev. Francis Lister Hawks Potts, president of St. John's College, Shanghai, China; the Rt. Rev. Robert Codman, bishop of Maine.
HOLLAND SCHOLARS AND RUSSELL FELLOW.

President Smith then announced the following awards : Holland
Scholarships ($6oo each), awarded to Francis Raymond Sturtevant of
Hartford in the class of 1901, to Anson Theodore McCook of Hartford
in the class of 1902, to Harold Clifford Golden of Kittanning, Pa., in
the class of 1903.
The Russell fellowship, a graduate fellowship tenable for two years
and yielding $400 per annum, was awarded to John Kay Clement of
Sun bury, Pa.
OTHER PRIZES.

Other prizes had been announced on Class Day as follows :
The Chemical Prize ($30), Edward Collins Stone, 1901, of
Hartford; second prize ($20), not awarded; first prize in History and
Political Science ($zs), not awarded; second prize ($IS), Arthur
Paul Kelley, 1901, of Nashua, N.H.; the Douglas Prize ($So), James
Albert Wales, r901, of Bayonne, N.J.; the Metaphysical Prize ($so),
Ernest Leon Simonds, 1900, of Hartford; first Mackay-Smith Prize,
($30). Edward Henry Lorenz, 1902, of Hartford; second prize ($2o),
Julius Levin, 1902, of Hartford; first Goodwin Greek Prize ($35), not
awarded; second Prize ($2s), Harry Clifford Golden, 1903, of Kittanning, Penn. ; Prize for a Metrical Translation of Greek, Anson Theodore McCook, 1902, of Hartford.
In addition to these prizes, the following were announced early in
Trinity term: The Alumni Prizes in English Composition ($ro each),
Harry Archer H ornor, 1900, of New Orleans ; Theodore Grafton Case,
1900, of Granby; Hugh Dempster Wilson, Jr., 1901, of New York
City; Charles Hathern Wheeler, 1901, of Clinton, N.Y.; James Albert
Wales, 1901, of Bayonne, N. J.; first Whitlock Prize ($3o), Harry
Archer Hornor; second prize ($2o), Hugh Dempster Wilson, Jr.
After the doxology, Bishop Brewster pronounced the benediction.
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COMMENCEMENT DINNER.

The Annual Commencement Dinner was served at the Allyn
House after the graduating exercises at Parsons's Theatre and was a
notable gathering of distinguished men from almost all the States.
At the head of the room was a long table at which President Smith,
Colonel W. C. Skinner, the toastmaster, and the speakers sat. Dr.
Smith sat at the middle point of the table. At his right in order sat
Judge Buffington, Treasurer Graves, the Rev. Dr. George H. Clark and
the Rev. Dr. Samuel Andrews of Yale, and Mayor Harbison. At his
left were William C. Skinner, the toastmaster, the Rev. Joseph H.
Twichell, Dr. Nathaniel Oliver Cornwall, '39 ; Dr. Thomas Gallaudet,
'42, of St. Anne's Church, New York; Colonel Jacob L. Greene, the
Rev. J. T. Huntington and Dr. Willi:1m H. Vibbert.
There were 24 small tables in the room with four or more banqueters at each.
Among the other alumni and guests present were : J. M. Allen
of the Hartford Steam Boiler Company, the Rev. Dr. George
McClellan Fiske, '70, of Providence; Percy S. Bryant, '7o; Dr. Edward Goodridge, '6o; George L.Cooke, '70; the Rev. George M. Stanley, '68; Howard C. Vibbert, '68 ; William C. Brocklesby, '69 ; the
Rev. H. B. Hitchings, '54: the Rev. M. Stone, '8o; William E. Curtis,
'75; Robert H. Coleman, '77; Dr. E. V. Stoddard, '6o; Sidney G.
Fisher, '7g ;Sidney T. Miller, '85; the Rev. Robert L. Paddock, 'g4;
the Rev. Jared Starr, '56; the Rev. F. D. Buckley, '84; Dr.
Beach, 'g6; Dr. J. B. McCook, 'go; Professors Luther, '70; Dr.
Pynchon, '41; Robb, McCook, '63; Simonds and Instructors Pynchon,' go, and Cleasby, 'gg; Librarian Carlton. The menu included
six courses. During the dinner Colt's Orchestra, ensconced in "the
Turkish corner" outside the dining-hall played several selections.
At 3 :30, President Smith welcomed the assembled guests in a few
appropriate words. He then introduced William Converse Skinner,
'76, the toastmaster of the occasion.
Mr. Skinner, after a few well-put words of welcome, called President Smith to respond to the toast-"Trinity College." Dr. Smith said
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that he had been at Trinity for seventeen years, during which he had
had occasion to know Trinity College better than any living man. A
few years ago he went to England and found that Trinity was known
there as the strongest church college in the United States. She is wellknown in our own country, in California, where Nichols and Brewer
have represented her; in Minnesota, where Richard Burton is ; in Pittsburg where Judge Buffington is. "Then in our own city," said Dr.
Smith, "Mrs. VanZile, Mrs. Van Schaack, Mrs. Buckley, Mrs. Macauley,
Mrs. Burton and others can tell you what Trinity College is to them"
(Hear, hear,) "and yet they want to start a co-educational establishment
in Trinity. Gentlemen, we won't do it that way." Dr. Smith then
referred to the meetings of old graduates which he saw on the preceding
day. "What is Trinity College to me?" said the speaker. "Home,
church, country ;-what it is to all of you. I feel that if I were to die
to-night, or to-morrow, you would find upon my heart, growing deeper
and deeper, the legend-Trinity College." (Applause). " Gentlemen,
a toast-Trinity College.
The toast was drank standing, while "Neath the Elms " was sung.
Judge Joseph Buffington, '7 5, next responded to the toast " College
Life." He had hardly arisen to his feet, when the men struck up,
"Oh, he is a jolly good fellow," with "So say we all of us" at the end;
after which the judge received three ringing cheers. The speaker
said that the best adviser anyone has in this world is his wife. He had
one down in Pennsylvania, as well as a son whom he expected to send
shortly to Trinity College. His wife, he said, had advised him when
making a speech never to offer an apology ; but he was afraid that if
she had seen him that morning watching the bullfrogs in the Hog River,
as he walked to his rooms, she would have retracted, in this case. The
Judge then told some amusing stories of college life as he knew it. He
looked back to the old times, when, on sundry occasions, it was a good
thing to have a pair of winged heels to get away from the blue coats.
Then he pointed to Mayor Harbison and said it was a pleasure to have
the head of the civic authorities present to meet all the old faces.
(Applause). He referred to several distinguished gentlemen present,
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among others Mr. Twichell, "Billy" Stark, Major Watts, a hero of the
panish War, who now laid claim to a colonelcy, and A. H. Anderson,
'87, who was out at Manila with the fighting Tenth of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Buffington then paid a touching tribute to those who have passed away.
In referring to college spirit, the judge said that what was needed was
not only a baptism of Trinity College but an immersion in it; not
leaving a weak spot as in the case of Achilles. In closing, Judge
Buffington referred to the work of Professor Martin in the interests of
the college, a man who was a graduate of Princeton, but also a loyal
supporter of Trinity. Professor Martin acknowledged the kindness of
the speaker's words and their cordial reception by those present.
The Rev. Joseph H. Twichell responded to the toast, "Sister Institutions." He said that if he had known that Dr. Luther had had anything to do with the heading of his toast, he should have felt that there was
irony in it; for Dr. Luther, at the recent Yale Alumni banquet, had responded to the same toast and had told how, when Yale made overtures
to Trinity some time ago as to a consolidation, the latter said she would
be "a sister to us." (Applause). Mr. Twichell said that Yale did
indeed consider Trinity a sister. Trinity was in one respect very like
Yale; it was just progressive enough and just conservative enough.
Education at Trinity was practical. What is a practical education?
That which makes men. This is a man-making planet. When Mr.
Twichell began his toast and again when he finished, the "lively boys
in the rear," struck up "Here's to good old Yale."
"The City of Hartford " was the toast assigned to Mayor Harbison. " I know of no good reason," said Mr. Harbison in opening,
"why the people of Hartford wanted to elect me mayor unless it is that
with the going out of the century, I too will go out." He said he had
traveled considerably over this broad land, but he had always come
back to Hartford knowing that no other city existed better than the old
Charter Oak city. He had been to Trinity College himself, but he
went in the front door and came out the back (referring to the old
building), and "I didn't have a blue-coat after me, either." (Hear!
bear!) Mayor Harbison referred to the purchase of the present

so
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Capitol grounds from Trinity for the sum of $6oo,ooo and said that
Trinity College then (in 1878) went outside the city line. For some
time it was a mootpoint as to whether Trinity was in Hartford or Rocky
Hill. The speaker referred to the Vernon street electric line and said
he saw no reason why it should not go up the hill. Such a line would
take Hartford girls out to the college and would bring the Trinity men
in. (Applause). Mayor Harbison spoke feelingly about the advantages of a college education and told how he envied the gentlemen
present who wore college degrees.
The mayor was loudly applauded when he took his seat. The
alumni then sang another college song "While 'neath the elms we go
marching."
The last toast, "The Graduating Class," was responded to by
Frederick W. Prince of this city, president of I goo, said to be the most
popular man in the class. In closing, all present stood up around the
room and joined hands while they sang "Auld Lang Syne."

SELECT PREACHERS AT TRINITY COLLEGE
CHAPEL, I900-I90I.

At the beginning of the College year a circular with the above
title was sent to each student and to each instructor. A page contained the following dates and names :
19<JO.
Sept. 30. The Bishop of Connecticut.
Oct. 21.
The Rev. J.P. Peters, D. D.
St. Michael's Church, New York.
Nov. 18. The Very Rev. George Hodges, D. D.
Dean of Cambridge Theological School.
Dec. 16. The Rev. Chas. Morris Addison, M. A.
St. John's Church, Stamford.
lgGI.

The Bishop of Vermont.
The Rev. George R . Van De Water, D. D.
St. Andrew's Church, Harlem.
Mar. 17. The Rev. Frank ·woods Baker, D. D.
Trinity Church, New Haven.
Apr. 24. The Bishop of New Hampshire.
May 12. The Rev. W. M. Grosvenor, D. D.
Church of the Incarnation, New York.

Jan. 20.
Feb. 17.

Another page contained the following:
TRINITY COLLEGE.
A series of . special sermons before the College, by well-known
dergymen, has been arranged in accordance with the accompanying
calendar.
The select preachers will spend part of Saturday and the whole of
Sunday at the College.
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The students are requested to consider themselves the hosts of the
clergy, during their stay, and to assist in making their visit pleasant
aJad profitable.
Tea for all the College will be served at the Commons, after Evening Prayer upon these Sundays, and all members of the College community, undergraduates, visiting alumni, instructors, professors and
their families are inTited to be present.
GEO. WILLIAMSO N SMITH,

President.

It is not necessary to emphasize the importance in the religious

life of the College of such a series of sermons and friendly visits from
men distinguished alike by Christian earnestness and intellectual force.
We have already had the privilege of meeting and hearing the
Right Reverend, the Bishop of Connecticut, and the Rev. John P.
Peters, D. D.
On the evening of September 29th the Faculty and the Senior
Class enjoyed the pleasure of meeting Bishop and Mrs. Brewster at the
residence of the President.
On September 3oth the Bishop preached in the morning a powerful and spiritually uplifting sermon from the text in St. Mark, 9 :23,
"And Jesus said unto him, If thou canst! All things are possible to him
that believeth." He addressed the students again informally at
Evening Prayer.
The Rev. Dr. Peters preached on the morning of October zrst on
the Parable of the Rich Man in St. Luke, I6, I9-3I. He first read the
Parable in a felicitous, somewhat modernized translation, told what it
does not teach, and then drew from it lessons as to the duty of the
rich in the politica:l and industrial conditions of to-day. Dr. Peters
spoke again at Evening Prayer.
These sermons and addresses will be long remembered.
Both the Bishop and Dr. Peters received visits from many of the
students during the morning and the afternoon. The Tea given in the
evening to the whole College, under the auspices of the ladies of the
College community, and the following informal reception in the Common Room, have been delightful features of these visits of our honored
guests.

THE J. PIERPONT MORGAN PROFESSOR
OF NATURAL HISTORY.

For many years the Scovill professor of Chemistry in Trinity College has been also the Professor of Natural Science, though the instruction in the latter department ha• been given by a special instructor, since r893 by Mr. William Harry Chichele Pynchon, M.A., whose
faithful and energetic toils, as he leaves us for the . profession of a
Consulting Expert in Geology, invite a grateful recognition.
The generosity of J. Pierpont Morgan, Esq., in giving to the
College $r5,ooo to pay the salary of a distinct Professor of Natural
History for a period of five years, has enabled the College to give the
department of Natural History an independent position and its proper
dignity. A man of high gifts, who has enjoyed every advantage of
special training, has been appointed to the office. For a number of
years the department of Physics has represented the highest scientific
advance in that field, the Physics of Helmholtz of Berlin. The department of Chemistry teaches the science as understood and taught
by Meyer of Gottingen. To-day it is a ground for special thanks and
thanksgiving that the Biology of Trir.ity College is the biology of
Jordan and Brooks and Whitman, and of that prince among naturalists
and most eminent of living teachers of original investigators in
biology, Leuckart of Leipzig.
The biologist elected is Dr. Charles Lincoln Edwards, whose
academic record is as follows: B.S., Lombard University, 1884; B.
S., Indiana University, 1886; M. A., Indiana University, 1887 ; student
at Johns Hopkins University and at the University of Leipzig, 1887 to
1890; Ph. D., Leipzig, 1890; Fellow in Clark Universi~y, 1890 to 1892 ;
assistant professor of biology, University of Texas, 1892 to 1893 _:
adjunct professor of biology in the same University, 1893 to 189-4 ;
professor of biology, University of Cincinnati, 1894 to 1900.
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Dr. Edwards has spent five summers in investigations in souther-.
waters, one each at Green Turtle Bay, Harbor Island, and Bemino
Island in the Bahamas, one along the coast of Florida and one at
points on the coast of Texas.
His experience in practical biological work in southern waters hu
led him to suggest the plan of having a Trinity Biological Sloop to
cruise and investigate during the summer months, in short a moving
Biological Laboratory. How fruitful in original results the scheme
would prove is suggested by the number and character of Dr.
Edw trds's own publications. His bibliography already numbers in his
special field the following titles, among which are inserted a number of
contributions to the literature of Folk Lore, in which he has found
recreation and also won recognitinn :
The Relation of the Pectoral Muscles in Birds to the Power of
Flight. Am~n·can Naturalist, Jan. r886, Vol. 20; pp. 25-29.
A Review of the American Species of the Tetraodontidae (with
President DavidS. Jordan). Proc. of U.S. Nat. Mus., r886, p. 231.
The Inflt1ence of Warmth upon the Irritability of Frog's Muscle
and Nerve. Studies from Biol. Lab.,Johns Hopkins University, July,
1887.
An Expression of Animal Sympathy. Am~n·can Naturalist, Dec.
x887, Vol. 21; p. II29·
Winter Roosting Colonies of Crows. Am. Jour. of Psy., May,
x888, Vol. 1; pp. 436·4'i9·
Notes on the Embryology of Miilleria Agassizii, Sel., a Holotharian common at Green Turtle Cay, Bahamas. Johns Hopkins University Circular, 1889, Vol. 8 ; p. 3 7.
Folk-Lore of the Bahama Negroes. Am. Jour. of Psy., Aug.,
r889, Vol. 2; pp. 519-542.
Beschreibung einiger neuen Copepoden und eines neuen copepodeni:ihnlichen Krebses, Leuckartella paradvxa. Archiv. f. Naturp·
schichle, Berlin, 18~1, Jahrg. 57, Bd I.; 35 pp.
Some Tales from Bahama Folk-Lore. Jour. of Am. Folk-IAn,
1891, Vol. 4; pp. 47-54·
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Some Tales from Bahama Folk-Lore. Fairy Tales. Ibid., pp'
247-252·
Bahama Songs and Stories. (Vol. 3 of Memoirs of the Am. FolkLore Society.) Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston, I895; 11 r pp.
Notes on the Biology of Phrynosoma Cornutam Harlan. Zoot.
AnZI!iger, r 896.
Variation and Regeneration in Synapta inhaerens. Science, Feb.
z, 1900. New Series, Vol. XI, No. 266; p. 178.
Animal Myths anri Their Origin. Jour. of Am. Folk-Lo1e, 1900
Vol. XIII, No. XLVIII; pp. 33-43·
The Lower Temperature Limits in the Incubation of the Eggs of
the Common Fowl. Science, New Series, Vol. XI.
Dr. Edwards is a member of the American Society of Naturalists;
member of the American Morphological Society; president of the
American Folk-Lore Society, 1899; Socio Corresponsal de la Sociedad
de Geografla y E;tadistica, Mexico; Socio Honoraria de la Sociedad
Mexicana de Historia Natural; Socio Honoraria de la Sociedad
Antonio Alzate.
Dr. E lw.uds is ably assisted by Mr. Clarence Wilson Hahn, B. S.,
a graduate in 1899 of the University of Cincinnati, a Fellow in Biology
there 1898 to 1899, and Instructor there 1899 to 1900.

THE NEW COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY.

The following leaflet outlines the work in progress under Professor
Edwards and his assistant, Mr. Hahn:
THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL HISTORY.

Proftssor Edwards and Mr. Hahn.

The work in Natural History is designed as a part of general education, in which should be included some exact knowledge of nature.
Be"sides training one in correct observation of the things of the living
world, and the geological history of the earth, the courses in Natural
History are fundamental to the philosophy of those studies like History
and Psychology, which especially consider the phenomena and relations
of human existence. The work of the Department as a whole forms a
valuable preliminary training, either to the more special study of human
anatomy and physiology, in the medical school, or for the profession of
teaching and investigation in Natural History.
Whenever possible the recorded facts given in lectures and collateral reading are verified by original observation of the living plants
and animals in the laboratory, vivaria, aquaria and the field. In
Geology the student determines the rocks by examination in the laboratory and as they lie exposed in the strata. The organisms studied are
interpreted through dissection and microscopic work, accompanied by
careful drawings and notes. Courses 1 and 8 are offered as general
electives; the others must be taken in serial order, except that 3 and
4 are taken together in the third year, and 5 and 6 in the fourth year,
while 8 should be taken in each of the three last years. It is important for students specializing in Natural History to take Physics I, and
Chemistry I, during the first two years, and concomitantly to devote as
much time as possible to German and French.

NEW COURSES IN NATURAL HISTORY.

N.H. I.-General Biology: An introductory study of the fern
presents a definite idea of the structural element, the cell, and of the
combination of cells into tissues, and of these tissues into organs.
Next simple one-celled organisms, like Amceba, an alga, Euglena, the
yeast-plant, and bacteria, illustrate the fundamental principles in the
organization of plant and animal life. In the study of bacteria an
analysis is made of the laboratory air and the city tap-water. Sterilization of apparatus and media by steam under pressure in the autoclav,
the making of the usual plate and tube cultures, and the determination
of the numbers and kinds of bacteria, give the student a thorough introduction to modern Bacteriology.
Then the stoneworts and Hydra, whose cells have been differentiated
into the simpler tissues, lead to the more complex forms, like the starfish, earth-worm, mussel, fish, frog, and the liverwort, mosses, ferns,
horse-tail, club-mosses, pines .and flowering plants.
Subjects of philosophical importance are presented, such as the
chemical constitution and properties of protoplasm; the common characters, and the differences of plants and animals ; cell differentiation
and specialization ; the cell in its relation to development and as the
mechanism of heredity; the distribution of organisms in time and
space; the interrelation of living and lifeless things; etiology; ecology:
the principles of classification; theories for the origin of species by
evolution and for the origin of life. [ 2 hours of lectures ; 4 hours of
laboratory work.]
N. H. 2.-General Zoology. The animals studied include the
sponge, sea-anemone, ctenophoran, sea-cucumber, tape-worm, rotifer,
bryozoan, copepod, barnacle, horse-shoe crab, insect, spider, snail,
squid, ascidian, balanoglossus, lancelet, dog-fish, frog, snake, pigeon
and dog, or rabbit. A period of six weeks is given to the study of the
mammal selected, to acquire a knowledge of an animal closely related
to man, and practical skill in dissecting and injecting, preparatory to
work in human anatomy. [2 hours of lectures; 4 hours of laboratory
work.]
N. H. 3.-Animal Histology-Vertebrate Embryology. The student prepares a certain number of the tissues for examination, thus
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becoming familiar with microtomic technic. The course in the Christmas term includes a complete series of vertebrate tissues.
In the Trinity term the .::ssentials of vertebrate embryology are
studied with the fish and frog for cleavage stages, while the chick furnishes the principal material for the course. A collateral stu::ly of celllineage as found in N ereis and other forms, is given. [ 2 hours of
lectures ; 8 hours of Iabora tory work. J
N. H. 4-General Physiology. The general constitution of protoplasm in plants and animals and the tropisms resulting from the
action of chemical substances and of physical agents like gravity, electricity, light and heat upon the simpler organisms are considered.
The activities of muscle, nerve and gland tissues; the clotting of
blood and the association and dissociation of oxygen and carbon
anhydride with blood; the relation of development under normal and
abnormal conditions, and of regeneration, to the attainment of the
adult fvrm ; the various functions, such as constructive and destructive
metabolism, respiration, circulation and waste elimination ; the phenomena of the central and peripheral nervous systems and of senseorgans, as shown in reflex action, habit, instinct and reason are treated
experimentally and comparatively. [ x hour of lecture; 4 hours of
laboratory work.]
N.H. s.-Mammalian Embryology. Series of pig embryos, whole,
sectioned and dissected, form the basis for laboratory study. Mice,
guinea-pigs and other mammals furnish comparative material. Lectures are given upon the experimental production of variations (monsters), with especial reference to teratogenetic experiments upon the
egg of the common fowl. [I hour lecture; xo hours of laboratory
work.]
N.H. 6.-Variation. Instances of variations among plants and
animals, appealing as sports, or as hybrids from crossing, are given;
the statistical methods in the analysis of the data of variation
are demonstrated, and where it is possible, causal interaction
between the variate and its surroundings is considered. [I hour
lecture.]
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N.H. 7.-Biological Research. The anatomy, or embryology of
some animal, or a problem in general physiology, teratogeny, or the
quantitative study of variation is given for original investigation. [ u
hours of laboratory work.]
N.H. B.-Biological Seminar. Each term each member of the
Seminar reads a paper founded upon a careful study of some general
work of historical or philosophical importance in Natural History. Ia
addition, the current biological journals are reviewed. [Sat. xo.]
N. H. 9.-General Geology. The course is illustrated by specimens and models from the Col.ege Museum, and by excursions in the
field. [Two hours a week during the Ctaristmas term.]

SYDNEY GEORGE FISHER, L. H. D.,
LECTURER ON LAW.

The Prospectus of Washington (since 1845 Trinity) College
issue-d in 1824, reproduced in the last issue of the Bulletin, was
reprinted with a practical purpose. It was designed to show that the
founders of the College were in a number of their ideas distinctly
ahead of their times, and to suggest that the College of to-day in order
to be true to its earlier history must be not only up with the age but
al"ays ahea<! of it.
Trinity College was among the very first to recognize the principle
of elective studies, to see the wisdom of granting its advantages to all
persons fitted to use them aright irrespective of the rigid demands of
a fixed curriculum, to understand the proper place of the Natural
Sciences in modern education and to give them their just value in the
scheme of study.
There is in the Prospectus a suggestion of a fourth point in which
the founders of the College were ahead of their times. Among the
studies of the third term of the Senior yc>ar we find noted "V .<ttel's
Law of Nations, or Homer or G. Testament contin'd." The alternatives are curious, perhaps more curious than that between the Calculus
and Arrian's Anabasis that was for a number of years a feature of the
catalogue of Yale College, in its time, as we believe, the only election
in the Yale curriculum. The inclusion in the curriculum, as an option,
of the work of the eminent Swiss jurist, Droit des Gens, ou Principes
de Ia Loi naturelle appliques a Ia Conduite et aux Affaires des Nations
et des Souverains, showed the convic•ion of the founders that instruction in the general principles of law is an essential part of liberal
education. Instruction in Political Economy was one of the functions
of HJratio Hickok, A. M., Professor of Agriculture and Political
Economy.

I.ltC'tURER ON LAW.

Now that the Hon. William Hamersley, LL. D., Associate Justice
of the Supreme Court of Errors of Connecticut, who has lectured
upon Jurisprudence in the College since 1874, ceases in the press of
his judicial duties to deliver the lectures that for so many years have
been to us so valuable an element of enlightenment and stimulus, and
that the office devolves upon Sydney G. Fisher, L. H. D., eminent
alike as historiln and jurist, the author of The Evolution of the Constitution of the United States, it is a matter of interest to recall how
favored Trinity College has been in its two Professors of Jurisprudence
and three past Lecturers on Law, and to congratulate ourselves upon
the accession of the present incumbent.
In 1827, the year of the graduation of our first class, William
Wolcott Ellsworth, LL.D., began to lecture upon Jurisprudence andhe
continued to lecture until 1862, six years before his death. Governor
Ellsworth was a son worthy of his great father, Oliver Ellsworth, a
delegate to the convention which framed the Federal Constitution,
United States Senator in 1799, with Davie and Murray Envoy Extraordinary to France negotiating the Treaty of March 2, 18oo, and from
1796 to 1799 Chief Justice of the United States. Governor Ellsworth
was born at Windsor, Conn., in 1791; graduated at Yale College in
1810; was admitted to the bar in 1813, in which year he married
Emily, the eldest daughter of Noah Webster, the lexicographer; was
appointed Professor of Law in Washington (Trinity) College in 1827;
was a member of Congress from 18z9 to 1834; when in Congress was
the author of the law of copyright that forms the basis of our present
law upon the subject; was Governor of Connecticut from 1838 to
1842; twice declined an election to the United States Senate; in 1847
was elected Judge of the Superior Court of Connecticut and of the
Supreme Court of Errors, retiring from the bench in 1861. He died
in Hartfcrd, Jan. 15th, 1868. In his book, "My College Days,"
Rotert Tomes leaves a record of the impression produced upon the
students of the time by their sight of and association with this grand
old man and the members of his accomplished family. It was an
educatwn to see him and to hear him, such an education as Cicero
enjoyed, when he sat at the feet of Quintus Mucius Scaevola, the
Augur.

LECTURER ON LAW.

From 1864 to 1874 S1muel Eliot, LL.D., President of the College
from 186o to 1864, was Lecturer upon Constitutional Jurisprudence
and Political Science. After his graduation at Harvard in 1839, he
visited Rome and there projected a History of Liberty, a part of which
he published in 1849 in two volumes, entitled The Liberty of Rome.
In 1858 he published The Early Christians, the second part of the
same work. Among his other writings was a Manual of United States
History from 1492 to 1850 ( 1856). He was a lecturer at Harvard
College from 1870 to 1~73, and superintendent of the public schools
of Boston from 1878 to 188o. Resolutions passed at the last meeting
of the Alumni Association expressed high appreciation of his teaching
and the deep regret felt at his death.
From 1871 to 1874 the late Judge William Davis Shipman, LL.D.,
was Professor of Jurisprudence. We have at hand no materials for a
biographical notice of Judge Shipman. It must suffice at present to
say that Judge William D. Shipman was one of the ablest lawyers in
the Uuited States. Beginning his legal career, we believe, in Hartford,
he went to New York City, where as the head of the great legal firm of
Shipman, Bulow, Larocque and Macfarland, his legal business was one
of the most extensive and responsible in the country, concerning itself
especially with railroad and corporation law.
As said already, Judge Hamersley has lectured to us upon law
from 1874 until the present year. His modesty would condemn an
endeavor here to put on record a detailed account of his public services and an adequate expression of appreciation. We may be permitted to state a few facts. He was born in Hartford, Sept. 9th, 1838,
the son of the Hon. James Hamersley, for many years a prominent
citiz ~ n. He studied at the old Hartford Grammar School and afterwards at the High School, and entered Trinity College in 1854, but
left during his senior year to study law in the office of Shipman and
Welch. He was admitted to the bar of Hartford County in 1859; was
a member of the city government in 1863, '67 and '68, during the last
two years being president of the board of common council; was for a
time city attorney, resigning the office to accept that of state's attor-
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ney for Hartford county in x868, an office which he held for twenty
years; in x886 he represented the town of Hartford in the legislature,
serving on the judiciary committee ; he was again a member of the
House in 1893, but resigned during the session to take the position of
Judge of the Superior Court, which he held until Jan. 14th, 1894, when he
was advanced to the bench of the Supreme Court of Errors, a position
which he now holds. Judge Hamersley was one of the founders of the
Connecticut State Bar Association, and was a member of the committee with Governor Hubbard and Judge Baldwin, whose efforts led to
the founding of the American Bar Association. He was one of the
original promoters of the reform of the civil procedure of the State,
and a member of the commission that drafted the Practice Act, and
the rules and forms of procedure adopted by the court for giving effect
to its provisions; he was also an early and active promoter of the
reform in the jury system of Connecticut.
Since x88x Trinity College has had the benefit of the wise counsels of Judge Hamersley in its Board of Trustees.
The new Lecturer on Law, Sydney George Fisher, L. H. D., a
graduate in the class of 1879, can still be counted as one of the
younger graduates of the College, but probably no alumnus in a period
of twenty-one years after graduation has won greater distinction for
himself and reflected greater credit upon his Alma Mater. Mr. Fisher
was born in Philadelphia, Sept. uth, 1856. After graduating at
Trinity College in 1879 he spent two years at the Harvard Law School.
He was admitted to the Philadelphia Bar in 1883. He has written
many articles for periodicals, including the letter to the New York
Nation of July 3oth, 188o, which began the movement for the establishment of civil service reform societies throughout the country, and
the notable article in the Forum of Jan., 1894, entitled, "Has Immigration Dried up our Literature ?" The investigation of historic
questions necessary in the preparation of briefs, led him to historic
research. The results are seen in The Making of Pennsylvania, 1896;
Pennsylvania: Colony and Commonwealth, 1897 ; The Evolution of
the Constitution, r897 ; Men, Women and Manners in Colonial Times,
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1898; The True Benjamin Franklin, 1899; The True William Penn,
1900. Dr. Fisher is also the author of a pamphlet, the name of which
does not appear in his published bibliography, "Church Colleges:
Their History, Position and Importance, with some Account of the
Church Schools." This pamphlet is full of interesting facts regarding
the great services rendered to both Church and State by the Colleges,
known to Episcopalians as Church Colleges. It attempts earnestly to
grapple with the question. why so great a Church as the Protestant
Episcopal Church in the United States of America should have no
Oxford and no Cambridge! Since 1895 as a Trustee, Dr. Fisher has
sought to grapple with the question practically by his efforts on behalf
of Trinity College. He does not say in his book that the Church
Colleges would have made a greater advance had the multitude of men
of wealth and ecclesiastical and civic dignitaries, whose names adorn
their catalogues. each made some specific self-sacrifice and effort on
behalf of his College. That such is his view may be inferred from lhe
admirable scheme described on another page of this Bulletin, a scheme
planned by Dr. Fisher and initiated by his own contribution, an endeavor to make the Library of Trinity College not merely a valuable
collection of bibliographical treasures, but also a modem working
library, representative of the whole intellectual life of to-day, and containing the apparatus of modern research.
In the new Lecturer on Law Trinity College will welcome not
only the eminent historian and learned jurist, but also the alumnus and
the trustee, whose works are the natural complement of his faith.

NEW MEMBERS OF THE CORPS OF INSTRUCTORS.

Mention has already been made of the appointment of Sydney
George Fisher, L. H. D., as Lecturer on Law, of Charles Lincoln
Edwards, Ph. D., as Professor of Natural History, of Claren<'e Wilson
Hahn, B. S., as Instructor in charge of the department of Geology.
The Rev. Hermann Lilienthal, M. A., w.ll have charge of the
instruction in Psychology and Metaphysics, and will also assist the
President in his function as Chaplain of the College. Mr. Lilienthal
graduated as Optimus in the small but very remarkable class of 1886.
It numbered only nine men. One of them, Frederick Hubbard Wolcott, M. D., died in 1895 after entering very successfully upon the profession of medicine. Another, a physician, has suffered a worse misfortune than death in the loss of his mind. Of the remaining seven,
George Emerson Beers is a successful lawyer and a Professor in the
Law School of Yale University; Clarence Griffin Child, Ph. D. Johns
Hopkins, is Lecturer on English Literature in the University of Pennsylvania; Edward Buckingham Hatch is President and Treasurer of a
great company, the Johns-Pratt Co. of Hartford, manufacturers of
asbestus; the Reverends Paul H. Birdsall and James Goodwin are
Rectors of important Episcopal parishes, the former of Grace Church,
Albany, N.Y., which numbers five hundred and ninety-nine communica-nts, the latter of the Church of the Good Shepherd in Nashua, N.
H., which numbers three hundred and sixty-seven communicants; the
Rev. William James Tate at last accounts was a successful Congregational pastor at Lockport, N. Y.; and now we welcome the Rev.
Hermann Lilienthal as Assistant Chaplain and Assistant in chatge of
the department of Mental Science in Trinity College, who exchanges
the pastoral work in which he has been so successful in Trinity Church,
Wethrrsfield, for congenial studies.
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During the furlough of Professor Luther, while he is not only resting after his continuous toil of seventeen years, but also gathering the
new ideas continually requisite in a live institution at that great seat of
mathematical study, Cambridge, England, most of his classes in
mathematics and in astronomy are taken by one of his own pupils,
Joseph Devine Flynn, of the class of 1897, who showed himself to be
an excellent mathematician while in College, and has shown his
capacity as an instructor in the school of Professor Charles C. Stearns
in this city.
During the past year the Assistant in the Department of History
and Political Science was Charles Whitney Mixter, Ph. D. Harvard,
who has left us to recruit his health and to continue his researches in
Mexico. He is a man of ideas, which he could impress upon his
hearers. An especially noteworthy feature of his instruction was the
constant use in it of the College Library, where his students were
employed in the tabulation of statistics and the investigation of special
questions adapted to their stage of progress, an introduction to higher
independent research. Sir Roderick Cameron has placed at Dr. Mixter's disposal all the literary remains of Ray, the distinguished Canadian economist, which Dr. Mixter is now editing.
Dr. Mixter's successor is George Pendleton Watkins, who graduated at Cornell University in z899, and was a distinguished student of
Professors Jenks, Willcox and Hull in Political Economy and Sociology
and of Professor Titchener in Psychology. Before his entrance to the
University, Mr. Watkins won a State Scholarship tenable for the whole
course at the general competitive examination open to all the schoolr.
of the State of New York. In a competitive examination in the
autumn after entrance he won one of the McGraw Scholarships tena·ble for two years. In his senior year he won by an essay upon The
Etfect of the Entire Removal of Protective Duties upon Productive
Industry in the United States, the prize in encouragement of economic
study offered in certain of the leading universities by the New England
Free Trade League. Mr. Watkins is the author of an article in the
January number of the American Journal of Psychology on Psychical
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Life in Protozoa. It is an attempt to remove a priori difficulties and
preconceptions in the way of scientific examination from the psychological point of view of the evidence bearing on the beginnings of
mind, and to fix upon criteria of mentality.

GRADUATE WORK IN TRINITY COLLEGE.

A number of years ago a man by some favoritism appointed to the
professorship of geology in an American college purchased a treatise
upon the subject that he might study it upon the train before entering
upon his duties. The conception of what a professor should be has
happily changed since then, and especially so in the institutions which
have mane greatest advance. Their progress has been due primarily to
the constant addition to their faculties of professors of distinct s:.Jbjects, who in capacity, knowledge and methods answer to the highest
modern ideal, the international and world ideal. Such a professor is
the professor of a subject, not merely the teacher of a book, the drillmaster of boys. He knows his subject as President. Hadley knows
Economics, in the light of all the literature upon it, past and present.
He is not merely an examiner upon the results of others, but himself
in some degree an original contributor to knowledge and an inciter to
research.
Such men are partly born, they are also made. The fact that
Germany to-day contributes, and for years has contributed, more than
any other nation to the advancement of knowledge is not due to any
peculiarity of the German brain, distinguished as the German is for
thoroughness and conscientiou~ness. It is primarily the result of a
system organized by the state for the production of the very results
reached.
As Hugo Mlinsterberg has pointed out in a recent article in the
Atlantic Monthly, the whole educational system of Germany is under
an efficient critical inspection. No man or woman teaches even what
is apparently the most elementary subject without furnishing guarantees
of knowledge vastly in advance of the requirement, and of the ability
to produce thorough results. When the German pupil comes to a
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higher stage of study, there is a definite assurance that he has been
well taught in the earlier stages and is prepared to advance. What
instructor in an American college does not feel the curse inflicted
upon the country by the multitude of teachers, who have not the
remotest conception of thoroughness and exactitude?
The collegiate instruction of the gymnasium is carefully distinguished in objects and method from that of the university. The gymnasium seeks by imparting exact knowledge and inculcating thorough
methods to make its Ab£tur£enten ripe for the broadest and most
thorough treatment of their respective sciences in their subsequent
university work.
The instructor in the gymnasium teaches many hours and out of
text-books, but brings to his task the best university training.
The professor in the university delivers lectures, that, if he is
successful, become great books. He has in his university library every
authoritative book in every modern language upon his subject. He
begins as a Privat-Dozent by delivering one lecture of forty-five
minutes each week on the highest subject of which be has knowledge .
He devotes the whole week to the careful writing of that lecture, as a
conscientious clergyman prepares his Sunday sermon. The lecture
represents the highest modern knowledge upon its theme. At the end
of a year, the lecturer has a book of thirty-five or forty chapters. He
delivers the lectures in revised form in the next year and then publishes
them and sends them to the Minister of Education as the basis of his
claim to be appointed a professor extraordinarius ·before becoming a
professor ordinarius. In Germany only the oldest and most distinguished professor, who has written a whole library, lectures a half a
dozen times a week.
It is difficult to explain to a German the character of an American
college. He is ordinarily told that its instruction is in general gymnasia/, while certain university subjects are superadded.
The American college must remain a college. As a college, its
instruction must be gymnasia/, and the aim should be to make it in its
special character as thorough and inspiring as the Gray Cloister in
Berlin under Bonitz or Schulpforta under Corssen.
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But the Alumni of no self-respecting American college will consent
that it stand still. In the stern competition of to-day, to stand still is
to be superseded and to die.
The process of evolution is to have the collegiate instruction carefully distinguished in character and methods and imparted in accordance with the highest modern standards, and to superadd wherever
possible university instruction given by special instructors, released for
the purpose from the burden of hours of elementary teaching, and
facilitated by the furnishing of all necessary books and apparatus.
Thanks largely to President McCosh, America knows to-day that a
university is not a mere aggregation of prof~ssional schools joined
to a so-called academic department. The difference between collegiate
and university instruction is a matter of objects and of methods. Even
the greatest universities of Germany do not try to cover the whole
field of knowledge. There is a certain division of labor. Each has
its specialty or specialties. Clark University, among us, is great in its
chosen fields, but those are limited.
In like manner it is possible that an American college, in general
necessarily devoted to undergraduate work, J,I~ay by a happy accident
be possessed of one man or two or three men capable of doing the
highest kind of university work in their respective departments.
Such colleges, if keenly perceptive of the signs of the times, encourage and facilitate them, relieving them of burdensome elementary
work, and saving them for the very flower of scientific achievement.
All his professional life William Dwight Whitney, in order to the
support of his family, gave elementary instruction in French and German in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale College. He was a hero,
accepted the situation and made himself great in it. He produced
out of the same necessity a number of valuable text-books, better
known to the unlearned public than the researches which assure his
name of undying remembrance among students of the literature of
India. The fact remains that it was an indignity to science for a great
and wealthy college to degrade to humbler uses the gifts of one of the
greatest of American investigators.
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These reflections have been prompted by the fact that in at least
one department Trinity College is capable of doing university, otherwise known as graduate work, and does do it, while the same thing
may be in time true of other departments. A considerable number of
men who have pursued the study of Chemistry in the College have
attained immediately to conspicuous success, but the trend of the times
has been to Physics and especially to the most striking of its modem
developments, Electricity. A man who has won laurels in his work in
electricity in Trinity College needs not beg for employment. Positions
invite him. The fact speaks volumes for the undergraduate instruction.
In addition there are now pursuing graduate studies, primarily in
Physics, four students, one of them one who after studying a year at
Gi:ittingen is working on his dissertation in the Trinity Physical Laboratory before returning to Gi:ittingen to receive his degree. On another
page we note the title of the able thesis for the Doctorate submitted to
the Gi:ittingen Faculty by John Robert Benton of the class of I897,
who was fortunate in being able to build upon a Trinity basis. The
same is true of Samuel Ferguson, 1896, and of Edward D. N. Schulte,
1897, who won distinction at Columbia University. An eminent electrical engineer has recently read a paper in which he maintains that the
laboratories of the great electrical companies now distance in facilities
for research any laboratories possible in the College. Our graduate
and undergraduate students have the advantage of a college laboratory
with which few can compare. They have in addition all the privileges
accorded by the Hartford Electric Light Co., one of the most progressive and successful workers in its field.
fhe authorities and alumni of Trinity College have fostered the
Department of Physics with such results. This graduate department
of Physics, small but admirable, has great possibilities. We have suggested the way in which it may be developed into brilliant achievement.

PROFESSOR JOHNSON'S NEW BOOK.

( From the Hartfor d Daily Courant of June 27th. )

Professor Charles F. Johnson of Trinity College has just issued
through the American Book Company an "Outline History of English
and American Literature." The volume deserves the attention of all
who are interested in having good text-books of English in high schools
and colleges. It is written by a teacher of experience. It is a book
in which the author has expressed mature convictions. And finally it
reveals that comparative knowledge of literature without which a history of literature is dead. Facts in history are important only as they
are related and as they are studied in associated series. The continuity of literary history should be impressive even in a text-book.
This is a thought which has seldom escaped Professor Johnson.
There are twelve chapters in the volume, ten of which are devoted
to English literature; the remaining two chapters contain an outline of
American literature from colonial times to the present day. It is fair
to say that the author considers no living writers as within the scope of
his volume. Every chapter is preceded by a short list of historical
books pertaining especially to the period under discussion, and is followed by a list of distinctly literary references. Thus certain chapters
in J. R. Green's "Short History of the English People" at the beginning will be related to some portion of Taine's "History of English
Literature" indicated at the end of a chapter. There are a few questions at the end of every chapter, usually based upon the text that has
gone before. But these more or less mechanical parts of the volume
are judiciously done. Throughout the history there is an admirable
selection of extracts (prose and poetry) illustrative of the thought.
The continuity of thought is so clearly developed that the volumeapart from the "devices" intended chiefly for the class-room-may be
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read with pleasure by the general reader. For the author does not
forget that literature in so far as it is really vital and strong fails not to
express a nation's religious, social, political and industrial growth.
The first two chapters are a clear-cut sketch of tae beginnings of
English literature from 449 to r 360. The real merits of the author are
first revealed in chapter three: "The First English Period, 1360 to
1525." Here the reader comes upon one of Professor Johnson's main
theses. Writing of Langland's poetry he says: "It testifies to the
presence in the English people from the earliest times of the serious
thought of the best type of the Puritans of a later day. . . . Righteousness no less than beauty lies at the bottom of English literature."
The same thought recurs in the chapter on the Puritan period (r634 to
r66o) in which the author writes: "The Puritan influence is the temporary coming to the surface of one of the great underlying elements
of the English national character, and has a profound literary significance. Bunyan, Macaulay and Carlyle are related to its spirit in different degrees, and without the temper of mind of which Puritanism
is the outcome we should have had no New England writers, and
no American writers except Poe, Cooper and Irving. Our national
life and literature are rooted in a moral subsoil." The general truth is
clear, though many a reader will doubt its application so far as Washington Irving is concerned.
The most forcible and interesting as well as the longest chapter i
the fourth: "The Renaissance Period, 1525 to 1634." Here Professor Johnson considers the leading poets, the prose-writers and the
dramatists of the greatest period in literary history. In a discriminating way he speaks of Edmund Spenser, " th.e poet's poet," as more
truly representative of the age of Elizabeth than Shakespeare, for
Spenser wrote for the age and for E ngland rather than for a larger
world and other times. To illustrate. " Spenser's great poem being
an allegory of metaphysical and theological doctrine put in the form of
a chivalric romance is as dead in human interest as a sixteenth-century
Calvinistic sermon, in spite of its poetical beauty which gives the
author rank as one of the five or six great poets of our race." Again
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he calls "Love's Labor Lost" the most literary of Shakespeare's plays.
Sidney's "Defense of Poesie" is the first piece of solid literary criticism in our language. "One mark of a great writer is that he never
repeats himself either in treatment, phrase or cadence." Of the
period as a whole the author says : " The underlying sentiment of the
Renaissance was that the world is beautiful and that sensuous enjoyment. of the beautiful is a rational and commendable end."
The quality which will commend the book most positively to the
teacher is the author's illuminating comparisons. The following selections will reveal a few of these :
"From Dryden's time down through Addison, Steele, Goldsmith,
Johnson, Burke, Hazlitt, Lamb, Macaulay, Emerson, Hawthorne, Newroan, Froude, Stevenson and Pater prose has been an instrument capable of expressing thought in an intelligible m:mner, varying of course
i'n tone with the individual and with the age, but at least subject to a
certain standard, and more and more recognized as a literary art."
(p . 232.)
"In giving characteristic names to his minor .characters and individualizing them with a subtle harmony with the names, Bunyan is equal
to Thackeray and Dickens." (p. 242.)
"Thomson's ' Seasons' and his ' Castle of Indolence,' although
rather artificial in diction, are, with the odes of Collins and Gray and
the domestic poems of Cowper, and the naturalistic, narrative verse of
Crabbe, a chain running through the eighteenth century, connecting
the poetic thought and manner of the seventeenth century with that of
the nineteenth." (p. 262.)
"Thomas Gray adds another name to the long line of poets beginning with Chaucer and ending with Browning who were born in London." (p. 290.)
Among the most satisfying considerations in the volume are
Professor Johnson's treatment of Wordsworth, Shelley and Keats. He
makes a peculiarly fair comparison of George Eliot with her contemporaries who wrote fiction. Yet he does not strike quite clearly the
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keynote of nineteenth century literature. Perhaps the fault is with the
literature. In particular he fails to bring out the real greatness of "In
Memoriam " as a whole, and as the profoundest expression in modem
literature of the problems of theological doubt and human faith so
characteristic of the middle of the century. It will impress many a
reader as distinctly wayward to include in so brief an outline of
American literature such writers as Elisha Mulford, George Boker, and
Theodore Winthrop. To say that Mulford's "The Nation" is the
"greatest book, both in plan and execution, called out by the war" is
to say the least, a most unusual judgment. There are things in Charles
Sumner which would seem to entitle him to a place in even a brief outline of literature. And certainly Grant's " Memoirs " should not be
omitted. Helen Hunt Jackson has her admirers, and Richard Dana's
"Two Years Before the Mast" has a firm place, according to most
critics, in American literary history. Yet not one of these names is so
much as mentioned. John Marshall was a man of one book, but "The
Life of Washington" is still worth reading and has some claims to
literary merit. The word "apostle" is used in a wholly unexplained
sense, if Emerson is to be called an apostle of Walt Whitman. The
word might apply to Mr. Burroughs ; it should never be applied to
Emerson. It is perfectly easy to believe that Burroughs would not
accept it in his own case, much as he admired the man whom Professor
Johnson cleverly names "the great poetic outlaw."
These are, however, trifling criticisms in view of the merits of the
book. It is full of robust views on literary history, for the most part
sound. These are admirably expressed for the use of students. No
one can read the book and not feel the dignity and the significance of
the great record which it covers. And to have conveyed such an impression within the limits of this volume is to have done a real service
toward the teaching of literature.

NOTES OF LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC WORK.

Dr. Clifford H. Moore of Harvard University concludes the
preface of his admirable revision of Allen's Medea of Euripides, just
published by Ginn & Co., with the following courteous acknowledgment:
"For generous advice and assistance I am indebted to my friends
and colleagues, Professor Charles Burton Gulick and Mr. William
Fenwick Harris of Harvard University, and particularly to Professor
Frank Cole Babbitt of Trinity College, who not only put at my disposal his notes on the first edition, but has continually aided me with
suggestions and criticisms while the book has been going through the
press."
The Rev. J. F. Bingham, D. D., L. H. D., Lecturer on Italian Literature, is preparing a new edition of the work published by him in
r871, "The Christian Marriage Ceremony. Its History, Significance,
and Curiosities." (New York, Whitaker.)
Mr. William N. Carlton has written an admirable Bibliography of
Printed Texts in Old English or Anglo-Saxon. This work has been
prepared with great scientific care. It is brought down to the year
1630, and may easily be continued to the present time. He has been
asked to publish it as Monograph No. r of the Trinity College Library.
Mr. Carlton is to prepare for the Acorn Club, of which he is Secretary
and of which Dr. Hoadly was the only Honorary Member, a literary
memoir of Dr. Hoadly that will set forth the extent and character of
his historical and antiquarian work. Dr. Hoadly's last publication was
a monograph on the celebrated episode of the Charter, published by
the Acorn Club.

So
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Professor Edwards and Messrs. Hahn and Hinnen are conducting
a series of interesting experiments. They are trying to find what is
commonly called the physiological zero or the lower temperature limits
of incubation for the egg of the common fowl. In his experiments
Dr. Edwards is using a Cyphers incubator, together with a calibrated
thermometer divided to one-fifth of a second. Since the time of the
Egyptians, it has been known that warmth is the chief factor in the
incubation of the eggs of birds. Modern investigators have established
35 degrees to 39 degrees (centigrade) as the normal temperature
range. Rauber, in 1884, gave as the maximum 38 degrees and the
minimum 25 degrees. It is well known that cold, if not too intense or
too prolonged, will retard development. Dareste, the famous scientist,
gives 28 degrees centigrade as the physiological zero for the hen's egg,
below which, of course, there should be no development. Dr.
Edwards, in his investigations, started with twelve eggs at 30.75 degrees
centigrade. These were in the incubator seven days and nineteen
hours, and chicks reached an average of about one-half the normal
development. With a series of incubations, gradually reducing the
temperature, Professor Edwards has finally come down to 21.5 degrees,
where he is experimenting now. The results at 22 degrees ~ere entirely satisfactory.
The secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and the director of
the United States National Museum have deposited the government
collections of pedate holothurians with Dr. Edwards for the purposes
of investigation. These collections represent all parts of the world
visited by the various government exploring expeditions. The results
of this study, embodying the description of new species, will be issued
as a monograph by the Smithsonian Institution.
On the evening of Tuesday, Oct. 3oth, Dr. Stanley Simonds read
before the Connecticut Historical Society a paper, entitled "The Interregnum in Maryland." Dr. Simonds said that while he was at Johns
Hopkins he had an opportunity of seeing many old records regarding
the subject upon which he was to speak. The interregnum was the
provisional government of Maryland for three years, beginning in 1774·
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One of the reasons for the convention then held was to take measures
to prepare the colonists to resist Great Britain in certain measures
which were believed to be iniquitous. A committee had been appointed
in I 77 3 to learn what the British Parliament intended to do regarding
the laws of the colonies and to see about the defenses of the state.
Another committee was appointed to confer with the officials of other
states about a union of the colonies. Many communities in Maryland
had expressed themselves in favor of a union of the states.
The people of Maryland sympathized with Boston in its refusal to
pay the tax on tea, and there was much opposition to having any importations from England. One Maryland merchant had a ship come
from England with tea, and there was such an uproar about it that the
owner expressed his willingness to destroy the cargo in order to
appease the wrath of the people, and he finally did so. Dr. Simonds
said that the provisional government maintained the rights of the people fo'r three years and a truly democratic government was founded.
The laws were strictly adhered to, and no influence could save an
offender from the penalties inflicted by this government. The first
year the people struggled for power, the second year they achieved it,
and the third year they were supreme.

THE LIBRARY.
THE GIFr BY DR. GuRDON W. RussELL OF THE CLAss OF 1834 oF
AUDUBON'S BIRDS OF AMERICA.

[William Newnham Carlton, Librarian of Trinity College, in the Hartford Daily Courant of July nth.].

Dr. Gurdon W. Russell of this city yesterday gave to the library of
Trinity College the most valuable single work ever received by it. The
work is none other than that monument of American genius and enterprise, the "Birds of America: From Original Drawings. By John
James Audubon." Dr. Russell visited the College in person yesterday morning and formally presented the work to President Smith.
The extreme rarity and costliness of Audubon's "Birds" has long
made it famous in the book-world and its deserved reputation of being
by far the most sumptuous single ornithological work ever published
has rendered its name well known to the general public. though few
ever see a really fine and complete copy.
The transference of so notable a book from the shelves of a private collector to those of a public institution, where under proper
restrictions and supervision it may be seen by all who are capable of
appreciating it, is an event of no small importance, and the generous
donor may be justly ranked high in the list of Hartford's public benefactors. A few words regarding the book and its history may, therefore, be of some interest at this time.
From his earliest boyhood the artist Audubon had been passionately fond of natural history and out-of-door life. A considerable
portion of his early manhood was spent in making long excursions
into various parts of America. Sometimes he traveled for days
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through pathless thickets with only his dog and gun for company, but
all the while making large additions to his wonderful collection of
drawings of the birds and animals seen and noted by him. Occasionally
he was obliged to shoot the birds, but he ·afterwards ingeniously placed
or supported them in their natural positions among the foliage and so
painted them. Others he drew with the aid of a telescope, representing them always amid their natural surroundings. The idea of giving
his collection to the world in published form was first suggested to
Audubon in 1824 by Prince Canino, son of Jerome Bonaparte, but
shortly after determining to put it into effect over two hundred drawings, the labor of many years, were gnawed to pieces in a single night
by rats and entirely destroyed. The fact that after only a day or two
of natural despondency he at once went bravely to work to replace his
loss illustrates the tremendous energy and perseverance of the man.
Receiving no encouragement from publishers in this country he
went to England in 1826 and exhibited his drawings. Fortunately
their value and merit were soon recognized. Audubon made many
influential friends both in England and France, and all encouraged him
to go ahead and promised their support.
In 1827 he issued his Prospectus of the projected work. Five
parts were to appear annually, each containing five plates, and it was
estimated that there would be about eighty parts. (Eighty-seven were
actually published.) The subscription price for the whole was put at
$r,ooo, an enormous sum for those days. The plates were to be engraved on copper, and then the figures of the birds and their surroundings colored to the life. Audubon did not have enough money in his
possession to pay for the printing of even one part. Through the
influence of Sir Thomas Lawrence, however, he was enabled to sell
some of his paintings at fair prices and with the proceeds the artistnaturalist paid the engraver's first bill of sixty pounds.
The publication of the work was begun by an Edinburgh firm, but
because the difficulty of finding colorers made it come too slowly, and
also because it could be done better and cheaper in London, Audubon
soon transferred it to the latter place and put it in the hands of a firm
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of engravers named Havel!. Subscriptions came in very slowly and
before the first volume was completed fifty subscribe1s withdrew their
names. But in spite of this and greater discouragements the magnificent work was steadily pushed forward. Copies of the first part were
presented to George IV., who was so pleased with it that he permitted
Audubon to publish the future parts under his royal patronage, to the
great delight of the artist, who writes in his diary about this time that
the king "became a subscriber on the usual terms, not as kings generally do, but as a gentleman." The first volume, comprising one
hundred immense folio plates forty inches in height and thirty inches
in width, was completed in 1830. The complete series of four hundred and thirty-five plates, containing 1,065 life sized figures of birds
beautifully colored, was finished on June 20, 1838, after eleven years of
stupendous labor and difficulty and at a cost of over $Ioo,ooo. It was
intended that one hundred plates should form a volume and title leaves
for this purpose were furnished; otherwise there was no text to accompany the plates. No text was published with the plates, in order to
avoid the necessity of furnishing copies gratis to certain English libraries in accordance with the copyright laws.
The original scarcity of the work was greatly increased in I 845,
when a part of the stock and the copper-plates from which the work
had been printed, were ruined by fire. Even small sections of the
work command high prices, but to possess a complete, uncut copy has
always been the heart's desire of the princely book-collector, and the
rarely fulfilled hope of the greatest libraries. Only six copies have
come up for sale in the English market since 1891, and only one is
recorded in the annual American sales records since 1895· As to the
number of copies in existence, Victor Audubon, son of the artist, has
said that there are about one hundred and seventy-five; "of these I
should say eighty are in our own country. The length of time over
which the work extended brought many changes in the original subscribers, and this accounts for the odd volumes which are sometimes
offered for sale."
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Dr. Russell's copy has long been considered one of the finest
known, anrl the circumstances of its former ownership sufficiently
account for its being so. These are explained in the following letter
accompanying his gift :
HARTFORD, July IO, rgoo.
Rev. G. Williamson Smith, D. D. ,
President of Trinity College:
My Dear Sir-I beg to present to Trinity College a co'py of
the magnificent folio edition of the Birds of America by
John J. Audubon, in four volumes, together with the text,
Ornithological Biography, in five volumes.
This copy belonged originally to Havell, the engraver of
the plates, who sold it to Francis of New York, from whom I
purchased it. It is believed to be in perfect condition.
Very respectfully yours,
Gurdon W. Russell.
207 Farmington Avenue.

It has. been in Dr. Russell's possession for some twenty years, and
until yesterday formed the principal treasure of his fine collection of
works on natural history. As Dr. Russell is Trinity's oldest living
graduate this splendid gift has a particular and touching interest for his
Alma Mater. When the library is shelved in its new and handsome
quarters in the present museum the four imperial volumes of Audubon's
famous Birds of America will be shelved in a safe and conspicuous
case of their own.

Dr. Sydney G. Fisher's Plan for the Library.

Sydney G. Fisher, L. H. D., of Philadelphia, of the Class of r879,
and since r895 a Trustee of the College, has sent to many, perhaps all
of the Alumni, the following letter :
Dear Sir-The Library at Trinity College, in charge of a competent and trained librarian, has been given greatly increased space, and
is to become more than ever a regular working department of the
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college. Tables for study have been placed in it, and the students
have now for some time been taught to make investigations in its
resources, under the direction of the professors and the Librarian, in
accordance with the best methods of modern education.
It is very important that all the books needed for reference by both
students and professors should be obtained more rapidly. Two of our
departments, Mathematics and Greek, are rather well supplied with
books; but the other departments, especially the departments of science, are by no means well equipped. As an alumnus and trustee I
am anxious that the practical daily work of the college should be no
longer interfered with by this defect.
It is also important that as soon as this defect is remedied we
should begin to strengthen our collections in certain special departments of research which bring outside students and investigators to the
Library and increase its usefulness and reputation. We have recently
gained in this way some slight reputation, which shows what might be
accomplished by development.
But the funds that can be used by the Library are of small amount
and are barely sufficient to pay the salary of the Librarian and provide
a comparatively trifling number of new books every year. Will you
kindly assist by agreeing to contribute a small sum annually?
Twenty or thirty dollars, or ten or fifteen dollars, buy a great many
books. Five dollars will buy three or four books or one very valuable
book. There is no department of the college where small sums
accomplish so much or bring such satisfaction to the contributor as in
the Library. Efforts are now being made to endow those departments
of the college which require fifty or a hundred thousand dollars. Many
alumni hesitate to contribute to these undertakings, because they feel
that their twenty-five or fifty dollars are scarcely a drop in the bucket;
but such a sum will purchase a small shelf full of books, which become
perpetually useful.
I have put myself down for twenty-five dollars a year for ten
years. I hope you will put yourself down by the enclosed slip for
whatever you are willing to give. Help us in any way you can ; and
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the Librarian will let you know what books are purchased with your
contribution.
Truly yours,
SYDNEY G. FISHER.
The slip referred to is this :
........................ rgo ..... .
I hereby agree to give to the LIBRARY OF TRINITY COLI,EGE $ ....... to be paid on the ....... day of ....... rgo .. ..
and hereafter to give the same sum every year for ..... .
years payable on the same day of the month. The said sum
and sums to be used in purchasing for the Library books
needed by the professors and students in the working
departments of the College, and also books needed to
strengthen the Library in special departments of research.

Name ................................. .
Address ............................... .

Checks should be drawn payable to C. E. Graves, Treasurer.

Many of the gifts in the following list are the result of the cordial
acceptance by Alumni of Dr. Fisher's wise and generous proposal.
His constant thoughtfulness and interest are also shown in his gift
to the Library of a Hammond Typewriter to facilitate the general
work, and particularly to enable the Library to have the cards of the
projected new catalogue type-written.

Professor Ferguson's Gift.

The Library has many volumes of periodicals and books that are
practically useless for present purposes because unbound. Professor
Ferguson, to whom the College already owes so much in countless
ways, has generously given $roo for binding.
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Recent Gifts of Books.
By William N. Carlton, Librarian.

Since the last issue of the Bulletin the Library has received many
valuable gifts of books. Among the more important are the following,
with the names of the donors :
Charles J. Hoadly, LL. D.
Plautus. Codex Heidelbergensis r6r3 Palatinus C. Being Vol.
V. of the Codices Graeci et Latini photographice depicti edited by
De Vries of Leyden. This gift has a pathetic interest as the last of
many from the eminent alumnus, whose recent death we mourn. A
short time ago he gave us V ols. III. and IV. of the series, Plato.
Codex Oxoniensis Clarkianus 39· He rose with difficulty from his
couch to draw what was probably the last check he signed, one of
$47.25, to pay for the beautiful reproduction of this great MS. of
Plautus.
Jeremiah M. Allen, M. A., Hartford, Ct.: Proceedings of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. 48 vols.
1848-99·
· Mrs. George R. Lewis of New York City has presented to the
Library over a hundred finely bound volumes of English and French
classics, in memory of her son, Thos. Chew Lewis, M. A., LL. B., of
the class of r87o. Among them is the beautiful series called the
Aldine Poets, printed by Pickering, the famous London printer, whose
editions are much sought after on account of their exquisite typography. The English poets whose works are included in this collection
are, Akenside, Beattie, Butler, Churchill, Collins, Dryden, Falconer,
Goldsmith, Henry Howard, Parnell, Prior, Shakespeare, Swift, Kirke
White, Sir Thomas Wyatt and Edward Young. The following is a
brief list of the other books given, every one of which is a valuable
addition:
Bacon, Francis. Works. 2 vols. Lond., 1843.
:Siographie universelle et portative des Contemporains. 5 vols.
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Boileau. Oeuvres completes.
Bourdaloue. Oeuvres. 5 vols. Paris, I838.
Burke, Edmund. Works. 2 vols. London, 1842.
Bulwer, H. L. Monarchy of the Middle Classes. 1836.
Byron, Lord. Complete Works.
Chateaubriand. Oeuvres completes. 5 vols.
Foy, M.S. Histoire des guerres de Ia Peninsule. 4 vols.
Mackintosh, Sir James. History of the Revolution in England
in I688. 2 vols.
Rousseau, J. B. Oeuvres Poetiques. 2 vols.
Rousseau, J. J. Oeuvres completes. 8 vols.
Smollett, T. History of England. 5 vols.
Stael-Holstein, Mme. de. Oeuvres. 3 vols.
Taine, H. A. History of English Literature. 2 vols.
Thierry, A. Dix ans d'E tudes Historiques. 3e ed. 1839.
Thierry, A. Histoire de Ia Conquete de l'Angleterre par les Nor·
mands. 5e ed. 4 vols.
Villemain, A. F. Litterature fran<;aise au I8e siecle. 4 vols.
Villemain, A. F. Litterature au moyen age. 2 vols.
Whewell, W. Platonic Dialogues for English Readers. 3 vols.
[Wolcott, John.] Works of Peter Pindar. 4 vols. London,
18II. 24°
Rev. Dr. J. F. Bingham has presented the following works written
by him:
The Christian Marriage Ceremony. Its History, Significance and
Curiosities. N.Y. 1871.
The Twin Sisters of Martigny. A story of Italian Life forty years
ago. Boston, 1899.
Francesca da Rimini. A tragedy by Silvio Pellico. Translated
into English verse, with a critical preface and historical introduction by
J. F. Bingham, D. D., L. H. D. 4th edition. Cambridge, I899·
James Hazlehurst, '5 I. P hiladelphia, Pa.
Complete Works of Charles Reade. 9 vols.
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William Drayton, '71. Philadelphia, Pa.
Complete Works of James Fenimore Cooper. xo vols.
Brook Farm : Its Members, Scholars and Visitors. By Lindsay
Swift. 1900.
H. Gordon McCouch, '75· Philadelphia, Pa.
Works of Honore de Balzac. Tr. into English. 25 vols.
Sydney G. Fisher, '79· Philadelphia, Pa.
Alexander Dumas. Complete Works. 9 vols.
George Eliot. Complete Works. I8 vols.
Washington Irving. Complete Works. IS vols.
Estimates of Population in the American Colonies. By F. B.
Dexter. I887.
Thomas Langdon Elwyn, '92. Philadelphia, Pa.
Complete Works of Victor Hugo. 22 vols.
Professor Henry Ferguson, '68. Hartford, Ct.
Publications of the American Statistical Association. 4 vols.
Mrs. John Hills, of Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Forum, I893-99· I4 vols.
The North American Review, I893-99· I4 vols.
Rev. H. H. Buck, Cheshire, Conn.
The Guardian. I o vols.
Professor W. R. Martin has presented the following:
"Tractatus de Legibus et Consuetudinibus regni Angliae," by
Ranulf de Glanville. London, q8o. 12°
"The Federalist," by Alexander Hamilton. Edited by John C.
Hamilton. Philadelphia, I869. 8°
As these two volumes are of especial interest and value, a brief
note regarding them may not be inappropriate.
Ranulf de Glanville (died I I 90), author of the first, was the chief
justiciar of England under Henry II. His treatise on the laws and
customs of England is the oldest of English legal classics. It is a
brief, clear, and orderly book that did much toward settling the procedure of the royal court and defining the common law. It was one
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of the first treatises on law written west of the Alps, and long since
became a venerated authority among English lawyers, to whom it is
familiarly known as "Glanville." Coke acknowledged that he owed it
a heavy debt and Blackstone quotes it constantly. It is a book of
great value to students of English and European legal and social history, and is well known in France and Germany. This London edition
of 1780 is one of the best and most authoritative as to text.
Regarding the " Federalist" any descriptive remarks would be
superfluous. It marked an epoch in the development of free constitutional government, in the art of confederation, and in political thought;
and as a treatise on the principles of federal government still stands at
the head. So long as there is any American government at all or any
interest in American history, the " Federalist " will be taught, studied
and read in both universities and legislative halls. It becomes, therefore, a matter of considerable importance for a college library to have
a complete equipment for its study, in the way of important editions
and illustrative materials. We now have only four of the important
editions, and there are at least sixteen others that should be on our
shelves. The reason for this is as follows :
The greater portion of the "Federalist" was originally published
in New York newspapers. The text of the articles was again printed
(with some alterations and changes) and published in March and May,
1798, in two small volumes, in the second of which appeared,jor the
first time, the last eight papers of the series. Thus the original text
has to be sought for in two different quarters. In the edition of 1802,
further changes were made, and in that of 1818 James Madison thoroughly revised his contributions to the work. Henry B. Dawson in his
edition of 1863 went back to the serial text as the only authoritative
one, assuming that neither Hamilton nor any one else had a right to
revise the text of a publication that had become so important a public
document, an assumption that has generally been considered unwarrantable. John C. Hamilton, the son of Alexander, vigorously
opposed Dawson's view, and prepared another edition of the great
work, which serves as a sort of antidote to Dawson's. It is a copy of
this last edition that Professor Martin has given the library.
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It will thus be seen that the student of American history who
undertakes any work of original research on the "Federalist" can make
little or no progress without having before him every important edition
of the work. Those now in the college library are the following :
Hamilton's Works. 3 vols. N.Y., IgiO. I2° (Vols. 2-3.)
The Federalist. Phila.; rgrg. go
"
"
Hallowell, Me. 1g26. go
"
"
N. Y., rg63. go (Dawson's.)
"
"
"
rg6g. go (J.C.Hamilton's.)
Should any of the alumni or friends of the college have other
editions that they no longer care for, the gift of them would be gladly
welcomed at the library.
Rev. John T. Huntington, 'so, has pledged to the Library $ro
each year for three years.
Rev. Cornelius B. Smith, '54, has given $10 to the Library.
Rev. W. H. Vibbert, 'sg, has given $ro to the Library.
William G. Davies, '6o, has pledged $ro each year for ten years.
Rev. Robert A. Benton, '64, has pledged $2.50 each year for four
years.
Sidney T. Miller, •gs, has pledged $5 each year for five years.
Edward M. Scudder, '77, of New York City, has pledged $ro a
year to the Library for ten years in accordance with Mr. Fisher's
scheme.
As these pledges are received they will be inserted in a separate
volume of the l.ibrary records, which will be kept open for inspection
in a prominent place in the new Library room.
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Dr. Gurdon W. Russell, president of the Retreat for
the Insane, has deeded to that corporation his farm
property, known as Maplewood Lodge. It is a farm of
nine acres, situated on the extreme height of Cedar Mountain, one of
the most beautiful spots about Hartford.
The place is given with the idea that the superintendent and physician of the Retreat shall make it available as a place for summer outings for patients who may be benefited by such treatment. Dr. Russell
had previously given to the Retreat its beautiful Memorial Chapel and
the greenhouses, the flowers from which have added so much to the
happiness of the patients. Dr. Russell's latest gift to his College,
Audubon's Birds of North America, is fully described at another place
in this Bulletin.

1834

The Class of 1835 in Washington (now Trinity)
College numbered at graduation nine members, who
became respectively the Most Reverend James Roosevelt Bayley, S. T. D. Rome, Archbishop of Baltimore and Metropolitan of the Province of Baltimore; the Rev. Andrew Hiram Cornish,
M.A.; the Rev. Warner Hoyt, M.A.; Charles Henry Jones, M.A.;
Joseph Hedge Thompson, M. D. ; Robert Tomes, M. D., distinguished
as physician, historian and litterateur; Edward Martin VanDeusen,
D. D.; John Turner Wait, LL.D., Representative in Congress from
r876 to 1887; and the Right Rev. John Williams, D. D., LL.D.,
Bishop of Connecticut. This is a class to excite pride. It is unfortunate for us not to be able to enroll 'in it the name of the Hon. John
Bigelow, LL.D., now resident at Highland Falls-on-Hudson, New
York. He was a member of it for two years, and left Washington to
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graduate at Union College in 1835. He was one of the editors of the
N.Y. Evening Post from 1849 to 1861 ; consul at Paris 1861 to 1864;
U.S. Minister to France, 1864 to 1867; chairman of Gov. Tilden's
canal investigating committee, 187 5; Secretary of State, New York,
1875 to 1877; and is executor and trustee of the late Samuel J.
Tilden, and president of the Board of Trustees of the New York Public Library, Astor, Lennox and Tilden foundations. He is the
author of Molinos, the Quietist; France and the Confederate Navy ;
Life of William Cullen Bryant ; Life of Samuel J. Tilden ; Some
Recollections of Edouard Laboulaye; TheMystery of Sleep. He
has edited A Life of Benjamin Franklin (written by himself) ; The Complete Writings of Franklin ; Writings and Speeches
of Samuel J. Tilden. He is also the author of many magazine
articles. Now in his 83rd year he looks back with satisfaction
upon his consistent hostility to Tammany Hall, when, as he recently
said to a reporter, "Tammany Hall was a Sunday school class, compared to what it is at present." In the present Presidential election he
refuses to support either candidate, expressing his opposition to both
candidates in terms which show that his intellectual force is not abated
Trinity College sends him a cordial and respectful greeting, in consideration of the lustre which she shares equally with his Alma Mater,
Union, forgiving him for leaving her.
In his address on "Education in Middletown" at the Celebration
of the 25oth Anniversary, Oct. roth, Prof. William North Rice paid
this tribute to the late Bishop Williams :
" The youngest of the higher institutions of learning connected
with Middletown is the Berkeley Divinity School. In unusual degree
that institution is the monument of the life and work of a single man.
It is the noble memorial of that ripe scholar, that ecclesiastical statesman, that simple, earnest preacher, that courtly gentleman, the Right
Reverend John Williams. Before the middle of this century Dr. Williams had already gathered about him a group of theological students
when he was the rector of a church in Schenectady, N. Y. In 1848 he
became president of Trinity College, and his students came with him
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to Hartford. A few years later he was made assistant bishop of the
diocese of Connecticut, and in r856 the Berkeley Divinity School was
definitely established in Middletown under his presidency."
An interesting service for deaf mutes was held at St.
Thomas's Church, Hartford, on the afternoon of Sunday, June 23rd, the Rev. Dr. Thomas Gallaudet of the
Church Mission for Deaf Mutes in New York, a graduate of Trinity
College in the Class of r842, administering the rite of baptism and
making a brief address to the congregation, speaking to the hearing
portion and interpreting with signs for the deaf mutes. The Rev.
George R. Warner, rector of St. Thomas's, officiated at the evening
prayer, the ritual and the lesson being repeated in the sign language by
Dr. Gallaudet in an impressive manner, the signs interpreting the
devotional spirit and the worshipful sentiments so that all could easily
comprehend their meaning. The Lord's Prayer was given in the sign
language, and during the singing of "Jerusalem, the Golden," Dr.
Gallaudet interpreted the familiar hymn by sign in perfect rhythm with
the music. It was a nevelation to those who had not seen how beautifully gestures can be made the medium of expression.
At the close of the evening prayer a candidate was baptized, a deaf
mute who has been under instruction for some time, Dr. Gallaudet performing the rite, Mr. Warner reading the ritual as the doctor interpreted it.
At the close of this service, Dr. Gallaudet spoke briefly, using
both oral and sign language, on the duty of the Christian to persevere
in the life of good works and endeavor, after having once put his hand
to the plow. He illustrated his topic by reference to the great work
his father did for the deaf mutes in this city, overcoming many obstacles and at last having the satisfaction of founding the American
School for the Deaf, the pioneer institution of the kind in America. He
detailed at some little length the efforts the elder Dr. Gallaudet made
in England and in France, where he met Clerc and received the real
impetus for the work. Dr. Gallaudet closed by an earnest appeal to
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the deaf mutes present to continue in Christian living, and pointed out
to them the many advantages they had over those of the deaf mutes
of fifty years ago. There were several deaf mutes in the congregation,
members of different churches in the city, and they seemed particularly happy to meet Dr. Gallaudet, whom many of them knew as an
old friend.

t845

The Hon. Samuel James Clarke, long a citizen of San
Francisco, is now residing at Geneva, N.Y. His address
is Care of Mrs. De Lancey.

The Bulletin is indebted to the Rev. DeWitt Clinton
Loop, M. A., of Baltimore, for a very kind letter of
encouragement and for a contribution towards the
expense of publication.

J846

J852

The Bulletin would be glad to receive information of
the Rev. Edward Mills Pecke, lately of Rahway, N.J.,
an honorary M.A. in 1852.

Having been informed that the Rev. Johnston McCormack, M. A., of Astoria, Oregon, of the class of 1853,
was long since dead, the editor wrote to the Rev. William Seymour Short, M. A., of Astoria, Trinity 1883, asking him
whether he could give particulars as to the date and place of Mr. McCormack's death. The result is the following kind letter:

J853

"Grace Church Rectory,
Astoria, Oregon.
My Dear SirYours just at hand. In reply would say that the Rev.
Johnston McCormack is VffY muth aliv~. He is chaplain to the seamen
in this port, and does much good to them and to many foreigners with
whom many years' residence here has made him acquainted.
He works under the auspices of theN. Y. Seamen's Society.
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He left the ministry of the Church some twenty years or more ago.
His son is headmaster in my parish school here, and a noble fellow he
is. Revd. Johnston McCormack was never rector of Grace Church, but
was at one time rector of Trinity Church, Portland.
I know him very well, and love him much for Trinity's sake, and
because he was a chum of my rector when I was a boy at Nashotah, as
well as for his own sake.
He tells many stories of early days in Trinity. Write him for one.
I am still an enthusiast for Trinity, and would like to live to see
my school a feeder for my Alma Mater. My three boys hear very often
of Trinity and Hartford, and may catch the spirit some of these days.
Resp'y and faithfully yours,
Oct. 3, 1900.
vVm. Seymour Short."

Professor W. A. Reynolds, long associated with the Lycee St.
Louis, Paris, France, an honorary B. A. in 1853, writeE that his address
is and probably will be in future 6 Northumberland Place, Bayswater,
London, W., England.

1854

Mr. William Jarvis Boardman of the class of 1854 has
has the deep sympathy of the College in the death at
Cleveland, Ohio, July z1st, of his son, Elijah George

Boardman.
The Hon. Charles Allen Sumner of (325 Montgomery
St.) San Francisco was for a time a member of the class
of 1856 in Trinity College. He received the honorai'y
degree of M.A. from the College in r887. He is one of the staunchest friends of Trinity. His career, full of energy and enterprise in the
most varied fields, furnishes rare material for biography. He was born
in Great Harrington, Mass., Aug. znd, 1835, the son of Judge Increase
Sumner, the head of the Berkshire Bar, and for forty years one of the
ablest lawyers of Massachusetts. He was prepared for Trinity College
at the Sedgwick Academy, Great Barrington, and at the Cheshire
Episcopal Academy.

1856
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In an interval between his academy and his college days Mr.
Sumner acquired a practical knowledge of telegraphy. When only
sixteen years of age he had charge of the Junction Telegraph office at
North Adams, Mass. At that time, before President Polk's Postmaster
General had issued his report on the subject, before such an establishment had been thought of in Europe, Mr. Sumner conceived the idea
of a National Postal Telegraph, which he has not ceased to advocate
from that day to this, and especially in a bill introduced by him when
a member of Congress from California, Dec. 10th, r883, "A Bill to
enlarge the Postal Facilities of the People of the United States."
When Mr. Sumner was at Trinity College, his classmate, Edward
Gardiner, now of Providence, the eminent stenographer, directed his
attention to phonography. Mr. Sumner devoted himself earnestly to
the art, while studying law in the office of the Hon. Lester Filley at
Otis, Mass.
In r853 and r854 Mr. Sumner taught a district school and in r853
a private night school at Otis. In r855 and 1856 he acted as a newspaper correspondent and was a reporter for House Committees in
Washington, and also taught phonography at the Alexandria Theological Seminary. In r856 he went to New York and devoted himself for
a few months to the study of the law and to reporting, when he was
threatened with hemorrhage of the lungs. In the summer of that year
he determined to try the heroic remedy of a voyage around the Hom
before the mast, and sailed for California in the clipper ship Fleetwing,
July sth, r856. The vessel arrived off San Francisco, Dec. r6th, but
from storms was not able to anchor off Fort Alcatraz until Dec. 19th.
San Francisco was then a city of about forty thousand inhabitants in
the full tide of the marvelous new life of the Argonauts. Captain
Howes of the Fleetwing had offered the young sailor of twenty-one
years an officer's berth if he would accompany him around the world
by way of the Cape of Good Hope. Destiny made him a citizen of
California. In a sailor's blue shirt he went into newspaper offices and
asked for employment as a reporter. Mr. Hull of the San Francisco
Times and Town Talk wrote on his behalf to the publishers of the
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Sacramento Union. In consequence Mr. Sumner went to Sacramento.
The proprietors of the paper were not favorably impressed with the
appearance of the sailor reporter, but sent him as an experiment to
report a sermon by the Rev. W. H. Hill of the Episcopal Church.
When Mr. Hill called the next morning to ask how the paper had got
hold of his manuscript, the qualifications of Mr. Sumner were no
longer in doubt. The Sacramento Union rose steadily in prosperity from 1857 to r86r as a result of Mr. Sumner's reports of the
debates of the Assembly. The sessions of the Legislature lasting only
about four months in each year, Mr. Sumner sought employment in law
reporting from the courts and lawyers of San Francisco. For two or
three months he met only rebuffs. The necessity for shorthand reports
of legal proceedings was not then apparent to the San Francisco bar.
Ultimately successful, Mr. Sumner made the first shorthand report of
any case in a State court in California. In June, 1857, Mr. Sumner
crossed the Sierra Nevada mountains as a special correspondent for the
Sacramento Union in the first stage coach that ever made the trip, and
visited the homes of the Mormons in Utah. He described his journey
in a lecture entitled "Across the Plains."
In 1857 Mr. Sumner became editor of the Sacramento Daily
State Sentinel, a Republican journal. There were at that time not
three hundred Republican voters in Sacramento county. Mr. Sumner
had often to defend himself personally from attacks made upon him
by political bullies, and always showed in these encounters an unflinching courage. In the winter of 1857-8 Mr. Sumner retired from the
Sentinel and resumed his place as a legislative reporter for the Sacramento Union.
In r85 7 he started the project of a city library for Sacramento.
He witnessed the inauguration of Lincoln in 1861. He delivered an
eloquent appeal to patriotism in his native village of Great Barrington,
July 4th, r86z.
Shortly after he began to edit the San Francisco Herald and Mirror, the union of two papers purchased and edited in protection of the
owners of property in the "Western Addition" of the city. As editor
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of the Herald and Mirror, in opposition to all the other journals, Mr.
Sumner fought and defeated the Shafter land bill, which sought to dispossess most of the people of San Francisco. He expended in the
cause all his landed and personal property.
In r863 he became Assistant Quartermaster in the U.S. Army
with the rank of Captain, and was stationed at Fort Churchill, Nevada,
twenty-six miles east of Virginia City. Here he was once severely
wounded by a shot from a Piute Indian. In r864 Captain Sumner became Colonel of the First Regiment Nevada Infantry, doing important recruiting service.
In r866 he was elected State Senator from Storey Co., Nevada,
and served during three successive sessions, during the last of which
he was President of the body. In r865 and r866 Mr. Sumner was a
candidate for Congress from Nevada as an opponent of railroad and
telegraph monopoly and was defeated.
Between the sessions of the Nevada Legislature he edited the
Gold Hill Daily News.
In r868 he canvassed Nevada for the Republican party but
against the reelection of W. M. Stewart, as U. S. Senator, believing
that Stewart had sacrificed the interests of the State to railroad
monopoly. In this canvass Mr. Sumner had frequent occasion to shw
his personal courage.
Returning to San Francisco at the end of r868, he became for
ten months managing editor of the Daily Herald, then revived, after
which he resumed his profession as stenographic reporter.
In r874 Mr. Sumner went for a short time to Virginia, Nevada, to
edit the Independent in the interest of Adolph Sutro's Tunnel.
In r878 he saved from public plunderers the San Francisco
Marine Hospital, which has become a Sailor's Home.
'
In 1877 and r878 he showed all his determination and courage
in combating the notorious Denis Kearney.
In 1879 he was defeated in a candidacy for Congress on the
democratic side.
In 1883 he was elected anrl introduced the Bill for a Postal Telegraph to which reference has been made.
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Since I885, when his congressional term expired, Mr. Sumner has
devoted himself to his professions of lawyer and legal stenographer in
San Francisco, while he resides (at Io68 roth Avenue) in East Oakland. In his long career he has delivered countless eloquent orations
and speeches on political and other topics. He has published: Poems
(by his brothe~ and by himself) ; Shorthand and Reporting ; Notes of
Travel in Sweden.
Of late years he has interested himself effectively in the great
question of incineration as a substitute for earth burial, lecturing and
writing extensively upon it. He has won to the cause of cremation a
great number of our most eminent citizens. It is largely due to him
that the cause has made so remarkable an advance on the Pacific
Coast. Mr. Sumner's most recent publications on the subject are
articles in Civic and Social Problems (San Francisco) Vol. 2, Nos. 4
and I I for Mar. Ist and Oct. Ist, rgoo.
Trinity College recognized the coming eminence of
the Right Rev. William Crosswell Doane, D. D., LL.D.,
Bishop of Albany, by giving him in I863 the degree of
M.A. ad eundem. He graduated B. A. at Burlington College in x8so
and received the degree of M. A. from that institution. In I886
Trinity College gave Bishop Doane also the degree of S. T. D. He is
in addition S. T. D. of Columbia and Oxford, and LL. D. of Union
and Cambridge, England. During the summer he went to Ireland to
receive the high distinction of the degree of D. D. from Trinity College, Dublin.
f863

The Rev. Henry Emerson Hovey, M.A .. of Portsmouth, N. H., was the founder and is the President of
the Portsmouth Hospital. He is also President of the
~·H. Society of the Sons of the Revolution.-On Wednesday, Oct.
roth, Middletown, Conn., celebrated the 250<h Anniversary of its first
settlement. The programme of the afternoon included an Address of
welcome by ex-Governor Coffin; an Historical Address by John Fiske,
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LL.D., of Cambridge; a Poem by Judge Daniel J. Donahue, and a
Paper by Frank Farnsworth Starr on the Settlers of Mattabeseck, ending by the singing of a song written for the occasion by Prof. Richard
Burton of the University of Minnesota, a graduate of Trinity in 1883.
The evening exercises consisted of papers by the Rev. F. W. Greene
on "The Religious Life of Middletown," by Prof. William North Rice
on "Education in Middletown," and President B. P. Raymond on
"Middletown in the Civil War," followed by a closing address from the
Rev. Dr. Samuel Hart of the Berkeley Divinity School, Trinity, 1866.
Dr. Hart's address was as follows :
"I have no !!Xcuse, Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, for adding an address of my own to those to which you have so gladly listened
to-day except that I have tried to form a habit of obedience, and that
I have been bidden to speak now. What has one who has but strayed
a little along the sands that bound the solid land of history to do
with the mighty ocean of possibility which lies beyond? What right
has a newcomer, however kindly received, though he can trace his
ancestry back to an original settler, to express an opinion as to the
present opportunities or the future possibilities of this ancient yet
youthful town? Yet suffer me first to bring a greeting from the Connecticut Historical Society, though I fear that you will tell me that it is
late in the day to produce it. That society takes a motherly interest
in such a commemorative occasion as this, and she wishes to extend
her congratulations to this tenth child of the old colony-no, the fifth
child of the original colony, and the tenth of the family as it was afterwards constituted-on its two hundred and fiftieth birthday. There
had been nine settlements of as many different kinds within our present limits before the year was reached which closed the first half of the
seventeenth century ; it needed the settlement at Mattabeseck to complete the number; it needed a center to which men could look from
the colony of river towns above, the fort at the mouth of the river, and
the republic further up the Sound with its daughters on either side, and
from which they could look forth into the forests and fertile lands of
east and west. The society congratulates the town.
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And I speak also at the request of your committee, who, as I was
saying, are treating one who came in to sojourn as if he had a right to
a seat within your very gates. Yet I cannot venture to act the part of
annalist or historian ; the outlines of the history of this fair town and
some of its more important details have been traced this day by accurate pens and eloquent lips. I may not act the part of a Greek chorus
and speak for "the idealized spectator" to point the lessons of the
past; still less do I dare to suggest what ought to be or may be in the
future. Those who came here a quarter of a millennium ago, just as the
hardest part of the year was beginning to cast its shadows-our ancestors on principle made their migrations and settlements in October,
unless they could find an excuse for postponing them until December
-those who came here must have had some visions of the days which
were to follow, drawn out perhaps by the bright beauty of the veil of
autumn and the dreaminess of the air which betokened the approach
of the Indian summer. They must have had visions, not at all dim, of
a community with a distinctly religious life ; and if we have been
reminded that the development of that life has not been exactly what
they thought it would be, who will say that their vision was vain or that
they would be disappointed if they were here to-day?
They had ideals of civil life in town and commonwealth; and who
will say, after the history of these years has been traced before his
mind, that the ideals have failed of realization? They knew the necessity and the value of sound learning, and one of their first cares was
for the right training of the young in useful and wise studies ; they
would not have understood the titles of all the departments in which
instruction is now given in our university, or have approved the exact
type of theology taught in our Divinity School, or even have grasped
at once the purpose of the curriculum of our High School; but we
may well believe that, were they with us, they would commend every
earnest effort of ours to discover and propagate the truth. They had
in their purposes and their character more than the germs of true
bravery and patriotism, and the spirit which deems life of little value as
compared with that which makes life worth living; and they would hear
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to-day with thankfulness the story of what their descendants and successors have done on land and sea, to guard or to extend the liberty
and the rights which they so highly valued. They were not unmoved
by the hope of traffic and of commerce, the stream of life which
passed by them in the river carrying their thoughts across seas to the
home of their kindred and to other and strange lands; and we could
show them the progress in arts and manufactures, the advantages of
trade and transportation, which have made this place prosperous and
which mark out for it an ever increasing prosperity. In all these particulars-and your thoughts will add others to them-the hopes and
prophecies of those who stood here two hundred and fifty years ago
have been more than fulfilled, though in every case the manner of the
fulfillment has been one far beyond the ken of the wisest of our progenitors. If we look forward to-day, it is in the hope and the firm
assurance that the moral and religious character of this community, its
civil life, its position as a home of learning, its devotion to high standards of patriotism, its advance in that true prosperity which comes from
the use of opportunities for work of hand and brain, shall not be un.
worthy of the history of the years that are past, but rather shall grow
out of it in accordance with every true principle of progress. We may
say of all these things, indeed, that they must abide, unless the laws
which . control the nature of things are abolished or utterly changed,
that we cannot fear that religion and learning, civil government and
the activities of trade and manufacture, shall disappear from among
men or shall cease to be recognized as a part of our heritage. And it
is in this confidence, under God's guiding hand, that we look forward
now ; but that confidence must not be made an excuse for carelessness
or inactivity. No thoughtful person looks back over a long series of
years without seeing the time when good and brave men were minded
to " despair of the republic " in matters moral or political or social.
Changes have come of which they did not know that they were neces·
sary to progress ; hindrances have made their appearance, which they
failed to recognize as incentives to action ; real disappointments and
failure<> have seemed to take the place of the prosperous issue that has
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been expected, and they have thought that they were singled out to be
the mock of fortune. I suppose that there are few places, very few
indeed, among those whose prosperity has been largely dependent
upon commerce, in whose annals you cannot find some events or some
periods which give a reasonable excuse for such thoughts as these. But
neither Roman "virtue'' nor Anglo-Saxon manliness has any place for
despair of the republic, as long as the republic endures; and whatever
we may say of the republic of Roman law and force, the republic of
character and loyalty, of study and work, is eternal. It has the indestructibility which we have been taught to attribute to the energy of
the material world; its methods may change, its powers may require
to be directed into new channels, its results may be unprecedented,
but it is the same in its origin, the same in its laws, the same in the
certainty that it will yield good results. We have examples of the
truth of this principle here, in this conversion of the ancient commercial energy, which had a picturesqueness of its own, into the modern
energy of manufacture, which has just as true a picturesqueness, if we
but look for it, and a good deal more of humanity ; and he would not
be a wise man who should seek to exchange the latter for the former.
Of course you do not understand me to mean that there will not
arise serious questions in the next quarter millenium, taking the brains
of earnest men, or that we may leave things to take care of themselves
in the comforting hope that they will come under some scheme of
general benevolence. I feel the confidence which I am trying to
express, because it is a confidence in men, that they will assume
responsibilities a,nd undertake duties ; because it is a confidence in life
which is an interaction of forces and a resultant from them; because
it calls for thought and activity and the trust of good people in one
another's honesty and ability. Above all things each item which thus
comes before the mind-religion, citizenship, sound learning, commercial prosperity-stands in utter opposition to selfishness, be it the selfishness of the individual or of the party or of the class. And if I
were preaching-! fear that you think I am-I should make the lesson
of this celebration, testifying as it does to a common interest, a warn-
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ing against selfishness. Somehow the town appeals to us in this matter in a stronger way than the city can appeal; we have for it by the
training of many centuries, almost a personal affection; it is a real
thing and not a device accommodated to recently developed needs;
and the town appeals to us to mould her future on the right principles
indeed of the brave and God-fearing men who led a colony here, but
in those principles better understood, better stated and better applied,
by as much as we have been able to profit by the light of observation
and experience-and may I not add Revelation in the years that are
past. We may hope for some immediate results from this commemoration; some plan for the preservation and publication of the histori·
cal material, of the value and interest of which we have gained much
more than a suggestion from the papers read to-day ; some more easily
prepared publication which shall tell us and tell the communities about
us and the outside world of what we are and have already, and of
what we can and propose to do ; and the fostering of the spirit of true
devotion to the common interests, which has accomplished much
already and can accomplish very much more. But we cannot but look
forward also to years which may be as far removed from this year of
grace as is this from the date of our first settlement ; and while we
may not venture to draw a picture of the men and the circumstances
of that far-off time, but rather smile as we think of our inability to
forecast the details of the future or to determine the paths of progress;
we feel thankful that we are committed to sound principles, to principles of duty and honor and unselfishness ; and that, though these must
meet with opposition they will be strengthened by every conflict and
be victorious in the end. We trust that we have not disappointed the
hopes of th e men of two hundred and fifty years ago ; we must not
allow the men of two hundred and fifty years hence to be disappointed
because of us."
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The business address of George Gideon Nichols is
614 Coffee Exchange, Hanover Square, N. Y. City.
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The Ron. Stewart Lyndon Woodford, Lieutenant
Governor of New York from r867 to r869, Member
of Congress from 1873 to 1875, and former Minister to
Spain, who received from Trinity College the degree of M.A. in 1869
and that of LL. D. in r87o, was married in New York, Sept. 26th, to
Miss Isabel Hanson.
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The Rev. Professor Flavel Sweeten Luther, Ph. D.,
Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, to whom the
Trustees have granted leave of absence for a year in consideration of
his long and faithful servi ce, has the following characteristic letter in the
Hartford Courant of Sept. 29th :
" Cambridge, Eng., Sept. I7.
We are so familiar with the Englishman who writes a book on
"American Institutions," after a stay of a week in a New York hotel,
that we are not likely to be surprised if an American forms vivid impressions of Glasgow in forty-eight hours.
I have read many and most interesting things about Glasgow.
How it is the best governed city in the world ; how their municipal
control of all natural monopolies- street cars, gas, electric light and
power, etc.-paves the way for national control of industry; how the
best and wisest citizens devote themselves unselfishly to the public
weal; how the socialistic philosophy is fairly exemplified and put to
triumphant proof.
Being a good deal inclined to socialism myself it was natural that
at the first opportunity I should head for Glasgow with all speed, aiong
the "arc of a great circle," confident of finding material for at least
three socialistic speeches before the Twentieth Century Club. But, to
the hasty observer, there appears little in the Glasgow of to-day to encourage other municipalities to follow the example of the Scotch
metropolis. It does distinctly appear that the moderately well-to-do
classes are satisfied with the present results of their experiment and are
fully persuaded that the new way is the right way. This is a most
important fact and it should be kept in mind. Taxes are not reduced,
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but there is a large annual surplus which is faithfully devoted to the
beautifying of the city, to public entertainments, to the improvement
of the slum districts.
Thus the stranger is forced to marvel what sort of a city the olden
Glasgow must have been. For to-day it is the dirtiest and most difa·
greeable town that I have ever beheld. Wretchedly paved streets reek
with filth all through the central business districts. Forty little horsecars are 1trundled slowly up and down these ill-smelling avenues (a few
electrics have been introduced), the fare being two cents a mile. This
arrangement for paying by the mile of course acts as a peculiarly
ingenious device for keeping the laboring classes hived in the center of
the city. Swarms of idlers are congregated on the street comers.
Drunken men and women are in evidence in all the poorer streets.
The smell of whiskey pervades everything-hotels, shops, cars, banks,
parks. And the saloons ! Streets of them, blocks of them, wards of
them . I trust that no friend who may recognize the initials at the bottom of this letter, will laugh in brutal sarcasm if I go on to say that I
visited several of the drinking places in the worst part of the city. To
my surprise the inside was in each case clean and even elegant in its
fittings. But to the American eye a noticeable feature was the absence
of evidence that the saloon was intended as in any sense a club room.
There appeared little or no provision for social sitting about and conversation. There may have been, of course, back rooms to which I
did not penetrate, but the patrons whom I saw rushed into a little room,
called for "three penn' 'orth o' Scotch," swallowed it at a gulp, and
went out. Many of the saloons are in some way dedicated to royalty.
Here is a sample sign:
"Nabister and Wreckford. Dealers in Irish and Scolch
Whiskies. By Royal Warrant Conveyors of Irish
Whiskey to Her Majesty the Queen."

Scattered here and there among the saloons is the infrequent and
pathetic coffee-room. The coffee is cheap, one cent a cup, and is, perhaps, not much worse than that served in the hotels, but customers
were few and the rooms chill and depressing. Heaven knows that the
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drink evil is a serious enough problem at home, but the average American city is a hydropathic institute compared with Glasgow. And
whatever may be said of climatic influences and racial peculiarities,
one need only look about him to see that d-r-i-n-k spells ruin in Scotland as elsewhere. The armies of brutalized men and women, the
sodden, inflamed faces; the wretched little children, themselves sometimes evidently drunk-alas-these sights mean the same thing, irrespective of geographical latitude.
It will be a wonder if the Glasgow authorities arrest the progress
of the bubonic plague, though at this writing they seem to be doing so.
One thing may help them. The town is such a microbe paradise that
the native varieties may repel the foreign invader.
Such is the appearance of Glasgow to a stranger who hoped and
expected to find it far otherwise. One reflects that perhaps the honest
and thoughtful men who control this great city have begun this reform
in the wrong place; that compulsory education, corppulsory cleanliness, compulsory sobriety must precede parks, band concerts, munici·
pal tramway and city electricity, in the up-building of the ideal Christian municipality.
We visited Ayr and saw the birthplace of Robert Burns, this trip
giving us our first glimpse of Scotch villages and country life with their
many beauties and pleasures. Later, the regular tourist route through
Loch Lomond, Loch Katrine, and the Trossachs introduced us to the
wonderful Highland scenery. In our party of seven (ship-mates)
there was much confusion as to what "Trossachs" might be, the most
popular theory being that they were a sort of oat-meal cake. It turned
out that the word "Trossachs" means "rough country," and that thus it
is substantially equivalent to the American term "Hardscrabble." Very
beautiful indeed are, or, is, the Trossachs, however, and the superb
roads extending through the regions thus designated are at once an
example and a reproach to Americans.
Edinburgh, stately and dignified, its streets well kept and well
lighted, its slums less offensive than those in Glasgow, welcomed us
after the Trossachs journey. We did what the guide-book directed,
and presently followed the same mentor at Melrose and Abbotsford. ·
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After a very tiresome railway journey we arrived in Cambridge, of
which something may be written when the University opens. Justnow
it is a city of magnificent buildings, all of which are in the hands of
cleaners and repairers.
I have attended a "cub hunt." This is an institution designed
for the simultaneous instruction of inexperienced dogs and inexperienced foxes. Through the survival of the fittest it is expected that
the real hunting season, which opens about November I, will illustrate
the consummate fruition of directed evolution. During cub hunts, to
parody some ancient anti-Darwinian literature, the fastest dogs catch
the most foxes and the fastest foxes get away from the most dogs. By
November I all the slow dogs will be in disgrace, and all the slow foxes
will be dead. With the refined residue much sport is looked for.
My own particular cub hunt began at five o'clock in the morning,
several miles out in the country, thus affording an opportunity for a
very pleasant bicycle trip in the early twilight. The scene was a large
open pasture lot, comprising perhaps fifteen acres, and nearly square.
Three sides of the pasture were marked by narrow strips of woodland
and thick underbrush. The fourth side was occupied by a farm·house,
barns, a garden, etc. Outside this whole area were posted a number
of mounted men and within the pasture was the " Master of the
Hounds " with two assistants, forty-four dogs, and perhaps a dozen
spectators, mostly young women.
The hounds were sent into the woods and after some running about
began the yelp. Instantly pandemonium broke loose. The men outside, whose duty it was to keep the hunt inside the square, cracked
huge whips, rode to and fro, and yelled in a terrifying manner. The
master of the hounds galloped all over the pasture and tooted a brass
horn. The spectators shouted "There's one," as occasionally a fox
showed himself, or, as once happened, ran across the middle of the
pasture. I saw five foxes in as many minutes. Pretty soon the cry of
the dogs changed and the " Master " rushed into the woods, returning
at once with a dead fox and followed by the whole pack of hounds. The
dogs tore and worried the body, stimulated thereto by the "Master,"
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who, however, finally took the mangled remains into his own hands.
He cut and tore it into many pieces, some of which he gave to the
dogs, and distributed the rest among the young ladies who had gathered at the scene in an ecstasy of delight.
The dogs ate their pieces, and the master wiped his dripping
hands with wisps of straw and said, "Well, let's draw that cover
again."
I am not going to any more cub hunts.
Yours truly,
F. S. L."
At a meeting of the Connecticut Historical Society in
the Wadsworth Athenaeum, on the evening of Oct. 2nd,
the Vice-President, the Rev. Professor Samuel Hart,
D. D., Trinity '66, presiding in the absence of the President, Charles
J. Hoadly, LL.D., Trinity '51, the Rev. Frederick William Harriman,
M.A., Trinity '72, Fellow of the College, read a paper on Erasmus.
Mr. Harriman described the early life of Gerhard, commonly
called by the Latin and Greek equivalent Desiderius Erasmus, saying :
The reformer was born in Rotterdam in 1467 and later unwillingly
entered the Augustinian monastery. Later, his desire for freedom, his
brilliancy as a scholar and his desire for a literary career, compelled
him to give up his vows. He became a great wit, a scholar and a man
of the world. He edited and published an edition of the New Testament in Greek, and was honored by popes, kings and princes. His
other books were of two kinds, serious and humorous. In his Bible
alongside of the Greek text he placed a Latin translation, different
from the Vulgate and St. Jerome. And he added explanatory notes
and comments. The effect upon the learned world was electrical.
New attention was drawn to the almost forgotten original of the New
Testament. Many who wete not even familiar with their Bible in Latin
now made its acquaintance for the first time. The services of the
church had indetd made constant use of the Psalms, and of brief
selections from the Gospels and Epistles. But the general ignorance
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of the words of Jesus and of His Apostles was something almost incredible. What little was known of Holy Scripture had reached the
average layman through the medium of ecclesiastical teaching, which
dimmed and colored it as the sunlight is changed in passing through a
stained glass window.
The publication of this great work caused much animosity. The
old version of the Bible had such a strong hold that any change or
attempted improvement seemed sacrilegious. Some of the commentary appeared rationalistic. But the real objection of many critics was
the new standard thus set up for judging the current practices of the
Church and its clergy.
[Among the treasures of the College Library is a copy of the
fourth edition of Erasmus' Greek Testament printed by Froben in
1527. Erasmus' Greek Testament is the subject of the first of Mr.
Carlton's articles in the Tablet on Famous Books in the College
Library. See The Trinity Tablet of Dec. 2oth, 1899.]
In regard to the Church Erasmus was radical. He expressed
opinions which were not indeed contradictory of the fundamental doctrines of the Church, but which were certainly at variance with the
teachings and practice of its most zealous upholders. And while he
professed the utmost deference for the Pope, whom he always regarded
as the human head of the Christian Church, he went so far as to assert
that the famous text on which the papal claims rely for support, "Thou
art Peter, and upon this rock will I build my church," applied to all
Christians in a general sense, and not exclusively to the pontiff. And
in another place he declares that "Christ is the only teacher who has
been appointed by God Himself. Such authority has been committed
to no theologian, to no bishop, to no pope or prince. We ought to
obey Christ first of all." Very radical and revolutionary must these
words have sounded in the year of grace 1516.
The other works of Erasmus were then spoken of, the speaker
referring especially to "The Praise of Folly." It is partly a playful
allusion to the name of Sir Thomas · More, at whose suggestion it was
written, and at whose house it was begun. It issued from the press in
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rsn. The book represents "Folly" as a person, the offspring of
"Youth," by Plutus, god of wealth, and brought up by two nurses,
"Drink " and " Ignorance." In this book, in a light vein, cardinals
(and even the Pope) were held up to criticism. Everything was
attacked. " And yet Erasmus never became a Protestant. He lived
and died in full communion with Rome. He never ranged himself on
the side of Luther, though sympathizing with his attacks on the sale of
indulgences and on monastic corruption. He was induced to write
against him, or, at least, against his doctrine of free will, but so mildly
as to do him little harm, although it satisfied the papal party of his
loyalty."
After the reading had finished, a vote of thanks was tendered the
speaker, and he will contribute a copy of the paper to the archives of
the society.
The Rev. John Dows Hills, M.A., of Dayton, Ohio,
was the "University Preacher" at Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y., June roth, rgoo, the subject of the sermon being "The Harmony of Divine Revelation and Modem
Thought."
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The Rev. Frederick Wyndham White is Rector of
Grace Church, Freeport, Ill.
The Pittsburg Times of Oct. 3rd has the following regarding
Morgan Buffington, son of Orr Buffington of 1879, and nephew of
Judge Joseph Buffington of 1875: "Morgan Buffington, a member of
the last graduating class of the old Kittanning Academy, entered the
class of 1904 of Trinity College at Hartford, Conn., this fall. Buffington is only 16 years old. When the time came to start for the Eastern
college town, he mounted his bicycle and rode the entire distance of
700 miles from Kittanning. The course of the journey was through
Butler, Mercer, Meadville, Erie, Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany,
N.Y., Pittsfield, Mass., to Hartford. It took thirteen days to cover the
distance."
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The Bulletin would be glad to have informatwn of
George P. Worcester, formerly of Dunning, Ills., who
received an honorary M.A. in 1881.

The Literary Digest of Aug. 4th illustrated with an
admirable portrait of Prof. Richard Burton the following article on " Literary Taste in the West " :
Prof. Richard Burton, of the University of Minnesota, who has for
several years lectured upon literary subjects in various parts of the
United States, has lately made some interesting observations upon
literary conditions in the West as compared with the East. Tho' himself an Eastern man by birth and breeding, Professor Burton takes a
flattering view of the Western attitude toward literature and culture in
general. The West is more robustly and typically American than the
East, he thinks, and this is reflected in its literature, which smacks of
the soil, and honestly portrays both nature and human nature. "The
virtue of great, unspent forces is in it, the vitality of the new, and the
hopeful, and the masterful."
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"Nobody can read comparatively new writers like Garland, Thanet,
and White (he of Kansas), or still newer ones, like Seton-Thompson and
Tarkington, without recognizing the mingling of fresh observation,
healthy poise, imaginative grip, and the gift for saying things which
always give the world what it calls literature. There is something
peculiarly stimulating to the literary maker in the air and scenery of the
West; even an Eastern importation like Mr. Wister responds to the
bigger horizon with a style that has a tang to it, with types that are racy.
The earlier history of Western literature, from Bret Harte down, has
been simply the record of the effect of a more arousing environment
upon Easterners who turned westward, and could not but respond to its
splendid motives."

Not only is the inspiration to write virile literature greater in the
West, in Mr. Burton's judgment, but the diffusion of literary culture
there will compare favorably with that of the East :
"The taste for literature in the West follows, and is an index of, the
unspoiled Americanism of its folk. It is healthy and sane even when
crude, and it is crude mainly in places lying far from the civilizing infiu-
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ences of centers, which is exactly what is true of blessed New England .
Too often in speaking of East and West we match some representative
city on the Atlantic seaboard against everything beyond the Mississippi
or the Rockies, as if that were a fair comparison. But in your search for
the raw, place the pioneer ·western village over against the genuine back
number New England rural community, and then see if honors are not
easy! It is simply a choice of crudities, with the betting in favor of
that which is less conservative.
"The general Western attitude toward good books is eagerly sympathetic. I was lecturing this past winter in an Iowa town of some m,ooo
people and found Mr. Seton-Thompson's animal books in house after
house delighting the children and the children's parents. It was almost
as if a menagerie had come to town. Kipling's Jungle Books were
known and loved in the same way. This is cited merely as an example
of keeping closely in touch with a current and healthy success in letters.
Far up in North Dakota this spring I talked with a man whose knowledge of Ibsen's latest play-and indeed of Scandinavian literature in
general-was of the intimate sort to put me to my guns in self-defense.
C'lor are these experiences exceptional. There is an eager, sound-hearted
public throughout the great West (I am thinking particularly of the
Northwest, because it is better known to me) awaiting the writers who
really produce what is American; by which I do not mean books that
vauntingly cut themselves loose from traditions and carry a chip on the
shoulder for any criticism of Uncle Sam. No, but rather the literature
which quietly, inevitably as the growth of the material soil, springs from
what the writer knows and loves best, and which, in representing him,
represents his environment. The West can be trusted to welcome with
enthusiasm this kind of book, and is every year producing more readers
of intelligence and independence of judgment. Numerically, this is an
audience already of imposing proportions."

Mr. Burton regards Western taste as eminently sane and wholesome. Books of morbid pathology, of extreme realism, must, he says,
look elsewhere for patronage. The illuminati of the East, following
the taste of the still older East of Europe, may find food for their jaded
palates in the degenerates of literature; but not so the West. Even
Ibsen, whom Mr. Burton approves and interprets, finds scant audience
there, for the Westerner "likes action, character, incident, breadth,
and snap, rather than analysis and detail-optimism as the dominant
mood." Mr. Burton continues:
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"All this sentiment may indicate to the cynic a primitive state of
development; but it has its value as a counter-irritant to the languid,
all-knowing patron of literature who has learned how banal it is to like
the normal and pleasant.• . • A sturdy democracy of feeling, which is
apparent to any student of Western society, begets appreciation of like
qualities in literature, which, when it has any merit, is always a reflection of life. And if this democratic sentiment is worth preserving, if it
is the American idea (and ideal) handed down by our forefathers, and
illustrated by Grant and Lincoln, is it not well that there is one part of
the land in especial which craves for and will support literature ·voicing
that feeling? It would seem so. To be sure, there is more or less theoretical belief in the brotherhood idea in the East; but it is more
prevalent, more homogeneous in the West, more of a theory-in-action. It
is not without significance that the fraternal spirit which gives a clarion
quality to Mr. Markham's note found its nourishment in the far West."

Professor Burton wrote the following song for the Middletown
Celebration of Oct. xoth:
Where the red man roved of yore
By a stately water-lane,
Lo, was sown a seed that bore
Hundred-fold of goodly grain;
Which the hardy pioneers
Harvested with blood and tears.
Homely times were those, and grim,
By the green-rimmed river-side;
Oft with battle smoke were dim,
Where the stanch forefathers died ;
But, with sounds of prayer and praise,
Came white peace and sweeter days.
Ships were built of sturdy frame,
And the marts with trade were rife ;
Schools uprose in wisdom's name,
Churches hymned the higher life;
So the holdfast English race
Set God's seal upon the place.
We have reaped what they have sown.
Honored, down the streets we tread,
Carven clear in changeless stone,
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Be the memories of the dead ;
For through them our town doth bide
Beautiful her stream beside.
Not to them alone, to Thee,
God of elder years and ours,
Be the laud, for Thou canst see
In the root the pledge of flowers;
T!Jough man's ways be passing strange,
Yet Thy counsels do not change.
City of our love and life,
River-town of spreading trees,
Peaceful, after early strife,
Prospered by the centuries,
Thou forever shalt endure,
If thy faith be firm and pure.

"Among the novels shortly to be published in Lippincott's Magazine is a story by Edward S. Van Zile,
entitled "A Novel Complication," which deals with
various phases of New York's literary world in a humorous way. Mr.
VanZile was an ~ditorial writer on a New York daily for many years,
and afterward editor for a time of Current Literature. His novels have
been of varied character, both realistic and romantic. "With Sword
and Crucifix," a historical tale, ran as a serial through Harper's
Weekly and appeared in book form last year in this country and in
England. The Tillotsons recently purchased the serial rights to his
romance "With the Prince of Adventurers," a tale dealing with the first
voyage of Columbus. Mr. Van Zile is now at work at his home in
Hartford upon a novel of contemporaneous life, the scene of which is
laid in a New England city."-New York Times Saturday Review.
Mr. Van Zile has changed his residence to 75 Capitol Avenue,
Hartford.
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The address of William Denison McCrackan is 381
Central Park, West, N.Y. City.
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Frederick E. Haight, Vice-President of the
Association, often visits the College and each
deserves a mention. Full of hope and enthusiasm
the institution, he works for it as few of the Alumni. Six of the
ent number of students are here as the result of his influence.
Haight has made the very wise suggestion that our present
could do much to increase our numbers by going back to their
and describing their peculiarly happy life at Trinity with its union
hard study, vigorous athletics and social charm.

1887

Clifford Standish Griswold was married June 30th,
1900, at New Haven, Connecticut, to Nora, daughter
Professor William H. Brewer of Yale University.-Mr.
William H. C. Pynchon has entered very successfully upon his new
profession of Consulting Geological Expert. He resides at Oyster
Bay, L. I.

1890

Frederick Reed Hoisington continues with Folwell
Bros. & Co., spinners and manufacturers, 625
St., Philadelphia, but has changed his residence
Chicago to Sharon Hill, Penn.-Irenus Kittredge Hamilton, Jr., is Sec·
retary of the Hamilton and Merriman Co., Lumber Manufacturers and
Dealers, Marinette, Wis.-Dr. Victor Cox Pedersen has changed his
home and office address to 206 West 45th St., New York City. June
the rst last he was officially appointed by the Board of Trustees of the
Roosevelt Hospital, New York City, as assistant surgeon to the out
patient department. June uth last he was made assistant demonstrator of anatomy at the College of Physicians and Surgeons by the
Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York. Jun
2nd he became attached to the staff of the Medical News of New
York, abstracting articles from the foreign press. Sept. 4th he was
married in Trinity Church, Gouverneur, New York, by the Rector, tbe
Rev. James A. Dickson, to Miss Winnifred Laura Hartley, daughter
Mr and Mrs. Sylvester Fobes Hartley.-Mr. David Van Schaack has
given up his editorship of the Hartford Telegram and is now connected with the LEtna Life Insurance Co.
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Mr. George B. Lester has formed a legal partnership
with Harmon Sheldon Graves, Trinity '92, with offices at
27 and 29 Pine St., New York.-Born, June 26th, 1900,
a son, Randolph, toT. Welles and Elizabeth Matson Goodridge.-The
Rev. Romilly F. Humphries has accepted a call to Trinity Church,
South Norwalk, Conn.
t892

Charles Clarence Barton of Boston, was married to
Miss Maud Armsby of Worcester, on Wednesday, October ro, at 3.30 p.m. at the Central Church, Worcester,
Mass.-The Rev. Ellis Bedell Dean, M. A., has resigned his parish at
Angelica, N.Y., and is now residing in Middletown, Conn. He has
happily recovered from his long illness.
t893

The Ron. A. Heaton Robertson, Corporation Counsel
of New Haven, an honorary M.A. of Trinity College in
1894, recently gave an opinion on the question of the
authority of the city council to make an appropriation of $2,500 toward
the Cornelius S. Bushnell memorial fund. Mr. Bushnell was one of the
promoters and builders of the ironclad Monitor of Civil War fame.
Mr. Robertson decided on three grounds that the city council had no
authority to make the appropriation referred to. First, because the
charter, which is -the supreme municipal law, does not expressly permit
such appropriations ; secondly, because the charter does not by implication permit it; and thirdly, because the appropriation, though voted
by a majority of the common council, would not be for a purpose that
is essential to the welfare of the community.
Harry Richard Humphries, M. D., non-gr. '94, who has been
connected four years with the Manhattan State Hospital, Central Islip,
L. I., has begun private practice at 175 W. 88th St., New York City.
-Walter Stanley Schlitz, recently with Lord, Day and Lord in New
York City, is practicing law in Hartford.
t894
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Robert W. Curtis, has been appointed teacher of
chemistry at the Atlantic City, N.J., High School.Charles Shiras Morris now resides at 2 Columbia St.,
Hartford. The company of which he is Secretary, the Hart & Hegeman Co., has moved to enlarged quarters at 32-40 Union Place, Hartford.-Edward Wanton Robinson, Manager of the Hartford Faience
Co., now resides at 2 Columbia St., Hartford.
Louis Potter's present address is unknown, but his activity and
success as an artist are very gratifying to the College. Witness the
following from H. R. Remsen, '98:

l896

"I came across something which gave me so much pleasure that
perhaps you might also like it for the Trinity Bulletin. Two days ago
while idly strolling along Park St. in Boston, looking for old books, etc.,
I came upon the show window of ''Doll & Richards," the swellest and
best picture place in all "Bosting town." My attention was attracted at
once by several very singular and striking water-colors, mostly figures of
foreign people and scenery. The man walking with me also stopped and
exclaimed on the remarkable beauty and originality of the pictures.
Imagine my joy when on nearer view I saw "Louis Potter" boldly
scrawled on the corner of each. I instantly entered the shop to find out
if Louis was in Boston, but they told me that h~s pictures had come to
them from New York, where he was staying; that they had been so
.struck with a picture brought to them to frame by one of their customers, that they had asked and obtained the sole right of putting Louis'
pictures on the Boston market. I also hear that he is soon to go abroad
again."

Harry Woodford Hayward, Sec., 42 E. 28th St., New
York City.
A reunion of the class of 1897 was held at the
Colonial Club, Hartford, on the evening of Class Day, June 25th, at
which were present Messrs. Flynn, Hayward, Hendrie, Gundacker,
Langford, Plimpton, Sibley, Sparks and Walker. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing two years: President, Joseph Devine
Flynn, Hartford, and Secretary, Harry Woodford Hayward, New York.
-Henry Woodward Allen received the degree of LL.B. at Harvard in
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June.-Harry Woodford Hayward also the same. He ISm the office
of Underwood, VanVorst, Rosen and Hoyt, 27 William St., New York.
-The Rev. William Curtis White, M.A., was married Nov. sth, 1900,
to Miss Catherine Richardson, daughter of Mrs. Josephine M. Hansell,
at St. Stephen's Church, Philadelphia.-J airus Alpheus Moore, who
enlisted as a private in Co. G, 21st Inf. U.S. A., sent to the Philippine
Islands, has been made 2nd Lieut .. of the 23rd Infantry in recognition
of meritorious service. So address at Manila.-The Rev. William
Albert Sparks, M. A., is in charge of Christ Church, Biddeford, Maine.
His address is 143 State St., Portland, Maine.-The Rev. William Taylor Walker, M. A., is in charge of St. Matthias' Church, Richmond,
Maine. His address is 143 State St., Portland, Maine.-John Robert
Benton, B. S. '97, B. A. '98, has received his Ph. D. at Gottingen. The
subject of his Inaugural-Dissertation was Abhangigkeit des specifischen
Torsionswiderstandes einiger Metalldrahte von der Spannung. It is
published by Johann Ambrosius Barth in Leipzig. Dr. Benton is now
Instructor in Applied Mathematics in Princeton University. Address
Princeton, N. J.-Carl Gottlob Ziegler, M. A., who has been teaching
in the Episcopal High School, Beattyville, Ky., is recovering from
typhoid fever at Lexington, Ky.-The Rev. William Applebie Eardeley,
M. A., is Curate of Christ Church, Williamsport, Penn.-Edward D.
N. Schulte is in charge of the Electrical Department of the Pennsylvania R. R. at Atlantic City, N.J.
Edgar Francis Waterman, Sec., 202 W. 103rd St., New
York City.
The editor has received the following courteous letter
from the Class of I 898 :

l898

"Dear SirAt a meeting of the class of '98 held on June 25th, 1900, it was the
unanimous sentiment of the class that the secretary should express to
you their thanks and appreciation of your unselfish and successful work
for our College, in connection with the Trinity College Bulletin. We
assure you that in every way you can rely on our cooperation and assist-
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auce so far as it may lie in our power, and we feel sure that such efforts
as yours will soon bear fruit in the growth and strength of our Alma
Mater.
Edgar F. Waterman, Sec."

The engagement of William Morris Austin, B. S., to Miss Pauline
Dexter Foss of Boston was announced in May.-Frederick Alexander
Balch is in the Engineering Dep't of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.,
Albany, N.Y. So address.-Henry Jones Blakeslee, B.S., is Superintendent of Construction of the Hartford Electric Light Co.-Frederick
Earle Buck is at the Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown.-Charles
Luther Burnham was admitted to the Connecticut Bar in June. During the summer had a desk in the office of Mills and Smith, Hartford.
Is now in the third yt!ar class of the Yale Law School, but expects to
go to New York in June, 1901. Address 333 York St., New Haven,
Conn.-Julian Stuart Carter expects soon to enter the service of the
Penn. R. R. Co. His address is Wissahickon Heights, Chestnut Hill,
Penn.-The occupation and address of Morgan Rouse Cartwright are
as in Bulletin No. r.-Austin Cole was last heard of as connected with
the Antelope Valley Land and Irrigation Co. at Los Angeles, California,
which he is said to have left. Information desired.-Occupation and
address of Philip Cook are as in Bulletin No. I.-John Sidney Davenport has same address and occupation as in Bulletin No. r. He writes
to the Class Secretary with characteristic modesty : " The only thing
that I know of to my credit at all is that I have passed the examinations for the grade of Associate of the Actuarial Society of America.
If you put that in the Bulletin, be sure to put it in that way and not to
say a member of the Society. The Society would have a fit if I got
credit for anything more."-Alfred Lander Ellis is now at the Cornell
Medical School, New York City. He resides in New York at 21 W.
r r8th St. and in Hartford at 73 Beacon St.-Occupation and address of
Leonard Augustus Ellis are as in Bulletin No. I.-Dudley Chase Graves
is still Bond Salesman with C. P. Phelps & Co., so State St., Boston, but
resides in Lynn, Mass.-Frederick B. Hyde, Non-graduate, after leaving Trinity spent one year at the University of Penn. as a biological
special. In the autumn of 1896 he became a reporter of theN. Y.
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Tribune. In the spring of 1897 spent two months in hunting on horseback in Florida. In April, 1900, became Secretary of the Automobile
Patents Exploitation Co. June 7th, 1899, married Miss Estelle Sherwood of Southport, Conn. Address 381 West End Ave., N.Y. City.
-Woolsey McAlpine Johnson, Russell Fellow, improved the spring
vacation at Gottingen by a bicycle journey to Paris, which he described
in a letter published in the Hartford Times of June 29th. He exmatriculated at Gottingen Aug. 4th, and traveled in Bavaria and
Switzerland before returning to Hartford, where he proposes to finish
in the Jarvis Physical Laboratory at Trinity the work requisite for his
Gottingen doctor's thesis. He will go back to Gottingen in May,
1901.-Joseph Henry Lecour, Jr., received the degree of LL.B. cum
honore at theN. Y. Law School in June and was admitted to theN. Y.
Bar in July. He is practising independently, having his office at 283
Sumner Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. Residence as in Bulletin No. r.-James
Watson Lord, who has been teaching for two years at ;lt. Luke's School,
Bustleton, Philadelphia, is now an instructor at St. Stephen's College,
Annandale, N. Y.-Theodore Henry Parker is in occupation and
address as in Bulletin No. I.-Alexander Pratt, Jr., still a graduate student in Yale University, received the degree of M.A. from Yale in
June.-Henry John Quick spent the summer in England. He will
exchange law for the railroad business in the autumn.-Henry Rutgers
Remsen is a senior at the Episcopal Theological School, Cambridge.
He conducted a boys' summer camp at York Harbor during the month
of August, and was also connected with the Groton School Camp at
Lake Asquam, N.H. Is a contributor to "East and West" and other
literary periodicals.- Lloyd Gibson Reynolds, Litt. B., after studying
law two years at the University of Penn. is continuing the study at Erie,
Penn., in the office of J. Ross Thompson and Son.-Albert Morey
Sturtevant has been studying in the Department of Germanic
Languages and Literatures at Harvard for two years. Last year he
was an Assistant to Professor Schilling in German C. He holds a
University Scholarship for the coming year. He wishes to take his
doctor's degree in the spring and will then teach.-While studying at
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the Berkeley Divinity School, Edward Schofield Travers has been
doing most efficient Church work in Middletown. This from other
sources than himself.-Edgar Francis Waterman is pursuing the studies
of the third year in the Columbia University Law School. He was
admitted to theN. Y. Bar in July. [In the Prefatory Note to No. xof
the Bulletin it was suggested that each Class Secretary should send a
reply postal card twice a year to each class-mate and send the answers
to The Bulletin for publication. Mr. Waterman has followed the suggestion with the present result, being honorably distinguished from the
Class Secretaries who do not regard the dignity as entailing any duty to
Class or College. The Bulletin gives him hearty thanks.]-The
address of Walter Beardslee Wildman is Wallingford, Conn. He
expects to go into business.-Charles Guilford Woodward, who has
studied two years in the School of Political Science, Columbia University, is in the Department of Railroad Statistics of the Connecticut
General Life Insurance Co., Hartford. Address 742 Asylum Avenue,
Hartford.
The Rev. J. F. Bingham, D. D., L. H. D. in r8g8, Lecturer oa
Italian Literature in the College since x895, has returned from a two
years' stay in Italy. He visited every part of the peninsula, but spent
the winters in Rome, the summers in Capri, and the autumns ill
Florence.
Reginald Norton Willcox, Sec., General Theological
Seminary, Chelsea Square, New York City.
At a mass meeting held under the auspices of the
United Italian societies of Hartford, Sept. zoth, Alphonso De Salvio
made an eloquent address in his native language upon the meaning of
the disestablishment of the Pope and the completing of the kingdom
of Italy. "The speaker was frequently interrupted by enthusiastic
'bravos' and 'benes' and he was liberally applauded for several minutes when he had taken his seat."-Thomas Emmett Addis, formerly
chemist with the Kirkpatrick Co., Limited, of Leechburg, Penn., is
now with the National Steel Co., Ohio Works, at Youngstown, 0. His
address is 648 Mahoning Ave.-Charles William Henry of the Episco-
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pal Theological School, Cambridge, has been one of the leaders in the
summer work of the Episcopal City Mission of Boston. From two
thousand five hundred to three thousand poor children have been taken
to Oak Island, Revere Beach, for a day's outing, where they have been
allowed to bathe and to play games and have been feasted upon clam
chowder.-J. H. Kelso Davis of the Electric Vehicle Co. now resides
at 2 Columbia St., Hartford.---Charles Baker Hedrick is teaching at St.
Luke's School, Bustleton, Pa.
Ellsworth Morton Tracy, Sec., General Theological
Seminary, Chelse~ Square, New York City.
Alexander Arnott is a student in the Yale Law School.
His New Haven address is 19 Sylvan Avenue.-James Watson Bradin,
Jr., is with the Weston Electric Co., Newark, N. J.-Moses James
Brines is a student of music in New York. He is tenor soloist of the
West End Presbyterian Church. Address 10 W. 107th St., N.Y. City.
-Percy Leon Bryant is on the staff of the Hartford Times. Address,
East Hartford.-Luther Harold Burt, B. S., is with Chief Engineer J.
H. Thompson of the N. J. C. R. R. Address I 24 Collins St., Hartford, Conn.-Theodore Grafton Case is a law student in the office of
his father, Ho~. W. C. Case, Hartford. Address Granby, Conn.-John
Kay Clement, B. S., is pursuing at Trinity College the first year of his
graduate study as Russell Fellow.-Samuel William Coons is undecided
as to his future occupation. Address Ballston Spa, N. Y.-Robert
James Fagan resides at 54 Orange St., Brooklyn, N. Y. He is
employed in the inspection of storage batteries by the Electric Storage
Battery Co., xoo Broadway, N. Y.-Roderick Harrison Fox has not
written. His home address is Bradford, Penn.-Haslett McKim
Glazebrook is at the Crescent Ship Yard, Elizabeth, N. J. Address 59
Broad St., Elizabeth, N. J.---Monroe Gleason Haight is Assistant in
Physics in Trinity College.---William Cameron Hill, B.S., is a student
of law. Address 203 Walnut St., Sunbury, Penn.---Harry Archer Hornor is in the Electrical Department of the N.Y. Shipbuilding Co.,
Camden, N. J., but resides at Woodbury, N. J., five miles distant,
where also is E. A. Rich, '99, who is also with the N. Y. Shipbuilding
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Co.---John Gilbert Mcilvaine is a student of architecture in the University of Pennsylvania. Address 3209 Baring St., West Philadelphia,
Penn.---Frederick Welles Prince is in the Engineering Dep't, Hartford
Electric Light Co. Address 66 Vernon St., Hartford, Conn.---David
Louis Schwartz, Jr., is at the General Theological Seminary, Chelsea
Square, N.Y. City.---Ernest Leon Simonds is cashier of the Sou them
N. E. Telephone Co., 247 Pearl St., Hartford. Residence 33 Ward
St., Hartford.---Charles Thomas Smart entered the U. S. Military
Academy, West Point, in July. Address U.S. Corps of Cadets, West
Point, N. Y.---Edwin Pemberton Taylor, Jr., is with the Western Electric Co., West and Bethune Sts., N.Y. City. He resides at 9 E. 22nd
St., New York City.---Simon Lewis Tomlinson is Land Agent and
Assistant Engineer of the Columbus and Hocking Coal and Iron Co.,
with headquarters at New Straitsville, 0. The company is opening up
1500 acres of solid coal at Doanville, 0., and will move thither at
Christmas.---Ellsworth Morton Tracy is at the General Theological
Seminary, Chelsea Square, N.Y. City.---K. F. F. Kurth, non-gt., 'oo,
is teaching at Port Huron, Mich. Address I 103 Erie St., Port Huron,
Mich.

NECROLOGY.

CHARLES DuDLEY WARNER, who died in Hartford, on Saturday,
October zoth, was an intimate friend of several of the Trustees of the
College and 0f three members of its Faculty. Himself the graduate
of a small college that has done great things, Hamilton College, the
Alma Mater of General Hawley and the Rev. Dr. Love among our citizens as well as of himself, he had a kindly interest in our institution.
This he showed in r884 by consenting gratuitously to deliver a lecture
at the College in each year. He continued to give his annual lecture
until the decline of his health about two years ago. The lecture was
either on a literary topic, or, treating of such a subject as The Indeterminate Sente:J.ce or of his travels in Mexico or Egypt was itself literature. The students were always greatly interested in seeing and hearing a man well known in the wider activities of the great world, who
united to his literary gifts great kindliness and an especial sympathy
with the young. Trinity College joins with the city, the state and
the nation in mourning his loss. The record of Mr. Warner's literary
career and public services, as part of the history of the time, has
been published in every journal of the land. We, therefore, give here
only the published tributes of our own Trustees and Faculty :
FROM THE REV. FRANCIS GOODWIN .

To the Editor of The Courant :-

In the death of Mr. Warner this city, which he honored by making
it his horne, has experienced a great and irreparable loss. Aside from
our sense of personal bereavement my chief thought is what will this
community do without Mr. Warner?
He was so greatly interested in all that concerned the public
welfare ; so willing to take his full share of the public burdens ; so
ready to give time and thought and effort to promote the success of all
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that would beautify and adorn the city; and so watchful against the
introduction of anything, however well meant, which was below a high
standard of excellence. His criticisms were always kindly, but entirely frank and honest. No desire to please induced him to praise and
commend that which his experienced judgment and correct taste did
not altogether approve. The services which he rendered the city in
these respects, as chairman of the state commission on sculpture and
as a member of the board of park commissioners cannot be truly
realized except by those who were associated with him on these
boards. Yet far outmeasuring these abundant and successful labors
was the beneficent influence of his life upon this community. So quiet,
so gentle, so unobtrusive and yet so prevading and uplifting. It seems to
me that it did much to give a peculiar charm and character to our
social life very rarely found in places where business interests and
pursuits predominate as they do in Hartford.
Long and lovingly will he here be remembered not only for those
qualities which so endear him to his friends but also for the lasting
benefits resulting from his self sacrificing efforts for the public good.
Francis Goodwin.
FROM COLONEL GREENE.

To the Editor of The Courant:-

Others, at other times, will speak of Mr. Warner's work, the sweet,
pure, strong influence of which the world will not soon cease to feel.
I am thinking of him to-day as the friend and as the man among men
who went in and out among us.
The manner in which he gave his friendship and the sense of it
which he conveyed to its recipient were characteristic of the simplicity
and sincerity of the man, and carried with them a peculiar satisfaction and charm. You were forever certain of him, under whatever
conditions.
As a man among men, a factor in the full life of the world in
which he moved, he held an especial place and exercised a rare influence. With an utter absence and a scorn of pious pretense and cant,
his whole soul accepted and rested upon the everlasting things, and he
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drew action and character from them. His thoroughly disciplined
thought was original in method, calm and clear in its movement, independent in its concl~sion, steadfast and serene in its loyalty to truth as
he found it, full of charity for everything except the false, low, mean
and shallow. His was a perfect mental integrity. He handled facts
not to make a case, but to find their truth; and how straightforwardly,
how lucidly, with what sense of proportion, what delicacy of perception, with what true values of the picturesque and the humorous, with
what absolute sanity, and, to crown all, with what simple, manly force
and courage ! He saw straight because he meant and dared to be
straight.
And all these qualities of mind, spirit and heart he brought to the
service of a vision whose breadth took in every human interest. His
nature heard the call of every true human concern, and his answer
gave always a new knowledge, a clearer purpose, a wiser hope, a plainer
way, and a higher light. His stands out a clean, sound, strong, illuminating, undaunted, inspiring life, given for the help of its time in the
highest things, and set to kindle the courage of them who come after.
J. L. G.
FROM PRESIDENT SMITH.

'ro the Editor of The Courant:-

Saturday noon, October 2oth, Dr. Bingham, lecturer on Italian literature in Trinity College, consulted Dr. Warner in regard to the
preparation of a book on Italian literature, which he had it in his mind
to prepare for the use of college students, and an appointment was
made for noon, Monday, the 22d, when Dr. Bingham was to discuss
more fully with him the plan and scope of the work. Dr. Bingham
called upon President Smith for a French book of the kind must suitable to serve as a model and at the same hour it was announced that
Dr. Warner, the gifted and accomplished man of letters and the kindhearted Christian gentleman, had been called to his rest. So he died
in harness, engaged to the very last in the work to which he had devoted his life, and which he had done so much to elevate.
At Trinity College his work was altogether a labor of love. He
had been assured of the chair of English literature in x883, if he
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would accept it, but he had declined. He accepted, however, the
appointment of lecturer in 1884 and gave lectures every year until the
severe sickness of 1.898. He had chosen his subject for the present
year, but had not fixed upon the time.
It is needless to attempt to speak of the influence of his presence
and words of counsel upon the warm and enthusiastic young hearts ~
whom he spoke in the sincerity and simplicity of his nature. Thoat
who have been privileged to hear him have felt the inspiration of his
presence and his work, and will remember it all their days. The dig·
nity of his bearing fitted the matter and form of the address. He kept
up a sustained interest in the hearers and all went away with reluctance
when he had concluded, and found much to discuss and ponder over
afterwards.
He was a lovely man and his was a lovely life. He was an in·
spiration to all who knew him, and his presence and encouragemeDt
were true incentives in the noble world of letters. His books are read
wherever the English language is spoken, and the readers always
receive profit and pleasure from the reading. It can be said of him aa
of Sir Walter Scott that he never wrote a word that need be blotted
out. In substance, form, charm of style and in delicacy of wit and
humor his writings furnish noble examples of what literature can be.
His refined presence, his kindly manner and his simple dignified
speech won all hearts. The world is poorer to-day than it was yesterday to us who knew him and the world of letters has lost a prince.
We have lost much in the last two days at Trinity College; lli
Hoadly and Dr. Warner, both men of letters, each unrivalled in
particular department. What thanks we owe them ! Others
speak of them in other relations. We now ask to publish our thanks
for their services.
G. W. S.
FROM PROFESSOR JOHNSON.

To the Editor of The Courant :-

The sudden death of Mr. Wamer takes from us a man
and loved not only in this community, but everywhere in our <-u<wuw• .w.
He was honored for his talents and for the use he made of them and
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for his devotion to the service of the public; and loved for his charming and attractive personality. tHe belonged to the old school of
literary men of which Irving, Longfellow and Lowell were representatives, men who loved literature for itself and not as a subject to be
professionally exploited ; men to whom the word " culture " as
opposed to the word " learning " can properly be applied, because
their knowledge of books, though wide and in many cases minute, was
colored by appreciation and interest. The charm of these men as
authors and their effectiveness as teachers are far greater than that of
the modern professors whose relation to literature is merely that of
those who acquire exhaustive information about details or form elaborate mechanical theories.
Mr. Warner's relation to literature was vital, he loved it, and he
knew it with the intimacy that comes from genuine love of the subject
and life-long devotion. He had the gift of a remarkably lucid and
graceful prose style, lighted up, sometimes by flashes of insight, and
always by a quiet, unobtrusive humor. As a critic he was eminently
sane and judicious because he knew thoroughly what constitutes good
literature and his conception of the author's function and influence
was broad and comprehensive. He held a high ideal of duty and
morality, especially as related to civic obligations. Society was to him
more than a "passing show." It was a great partnership to which we
all contribute something and from which we receive a great deal. This
high ideal of the obligations of the individual informs all his writings
and gives them a serious interest, and makes his stories, not didactic,
but almost "novels with a purpose." The plot is not simply entertaining, it develops in obedience to the moral laws under which human
society slowly moves forward. This sense of moral law and civic duty
it was which prompted Mr. Warner's ceaseless and unpaid labors as
president of the •'Prison Reform Association." He was always ready
to spend time and pains wherever there seemed an opportunity to
spread knowledge of the true nature of crime and remedial punishment and the duty of the state towards offenders.
The same idealism is evident in his criticism. It is not merely of
literature as art that he writes, but of "literature as related to life."
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Everything that he wrote has charm, not simply charm of form and
expression, but the wholesome charm of earnestness which results
f1om the shaping force of a noble and unselfish ideal, pervasive and
controlling but never obtruded. This combination of seriousness and
sanity with playfulness results in one kind of true humor. It characterized Mr. Warner's mind and is reflected in much of his writings so
that he will always rank as a humorist in the best sense.
No more kindly and attractive man ever lived than Charles Dudley Warner. He was unaffectedly interested in other people. He was
destitute of the uneasy vanity which sometimes corrodes the tempers
of successful authors. His reputation caused many aspiring young
people to write to him for advice or to request him to read and criticize
a MS. Such requests invariably received a kindly and judicious
answer often made at the sacrifice of time which would better have
been employed in addressing a wider audience. As a companion he
was sympathetically responsive and full of delectable humor, based on
fundamental good sense, and never tempered with sarcasm except for
the base or vile aspects of the world. His sympathy went out spontaneously to those in trouble, his indignation was roused by the sight of
injustice, his help was freely rendered the unfortunate. "Honor, love,
obedience, troops of friends" were his by the attraction of a kindly
and genial nature. He loved his fellow-men because he was himself
lovable. They who mourn the most for his departure still more bless
God for his life and good example.
C. F. J.
The Rev. Dr. HEMAN DYER, who received the honorary degree of
D. D. from Trinity College in 1843, one of the oldest clergymen in
the country, and edito r of " The Parish Visitor" for many
t843
years, died July 29th, 1900, at his home, No. r n East
Seventeenth St., New York City, from heart weakness
superinduced by old age. Although he had been confined to his
house for about fifteen years, he took an active interest in Church
affairs up to the last. He was one of the trustees of the General Theological Seminary, and his fellow members always held their meetings
at his home so that he could take part in them.
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Dr. Dyer was born in Shaftsbury, Vt., in September, x8xo. In
1840 he was elected professor in the Western University of Pennsylvania at Pittsburg, and the following year became its chancellor. He was
ordained deacon in x83z, and was one of the oldest graduates of the
Divinity School at Gambier, Ohio.
Dr. Dyer's intimate knowledge of men and things, combined with
sound judgment, caused him to be consulted frequently on important
questions of Church work. As the founder and editor of " The Parish
Visitor," his name and his influence were known and felt throughout
the Church in this country. He was once elected to the bishopric of
Kansas, but declined.
Dr. Dyer retired from the active ministry some years ago. In
February last he and his wife, who was Miss Cornelia C. Joy, celebrated
the fiftieth anniversary of their marriage, when greetings and letters
were received from Bishops Lawrence, McVickar, Doane, Niles, Dudley, Brewster, Johnson and many others.
Dr. Dyer leaves a widow and four children, three daughters and a
son. The funeral services were held in Grace Church. The burial
w·as in Woodlawn.
The Rev. RALPH HART BowLES, who had been living two years in
the historic Glebe house in Woodbury, Conn., the birthplace of the
American Episcopate, died on Friday, Oct. 5th, of
t848
Bright's disease. Mr. Bowles was the first occupant of
the Glebe house after it was purchased and presented to
Bishop Williams, and by him presented to the Society for the Maintenance of Aged Clergy. Mr. Bowles was born in Hartford, May r6th,
r8zz , and was graduated from Trinity in 1848, and from Nnvton
Theological Institute in x8so. He was ordained pastor of the Terryville Baptist Church in x8so, and filled various positions as pastor in
Connecticut and Massachusetts until 1883. At this time he embraced
the Episcopal faith and went to Bethlehem, where he was ordained
priest in r 885 and stayed until r89o. He went then to Tashua and
Easton where he was until 1893, going thence to Huntington, from
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which place in the fall of 1898 he went to Woodbury and occupied the
Glebe house. Owing to age and ill health he had done no active work
since. He leaves a wife and two children.
DR. CHARLES J. HOADLY, State Librarian, one of the most distinguished graduates of Trinity College, a Trustee since 1865, Secretary
of the Board from 1865 to 1876 and from 1888 to 1896,
t85t
Librarian from 1854 to r855, and the greatest benefactor
of the College Library, died about 1 p. m. October 19th,
at his home on High street. He had been very feeble for about two
years, and for several months had seldom been able to leave his home.
The following tribute is from the Rev. Dr. Hart, so long and
closely associated with Dr. Hoadly in work for ,the Trinity College
Library and for the Connecticut Historical Society. It is from the
Hartford Courant of October 2oth.
The death of Dr. Charles J. Hoadly has taken away one of the
best known and most deservedly honored of the citizens of Hartford
and Connecticut. The earliest settler of that name was John Hoadly
or Hoadley, a non-conforming clergyman of the Church of England,
who came to Guilford in 1689 with the Rev. Henry Whitfield, but who
returned after sixteen years to England, favored the restoration, and
rendered substantial services to Charles II. He maried Sara, daughter
of Francis Bushnell, and through his son Samuel, born in Guilford,
became the grandfather of John Hoadly, successively archbishop of
Dublin and of Armagh, and of Benjamin Hoadly, who as Bishop of
Bangor gave name to the Bangorian Controversy, which affected the
London money-market and caused the suspension of Convocational
action in the church of England for a century and a half, and after
holding the bishoprics of Hereford and Salisbury died bishop of Winchester. Our Dr. Hoadly traced ~his descent through one who is
believed to have been a kinsman, and perhaps a brother of this early
settler, known as "Captain" William Hoadley or Hoadle, who was also
born in England. He was a signer of the plantation covenant of Braa-
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ford and later one of its patentees and represented that town at nine
sessions of the General Assembly. His great great grandson, the Ron.
Jeremy Hoadley, removed to Hartford about r8o6, where he was a
selectman of the town for some twenty years, acting mayor of the city
in 1835-36, and high sheriff of the county from 1828 to 1834; he was
also chairman of the whig state central committee in the presidental
campaigns of 1836 and !840. In the parish of Christ Church he was
one of the early vestrymen, and the last of the "clerks " appointed to
lead the responses and give out the psalms and hymns. His son, William
Henry Hoadley, who was born in Guilford in 18oo, married Harriet
Louisa Hillyer, and their oldest son was Charles Jeremy Hoadly (the
only one of later generations to omit the " e " in the spelling of the
name), who was born in Hartford, August 1, 1828. The father died
in 1849; but the mother reached the age of ninety-two and died in
I895· She was the daughter of Colonel Andrew Hillyer and granddaughter of Captain James Hillyer, whose wife's father married into the
Grant family, while his own mother was a daughter of George Hayes,
one of the first settlers of Granby and ancestor of President Hayes.
Colonel Hillyer's wife, Mrs. Hoadley's mother, was Lucy Tudor,
daughter of Elihu Tudor of South Windsor, who was graduated at Yale
College in I750 and became one of the best educated physicians of his
day. He served as surgeon in the British army during the French war,
was with Wolfe when he fell at Quebec, and was present at the fall of
the Havana, as was also his son-in-law, Colonel Hillyer. He was bom
in I 733, and died in I826, so that his life and that of his granddaughter
covered a period of I62 years, having more than twenty years in
common. He received half-pay from the British government from the
date of his retirement in I 767 till his death, a period of nearly sixty
years; and it is said that the treasury officials actually sent to make
inquiry whether he could still be living. Although his father (Yale
College, I7 28) was a congregational minister, he was himself strongly
attached to the Church of England; and in the time of the revolution
be was closely watched and sometimes threatened. His own descent
was from Owen Tudor, one of the first settlers of Windsor; and his
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wife Lucretia Brewster, was a direct descendant of Elder Williata
Brewster, the "the chief of the Pilgrims."
Charles Jeremy Hoadly was prepared for college at the Hoplr.iDs
Grammar School of Hartford; and entering Trinity College in 1847, he
was graduated as valedictorian of his class in 1851. Among his claasmates were the Rev. Dr. John Brainard, now for a long time rector of
St. Peter's Church, Auburn, N.Y., George Douglass Sargeant and Dr.
Charles Edward Terry, all three Hartford boys, the Hon. John Day
Ferguson of Stamford, the Rev. Dr. Charles Frederick Hoffman of New
York, and Charles Collins VanZandt, governor of Rhode Island. In
1854 he received the degree of M-ester of Arts in course from his alma
mater, delivering the master's oration. The same degree was conferred
upon him, honoris causa, by Yale College in I879, and ten years later
Trinity College made him a Doctor of Laws.
Soon after his graduation he entered the office of Dr. Henry Barnard, then superintendent of public instruction, and began the study of
law in the office of Welch & Shipman. In I 85 5 he was admitted to the
bar by Judge (afterwards Chief Justice) Seymour. In 1854 he was
appointed librarian of Trinity College; and though his services in that
capacity covered but one year, he continued his interest in that library
and his acquaintance with its condition, even in matters of detail, til
the end of his life. In April, 1855, he was ca.lled to the position of
librarian of the State of Connecticut, an office in which his only predessor was the late Dr. J. Hammond Trumbull, appointed in the preceding November. His life-work was done as state librarian or in historical and legal studies connected with his duties there; and in that
capacity he served the state for forty-five years, a longer time than aay
other official of either the colony or the State of Connecticut, with the
exception of George Wyllys, who was the secretary of the colony an4
state for the sixty years from I7 34 to I 794· When he entered upoe
his office, the newly established state library was but meagerly furnished.
There was not a full set of any legal publication, not even of the Collnecticut Reports up to that date; and not a volume of any of our on
federal reports or of those of English courts. The new librarian undet-
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took the task of collecting sets of law books for the state. The library
committee appointed by the Legislature, in order, as they thought, to
facilitate the gathering of a working library, gave instructions for the
purchase of certain compilations and condensed series of reports. Mr.
Hoadly was wiser than the committee, and was determined in every
possible case to purchase only the original and full reports, though it
might be at greater expense of money and of time. As a result of this
policy, which guided the whole period ..of his administration, the Connecticut state library possesses to-day complete sets of the originals of
all official American reports, practically complete sets of reports for
England, Scotland and Ireland, and also of Canadian reports as far as
they relate to our law.
The same policy was pursued in making collections of statutes.
Mr. Hoadly's purpose, in which absolute success was practically· impossible, but in accomplishing which he was eminently successful, was
to procure for the library every publication of session laws and every
official revision ofthe statutes, not only of the United States and of
every state and territory, but also of England, Scotland, Ireland and
Canada. Beyond this he did not wish to extend the scope of the
library, except to include publicatious relating to the general or local
history of Connecticut, the documentary histories and state papers of
the other states, and the writings of eminent statesmen of the nation,
toge'ther with a few especially desirable works of reference; but the
collections made under these heads are of great and permanent value.
To those who asked how many volumes there were in the library
and who seemed prepared to judge of its value by its size, he was wont
to say that the value of a library is not determined by the number of
volumes upon its shelves, but by its completeness in the departments
which it undertakes to represent. Realizing this fact, Dr. Hoadly
declined to purchase or to accept m·any volumes which some desired to
see in the collection under his care, and often referred intending donors
to that particular library of the city to which the volumes in question
most naturally belonged. To this principle of exclusiveness on the one
hand and co-operation on the other, cultivated by Dr. Barnard, Dr.
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Trumbull and Dr. Hoadly, is largely due the present admirable system
of libraries in Hartford.
While the late librarian was a man of deep learning in law and
jurisprudence, and knew many of the mysteries of both, he never
argued a case in court. Nor did he seek active work as a counsellor,
but followed the strong bent of his mind to proficiency in determining,
recalling and applying historical facts. For this reason it was that be
became most widely known, and will be specially remembered, as an
antiquarian and historian. As he suceeeded Dr. Trumbull in the office
of state librarian, so he took up the work which he had begun of editiug
the Colonial Records of Connecticut and in which he had completed
the records to r689 in three volumes. First editing the records of
New Haven colony (1638 to I66S) in two volumes, he took up the
records of Connecticut colony, transcribing them with his own hand,
filling out lacunae from other sources where this was possible, insertiDg
illustrative notes, adding appendices of documents for the most part
unpublished before, and preparing careful indexes. The work was
slow, for it was difficult and accurately done; and the twelve volumes
(in number 4 to IS) needed to contain the records of the years r689 to
I 776, occupied the time which could be given to this work until r887.
Then by special act of the General Assembly the librarian was authorized to transcribe and edit the records of the state from I 776 to t789·
Of this series two volumes have been issued, and a third volume is ia
manuscript lacking a few notes to make it ready for the printer. The
value Qf these publications, sixteen large octavo volumes, is beyoDd
calculation, and the work has been so carefully done that it is hardly
possible that any part of it will need to be done again.
Of Dr. Hoadly's other publications, the best known is probably
"Goodwin's Genealogical Notes," edited in I856. They include
papers prepared for historical societies, the Annals of Christ Church,
Hartford, to I828, included in Dr. Russell's history of the parish, and
communications addressed to " The Courant" and other journals.
The results of a large part of his investigations remain unpublished.
In his work as editor and investigator, Dr. Hoadly's attention was
of necessity called to the study of ancient manuscript documents.
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Of these documents some, through the carelessness and liberality of
official custodians, had become scattered, while others, through the
greed of collectors, had been deprived of their signatures. By his
efforts many of the missing autographs have been regained and replaced, while certain manuscripts, including a large number of muster
and payrolls of the early wars have been either restored or definitely
located. The most important volume regained is that lettered "Particular Court, Vol. II., Probate Records," discovered by him in New
York in I 863 ; it contains I 96 pages of court proceedings on all subjects
of judicial controversy within the colony from I649 to I663 and I85
pages of wills and inventories. His familiarity with the manuscript
records and archives of the several states and the federal government,
and his historical acquaintance with the leading men of the age made
a visit to the State Library under his direction an event not soon
forgotten. In a few words, he could plainly place before the visitor the
impressions he had formed concerning the leading characters of our
history, impressions not always in harmony with the generally accepted
traditions, but never without foundation and always strongly expressed.
Dr. Hoadly was a member of many learned bodies, especially
valuing his membership in the Massachusetts Historical Society, the
American Antiquarian Society, the New England Genealogical and
Historical Society, and the Connecticut Historical Society, of whiclt
latter, after long service as its corresponding secretary, he was president from the year 1894 until his death, and to which he presented his
portrait.
Allusion was made to Dr. Hoadly's interest in the library of
Trinity College, of which he was for one year librarian and for many
years a member of the library committee. As far as his influence
went, he carried out here the same principle as that on which he built
up the State Library, desiring to strengthen the strong collections
rather than to build up strong and weak alike; and it is for this reason
that the College Library is so well furnished with lexicons in various
languages, English state papers, the works of eminent mathematicians,
and volumes ili~J.strating epigraphy and archaeology. His own gifts to
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the library were constant and valuable, among them being the new
edition of Stephanus, which he brought from England on his last visit
there, and the "Grande Larousse," presented a year or two ago. In
tact there is no part of the library which is specially worthy of notice
that does not show both his skill in selecting and his generosity in
giving. All through his life he kept well acquainted with the work of
the college and with the roll of its alumni. He was elected a trustee
in 1865 and was secretary of the corporation from 1865 to 1876 and
again from x888 to 1896. From 1854 to 1862 he was secretary of the
Connecticut Beta of the Phi Beta Kappa, and from x862 to 1867 its
president. For very many years a member of the vestry of Christ
Church, at which he regularly attended, he was from 1864 to 1879 a
clerk of the parish. Thus a large part of the records of the college,
the society and the parish are in his admirably clear handwriting.
Dr. Hoadly had a memory of wonderful accuracy and tenacity ;
he not only knew where things were, even in the midst of seeming
confusion, but he knew what they were. He could repeat long
extracts, even from classic authors which he had not read since his
college days ; he remembered the dates of ancient volumes to which
he had not referred for many years ; and he would remind a listener of
events or facts which had utterly slipped from the other's memory.
And thus he was on the watch for all sorts of interesting things,
" desiderata" of every kind ; and his house on Ann street, which was
the family home from 1833, became a storehouse of historical treasures.
Among the mass of papers in the executive correspondence of
Governor Buckingham, on file in the governor's office, is a note from
Charles J. Hoadly in which he offers his services to the governor to
serve in any capacity in which he might be needed.
Three brothers and a sister survive him: James H. Hoadley of
New York and George E., Francis A. Hoadley and Mrs. Harriet L.
Corwin of this city. A sister, Mary Robins Hoadley, of this city, died
in 1896, and a brother, Major Frederick W. Hoadley, of Little Rock,
Ark., was killed at Vicksburg in June, r863.
S. H.
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The funeral services were held at Christ Church, Oct. 22d, at z.3o
o'clock, after prayers at his late home, No. 78 Ann Street. The Rev.
L. W. Saltonstall, rector, officiated, assisted by the Rev. James P.
Faucon. In the audience room were the clerical force of the offices in
the state Capitol, members of the Connecticut Historical Society, of
the Wadsworth Athenaeum, members of the Acorn Club and many
prominent professional and business men.
The honorary bearers were Lieutenant-Governor Lyman A. Mills,
representing the state; President George Williamson Smith and Dr.
Gurdon W. Russell, representing Trinity College; the Rev. Dr. Samuel
Hart, representing the Connecticut Hi£torical Society; James J. Goodwin, representing Christ Church, and James Terry of New Haven, a
life-long personal friend. Interment was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Dr. Hoadly's chair in the state library was draped with crape and
the flag at the Capitol was placed at half-staff during the hour of the
funeral. The building was closed during the afternoon and business
was suspended in the offices.

f855

GEORGE SMITH DEVENDORF, a prominent lawyer, died
at his home in Amsterdam, N. Y., on Tuesday, July
1oth, 1900, aged 63 years.

JOHN SABINE SMITH, lawyer and ex-president of the Republican
Committee of New York County, since 1894 a Trustee of Trinity College, died at his residence in New York City, Nov. 6th. Mr. Smith
was born at Randolph, Vt., in 1843. He was admitted
f863
to the bar in 1868. He was one of the organizers of the
Republican League of the United States, and was for
several years a member of the republican state committee as well as of
its executive committee.
Mr. Smith always retained to a high degree his interest in his alma
mater, Trinity College. He was graduated in the class of 1863, Professor J. J. McCook of the college being a ~ember of the same class.
Mr. Smith was of New England English ancestry and some of his forbears
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served in the Revolutionary War. His father was a prominent physician
at Randolph, Vt., but young Smith was thrown upon his own resources at
an early age and was forced to gain an education through his own energies. He was 16 years old when he entered Trinity, and he was
exceedingly poor, but he had energy, industry and indomitable will.
Although he had to spend much of his time in working to pay his way
along, he stood high in his studies and was graduated at the head of his
class. For a number of years he had been a member of the corporation of the college, and some years ago he was president of the Alumni
Association. While at college he became a member of Connecticut
Beta Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa. He has always been recognized by
the faculty and alumni as one of the staunchest and most energetic
friends the college had.
In his profession as a lawyer he had much success and had been
engaged in cases involving new and complex questions of law. He was
prominent in the councils of the republican party in New York and
held various positions in the party organizations. He was a member of
the constitutional convention of the state which prepared the present
constitution. His friends had come to regard him as a confirmed
bachelor, when he surprised them a little more than a year ago by
marrying Miss Clara Sawyer of Randolph Center, Vt. She survives
him, but there are no children. Funeral services were held at Grace
Episcopal Church, New York, at 10.30 o'clock, on the morning of Nov.
7th, and the body was taken to Randolph, Vt., for burial.

ROBERT FoRSYTH BIXBY, died at his home in New York city on
Tuesday, Oct. r6th, 1900, in the srst year of his age. He took his
degree in law at the Columbia Law School in 1872 and had been engaged constantly in the practice of his profession. He
J870
was a member of the Union League, of the New York
Genealogical Society, and of several athletic clubs. He
left a fortune of $65o,ooo. Among his bequests was one of $Io,ooo to
his life-long friend, Prof. Thomas R. Pynchon.
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The REv. WILLIAM HENRY CoLLINS, long rector of St. Michael's
Church, Brattleboro, Vt., who received an honorary M.A.
l875
in r875, died at Brattleboro, September 13th. Mr. Collins
was the father of William French Collins of the class of
1893 and the brother-in-law of Charles E. Graves of the class of r~so.
The Bulletin has received a Memorial of the late CHARLES
THOMAS WATERS, M.D., for a year a member of the Class of r887.
The pamphlet contains also a striking portrait. Dr.
l887
Waters was born Sept. 29th, r865, in Marietta, Ohio,
where he was prepared for college in the Preparatory
Department of Marietta College. He entered Trinity in the autumn
of r883, but owing to a severe illness in the spring of r884 he was
obliged to return to his home. Subject to asthma he had to leave the
seaboard. In r885 he entered the Junior Class at Hobart College
where he graduated in 1887 with honors in Chemistry. His father
having suffered reverses, Mr. Waters secured employment as a chemist
with the Illinois Steel Company at South Chicago, and became proficient in this profession. In the face of the severest obstacles in his
ill health and entire dependence upon his own earnings, he never relinquished his ambition to become a physician. He graduated from
the Northwestern University Medical School in 1893, and began practice in Chicago. Obliged in 1894 to return to Marietta to be with his
widowed mother, he practiced his profession there until his death,
December roth, 1899· He was building up a most successful private
practice and rendered great services to his city as an officer of the
Board of Health.
"This was his life, full of strenuous endeavor, full of suffering, full
of sacrifice, and beset with many disappointments, but such was his
aature that he rejoiced in the difficulties of his work ; he never spoke
of his suffering ; he never realized his sacrifices ; he never admitted
disappointments."
"He cared little for the financial returns of his practice-the poor
and rich alike received his ministrations. When necessary, he gave his
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services and the medicines, and not unfrequently himself carried food,
perhaps his only prescription, to some suffering family. Although, •
may be known from the simple recital of the main facts of his life, hil
own health was precarious, he never spared himself in attending to the
necessities of the sick. He felt that his calling was a sacred one, aDi
his ideals as to its practice were the purest and highest, and at any sac·
rifice he tried always to realize them."
" In all his acts, in all his words, and especially so far as outwal.'tl
signs could show, in all his thoughts he strove to follow in the footsteps
of his acknowledged Master."
The REv. HERBERT MENDENHALL SMITH, M. A., Rector of St.
Gabriel's Church, East Berlin,Conn., died at East Berlin,August 16tk
and was buried at Westfield, Conn., on the x8th.- The R&v.
GEORGE HEWSON WILSoN, M. A., Rector of St. Paul's Church,
Southington, Conn., died at Lake Minnewaska, N Y.,
t893
August 17th and was buried at his home in Albany,
August 19th. They were both in the 31st year of their
age. Dr.Hart preached a memorial sermon for Mr. Smith in St.Gabriei'J
Church, East Berlin, August z6th and for Mr. Wilson in St. Paul's
Church, Southington, September 16th. Mr. Wilson left to the College
for the Chapel fund, $r,ooo; to the Berkeley Divinity School his theological library and $r,ooo; to his parish for a Rectory fund $I,ooo ;aDCl
to his College Fraternity, the Alpha Delta Phi, $500.

t896

HENRY GROSVENOR BARBOUR died in Brooklyn, N.Y.,
September 13th.

The following expression of sympathy has been sent to the familyof GEORGE SHELDON McCooK, by the class of '97 : "At a meeting of
Class of 1897 held at the Colonial Club on June the twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred, we were instructed to convey to you tbe
t897
heartfelt sympathy of the class for the loss of our beloved
classmate and president, George Sheldon McCook, wboee
sterling qualities and Christian manliness endeared him to every mem·
ber of the class. Harry W. Hayward, William T. Walker, RobertS.
Starr."
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"Married at Newton, Massachusetts, June 28th, 1900, by the Reverend Raymond Calkins, Frank Cole Babbitt and Miss Ethel Hall."
Those who have been privileged to meet the accomplished lady who
has entered our college community, will understand why we give the
place of honor in our Notes of Progress to this item.
Professor Edwards and Messrs. Hahn and Hinnen have been
making energetic preparations for the Dedication of the Hall of Natural
History on the 7th of December.
The extensive museum collection formerly in Seabury Hall will be
displayed to great advantage in its new quarters. The Collection of
Vertebrates now occupies the first floor of the museum. Birds, mammals, reptiles, and fishes have been isolated, and the specimens of each
of these classes grouped by orders according to the degree of specialization. For example, mammals begin with primates and go down through
chiroptera, insectivora, rodentia, etc., to marsupials. The system
followed in all zoological and palaeontological classification is that of
Parker and Haswell. Fossil representatives of an order or genus are
placed beside the living specimens and the labels show the relationships
throughout. The most interesting specimens are a gigantic cast of an
extinct edentate, the megatherium or ground sloth, presented by the
late Junius S. Morgan, Esq., a cast of a huge extinct armadillo, the
glyptodon, presented by the late Mrs. Henry A. Perkins, casts of the
heads and tusks of the dinotherium, mastodon, and mammoth among
extinct proboscidians, and of the extinct colossochelys atlas among
reptiles. The latter is a gigantic turtle's shell large enough to furnish a
good sized hut for a wandering savage. Valuable originals of the
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ichthyosaurus and other extinct reptiles of immense size, a massive slab,
the most perfect of its kind, of genuine foot prints of the Jurassic reptilian. dinosaurs, (the last given by E. Brainard Bulkeley, of the class of
1890,) besides many instructive models and casts are also of great
interest.
Invertebrate animals have been assigned to the second floor. Here
is also a synoptic collection presented by orders. Labels, drawings,
dissections and models are used to assist visitors in recognizing the
relationship and characteristics of each order. Each order will ultimately be represented up to the chordata. Separate cases are devoted
to special collections such as mollusc shells, corals, alcyonaria, etc.
The collections in Invertebrate Palaeontology, Mineralogy, and
Botany occupy the third floor . All the important fossils are represented
and grouped according to the geological periods, while their systemat!c
position is pointed out by special labels. Dana's system of mineral
classification, based on chemical composition, has been adopted. A
large part of the extensive mineral collection has been relabeled to show
the chemical composition and crystallographic properties of each
species. A special collection is arranged to illustrate the different
geological phenomena that are agencies in rock formation. Ward's
extensive series of rocks arranged stratigraphically and systematicaiJy is
an important feature.
Of equal interest are the aquarium and the vivarium of the
Natural History Building. In a southeast room of the basement are
five large aquaria, containing about a ton of water each, disposed
one to a window and paneled off so that all the light must enter the
room through the water.
The grotto effect enables the student to
observe, as he would at the bottom of the ocean, the movements
of starfish, jellyfish, sea anemones, squids, crabs, lobsters, shrimps, sea
cucumbers, and fish. Two of the five aquaria are to be supplied
with fresh water mussels, crayfish, eels, newts, gars, fish, and plants.
The vivarium at present contains a few living reptiles, including
snakes, lizards, tritons, newts, amblistoma, toads, tree toads, ana
frogs. Quantities of wire netting are at hand to build on shon notice
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suitable cages for any animals that may come into the possession
of the Museum and large bins of meal cc;>ntaining larvae, tanks for
tad poles and boxes for earth worms will very soon furnish living
food for the animals. The study of animals, dead and alive, is thus
made possible at all times of the year. Dissection logically follows
the study of the living animal in its natural environment. Special
provision has been made for dissection. One room of the basement
is provided with compressed air carried in pipes to the dissecting
tables where it will be used for injecting the animals. Special tables
are provided for anatomical work. The bacteriological equipment is
also an important feature of the new laboratories. An incubator and
an autoclav, the latter supplied with steam by a special generator,
are to be used in this work. For Experimental Physiology, a chymograph, moist chambers, clamps, levers, recorders, manometers, etc.,
are already provided. An entire series of modern stains is at hand
for histological work. In short the equipment, while not complete,
will give the student of. Trinity unquestioned advantages in acquiring
a complete undergraduate training in modern Biology.
On the 7th of December, the day of the formal Dedication of the
Hall of Natural History, luncheon will be served at x p.m. in the
Dining Hall. At 1.45 the faculty and guests will form in procession in
the Gymnasium, whence they will go to the Alumni Hall to listen to the
speakers of the occasion. Dr. W. H. Howell, Dean of the Medical
Department of Johns Hopkins University will deliver an address on The
Place of Biology in College Training and Professor Henry Fairfield
Osborn of Columbia University will speak on The Progress of Vertebrate Palaeontology in the United States. The latter address will be
illustrated by lantern slides. From 4 to 7 a reception will be held in
the Hall of Natural History. Our visitors will see upon the walls portraits of many of the foremost naturalists of the world. A large
number of these portraits are the personal gift to Professor Edwards of
th~ men whom they represent and have been accompanied by the
most kindly letters, conveying congratulations upon the inauguration
of our new equipment. It is hoped that the Hall of Natural History
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may in time have in its vestibule also portraits of the benefactors, J.
Pierpont Morgan, Dr. Gurdon W. Russell, the Rev. Francis Goodwin,
James J. Goodwin and others, who have been most generous in the
gifts which have made possible so essential an advance in the work of
the College. A tablet should also record so far as possible the smaller
gifts that evince no less generosity in their donors and that in their
aggregate are so significant.
The Library Journal, the great exponent of library science, (that
there is such a science is nowhere better demonstrated than in the
recent work of our own Librarian), says in its number for Oct. 1900 of
Mr. Carlton's Report on the Library, submitted to the Trnstees in June,
" The report is a most interesting and well expressed presentation of
conditions and needs."
One of the most important questions considered in it was the
utilization of the former Museum or Cabinet as a part of the Library.
It was suggested that the books most necessary for constant reference
in the several departments should be placed in alcoves in the new room,
and that the space on the ground floor in the centre, seventy feet long
and fifteen feet wide, should be provided with suitable tables and chairs
and made into a Reading Room. It was also proposed that the
Library and the Reading Room should be wired for electricity.
The Trustees cordially accepted these suggestions and it is hoped
that the work will be completed by the 1st of January. The Reading
Room has been wired. The shelving has been put into the second
story. The work on the ground floor is advancing rapidly. The new
Reading Room will be one of the most useful, attractive and beautiful
in America.
It has been proposed that the Library develop incidentally a
specialty or some specialties that may give it a unique position. The
Librarian has given much thought to this question. With the nucleus
we already have in the great gifts of Public Documents from the late
Hon. John Turner Wait, it may be possible for the Library to attain reputation from its collections in the field of Administration and Statistics.
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The College is rich in works on the history of the Church of England
and that of the Episcopal Church in the United States. In consideration of the debt of the College to the Episcopal Church and the not
less marked debt of the Episcopal Church to it, it has been thought
natural to wish that the Library of the College may be~ome the great
repository of the history of the Episcopal Church in England and in
America.
Great gratification has been felt at the success of Dr. Fisher's
suggestion to the Alumni to contribute each a small sum for a
term of years for the purchase of recent books and those most needed
in research. These contributions have already added to the resources
of the Library for the year $roz.so, every dollar of which tells most
directly on the intellectual life of the institution. It requir;s some
moral courage to make a little gift, but it is the aggregate of such gifts
that sustains the Churches and the great charities. If every graduate
of the College should give in each year even $r.oo to its general fund,
its very serious problem of keeping abreast with the times would be
greatly lightened. It may be of interest to state what some other
institutions have been able to expend upon their libraries in the last
collegiate year. Columbia expended $z6,3oo, Cornell $z3,ooo, Harvard $19,684, Yale $r6,soo, Michigan $13,047, Princeton $ro,84o,
Brown $4,000.
The ultimate cumulative significance of the small sums that the
Alumni have begun to give to the Library suggests the application of
the same principle to the Museum. Our Alumni are many of them
interested in various branches of Natural Science and make collections.
An occasional man is" like Nimrod, a mighty hunter before the Lord."
He shoots moose and caribou in the East and bear in the West. He
catches tarpon in Florida and other big fish in California. Why should
he not from time to time set up a trophy in the Museum, as a monument at the same time of his prowess and of his devotion to the College?
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The interest felt in edible fungi, in musluooms and their congeners,
has become a most valuable and attractive "fad." Why should not the
College through single gifts of remarkable specimens in time have the
most instructive collection existing of the edible fungi of North America
and of the world?
Montaigne says, " II y a toujours place pour un suivant, et route
par ailleurs." The Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity founded at Trinity College
in 1895, justifies the adage. Its record at Trinity and in the three
institutions where it has daughter chapters, has been most honorable.
Mr. James A Wales, Trinity, 1901, is the editor of a new and beautiful
periodical, The Garnet and White, devoted to its interests. From this
we take the following facts :
" During the autumn of the year 1894 the Rev. Paul Ziegler, a
graduate of Trinity College in the class of 1872, proposed to his son,
Carl G. Ziegler, and to his former pupil, Herbert T. Sherriff, both being
members of the class of 1897 at Trinity, the foundation of a new fraternity. During the Christmas vacation the scheme was talked over
at Detroit, the home of the three. On the first day of January, x8g5,
the Rev. Paul Ziegler set forth his views in the "Exoteric Manual of
Alpha Chi Rho." Nothing definite was done till June, 1895. Messrs.
Wm. A. Eardeley, '96, and Wm. H. Rouse, '96, were interested in the
plan. In the order of initiation the founders of Alpha Chi Rho are as
follows : Paul Ziegler, Carl G. Ziegler, Herbert T. Sherriff, William A.
Eardeley and William H. Rouse. The single chapter thus formed wa
named Phi Psi, and the first meeting of the fall term was held in
Northam, Sept. 19, 1895· At the end of the year seventeen men made
up the chapter roll. Phi Chi was instituted at the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1896, Phi Phi at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa., r 896, and Phi Upsilon at the University of
Iowa, Iowa City, Ia .• 1899. Until 1899, the powers of the general
convention were vested in the Phi Psi chapter. However, the rapid
growth of the fraternity and the desire for closer intercourse soon demanded consideratio~ and the result was the holding of the first annual
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convention at Hartford, June 23-24, 1899· Eight delegates from Phi
Chi and Phi Phi were present, and forty-four covers were laid for the
banquet at the Phi Psi chapter house the evening of June 23d. The
second convention was held in Brooklyn, April 16, 1900, and the third
convention will be held in Philadelphia during the Christmas vacation."
In the Quinquennial Catalogue the Honorarii who are not Alumni,
are distinguished from the Alumni who have received honorary degrees.
The title, "The List of Surviving Recipients of Honorary Degrees from
Trinity College," in the last number of the Bulletin should have contained the parenthesis, " not Alumni." (The Alumni were recorded in
a previous list.) It is essentially a list of Honorarii who are not
Alumni. By oversight, two or three names of Alumni were included in
it. This led to the impression on the part of at least two distinguished
graduates that the College already mourns their loss. We are glad to
inform any that may be under a contrary impression that the College
feels the highest pride in President Edward Miner Gallaudet, LL. D.,
of Washington, and in the Rev. Henry Harrison Oberly, D. D., of
Elizabeth, N. J ., both Alumni and both Honorarii, as in every and the
highest sense alive. She trusts that they may be so for many years to
come.
This "Peccavi " suggests another. In the personal details accompanying the names in the List of Alumni, should have been noted every
gift to the College. The donors of the Leffingwell, the McCrackan and
the Underwood Cups, given in encouragement of athletics, should for
instance have had honorable mention. The number of years during
which Dr. Hart gave the prize for the Prize Version Declamation should
have been stated. The Rev. Drs. Douglas, Ferguson, and MackaySmith should have been able to read a line of acknowledgment of their
annual gifts for prizes and Professor Ferguson a mention of his endowments. One omission of the kind we especially regret. No day passes
in which the whole College irrespective of Fraternity relations do.es not
feel its obligation to Robert H. Coleman, who built for the Delta Psi
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Fraternity its beautiful Chapter House, a joy to the hearts of his brethren in bonds and a joy to the eyes of us all. We hope to repair this
and other omissions in a subsequent edition. We do not the less regret
our misfortune in losing the earlier opportunity.
The noblest thing in athletics in America, perhaps in the world, is
the achievement in football of the Trinity College team. Trinity
College plays with institutions scarcely one of which is not much larger,
even with Yale. She has been recently honored with a challenge from
Harvard. At times Trinity scores a decided victory and often her
defeats under the odds are in themselves an honor. Even the most
conservative of the older graduates must feel that the spirit displayed
in football should be cherished. All that the College needs is to maintain that spirit and to extend it into every field.
The scores of the year are :
September 29th, Yale 22-Trinity o; October 6th, Trinity <>Amherst o; October nth, Trinity 6-Storrs o ; October 13th, West
Point 28-Trinity o: October 22nd, Trinity 23-Amh. Ag. o; October 27th, Trinity 5-Wesleyan o; November 3rd, Hamilton 35-Trinity o; November 1oth, Trinity 22-N. Y. University o.
The defeat of our admirable and progressive sister college, Wesleyan, brought especial gratification. The game was in all respects
gentlemanly, the Wesleyan captain in particular in one case giving a
notable illustration of knightly courtesy. Prof. Luther answered a
"cablegram" of congratulation. Macauley '95, telegraphed the congratulations of the Detroit Alumni. Our good friend, The Courant,
had an editorial note entitled "Good for Trinity." The cost of the
'rictory was shown in the Waterloo of 35 too the week after at Clinton,
N.Y., but Trinity's powers of recuperation were evinced in the score of
the final game of the season with New York University, 22 too.
Messrs. Cole and Wheeler, editors of the Trinity Ivy, are preparing
a Trinity College Calendar for 1901. It will be I I by 8 inches in size
and will have four pages, each containing three calendar months and
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six or eight photogravures. The cover will bear the seal of the College
embossed in gold and the words "Trinity College Calendar." The
cost of the Calendar will be f, I .oo including postage. Address for it
either Jewett Cole or William H. Wheeler, Trinity College, Hartford.
The editor of the Bulletin is preparing a little album of half tone
pictures ofthe College, which the Alumni may soon see. Pictures speak.
THE BULLETIN.
:A word about the history and position of this Bulletin seems due
to the Alumni and perhaps also to its projector and editor. The issue
of a Bulletin had several times been suggested in the Board of Trustees.
At last that Board passed a resolution recommending a conference on
the subject between the Board of Fellows and the Faculty. Committees
of each body met two or three times in Hartford. Members of the
Board of Fellows from a distance attended the meetings with some
sacrifice of money and great sacrifice of time. Nothing practical
was done.
The editor of the present Bulletin suggested to the President
the passage by the Trustees of a resolution authorizing the Faculty to
issue a Bulletin. When such a resolution was announced to the
Faculty, the editor offered to prepare an initial, experimental number,
the main feature of which should be news of the College and of the
Alumni. He had devoted most of the previous Christmas vacation to
the preparation of lists of the Alumni with personal details. These
lists he proposed to make the essential part of the first number.
Before Commencement be issued a second number. Now he offers a
third.
In accordance with the ideas outlined in No. 1, this Bulletin is sent
(
gratuitously to all the alumni, the honorarii, not alumni, to those known
to be special friends of the College and to others supposed to be interested in it. In addition copies are sent to certain newspapers,
libraries and schools. It has been suggested that subscriptions be in-
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vited. Voluntary contributions imposing no specific obligation would
be welcome. Were the Bulletin sent only to subscribers, its fate would
be short. Only a small portion of the alumni would subscribe. On the
other hand all are likely to be interested in some item or other. It
will pay the College to reciprocate that interest by sending the pamphlet
gratuitously. The Bulletin has received only kindly and lenient
cntJ.c1sm. It acknowledges with special appreciation a card
from the Right Rev. the Bishop of Delaware, and notices in the Courant
and the Church Standard. Any deficiencies in matter or style mlllt
find palliation in the fact that the three numbers have been written,
compiled, proof-read, and in the case of the first two, wrapped,
addressed, stamped and often posted by one person with scarcely any
assistance and, too, in the intervals of a full quota of collegiate
instruction.
This work has been voluntary and gratuitous. Still the editor caa
not but feel in a measure remunerated, if the Alumni read between the
lines of this Bulletin the expression of the conviction that the College
may make a great and a rapid advance, and some suggestion of the
means to that end.
Have we not seen small colleges grow into great, and weak ODell
into strong, under our very eyes ; colleges become universities, unim·
sities acquire strength and world-wide recognition in a decade or two?
What has been, can be done. Tht: conditions are vision, cooperatiOil
and self-sacrifice.

ADDENDA.

THE LIBRARY.

Judge Joseph Buffington, '75, has pledged to the Library
year for five years and has sent $26.04 on account.
Leonard A. Ellis, '98, has sent for the Library $ro.

$10

a

THE CLASSES.

t894

The address of Charles Frederick Weed is changed from
48 Irving to 96 Prescott St., Cambridge, Mass.

Philip J. McCook, Class Secretary, writes that Arthur
Fletcher Miller of Clinton, De Witt Co., Ill., has just
been elected States Attorney of his county. The election
is said to be very creditable as his opponent was an older man and
popular. Mr. McCook's house address is still 32 E. 45th St., New
York. His business address is changed from 10 Wall St., to 57 Rivington St., where he is in charge of the East Side Branch of the Legal
Aid Society.

t895

NECROLOGY.

Rev. Dr. CHARLES HENRY SEYMOUR, Rector of St. James' Church,
South Groveland, Mass., who died at that place, Monday, Nov. 19th,
and was buried in Spring Grove Cemetery, Hartford,
J852
Nov. 22nd, was a native of Watertown in this state.
He was graduated at Trinity College in 1852, among his
classmates being Bishop Beckwith of Georgia, Rev. Dr. A. B. Goodrich
of Utica, Rev. Thomas B. Fogg of Brooklyn, Conn., Rev. P. L. Shepard of Clinton, James Ward Smyth of Hartford, and George C. Tingley of Providence, R. I. He began his work as a teacher in Hamden
and West Hartford, and in 1854 established the Wolcott School in
Litchfield. On his ordination by Bishop Williams in 1856 he became
assistant minister of St. Michael's church in that place. In 1858 he
was chosen principal of the Punchard Free School in Andover, Mass.,
but in the following year accepted the rectorship of Trinity church,
Haverhill, where he remained nine years. From 1868 to 1882 he was
rector of St. John's church, Dubuque, Ia. ; in the last named year he
was chosen professor in Griswold College, Davenport, Ia., in both the
academic and the theological departments, and in 1887 he was elected
president of the institution. Returning to Massachusetts he was rector at Melrose and South Groveland, at which latter place he died Nov.
19th,. aged 72 years. His degree in divinity was conferred by Griswold
College in 1886.
The funeral services were held in the Allyn Memorial Chapel in
Spring Grove Cemetery, and were conducted by Rev. J. W. Bradin of
St. Jo\ln's church. Mr. Seymour's wife, his daughter, Mrs. Francis B
Daniels of Chicago, and her husband, were present. The bearers were
Thomas B. Enders, John 0. Enders, Frank H. Elmore, Cha1les B.
Elmore, Harry D. Elmore, nephews of Mr. Seymour, and Francis B.
Daniels of Chicago.

